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FOREWORD

These proceedings represent papers
presented at the program titled "Energy From
The Oceans Fact Or Fantasy?" held January
27-28, '1976 in Raleigh, North Carolina, This
program was sponsored by the Coastal Plains
Center for Marine Development Services; the
University of North Carolina Sea Grant Program,
the North Carolina State University Center for
Marine and Coastal Studies; the North Carolina
State University, Division of Continuing Educa-
tion and the North Cara1i na State University
Industrial Extension Service.

The objectives of the program were:

 a! Provide information on the Ocean as
an Energy Source including as sources: Waves,
Tides, Salinity Gradient., Wind, and Ocean
Thermal. The information included a discussion
of each resource, its prospect and problems.

 b! Provide information on the present
government support program for Energy from the
Oceans and an input on needed research and
development.

 c! Provide information an possible
environmental, political, economic and legal
effects of Orean Therma! Energy Conversion
Plants.

 d! Provide information on the possibility
of Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion Plants off
the Southeastern Atlantic coast.

The program was intended for:

 a! University faculty in scientific,
engineering, political, legal and economic fields
who are interested in programs for obtaining
energy from the oceans and thei r possible involve-
ment: in such programs.

 b! Regional, state, federal, and local
government individuais involved in the administra-
tion or support of marine and/or energy programs
and who wish to be informed on the status and
prospects of Energy Fram the Oceans.

 c! Representatives from industries that,
would be affected by Ocean Energy Plants. In-
dustries could include shipbuilding; coastal
engineering; marine surveys and environmental
studies; electric utilities.

This program had its origin in May of 1975
when a planning meeting was held ta discuss the
possibilities of a program on Energy From The
Oceans, Participants in this planning meeting
included:

Leigh Hammond
Assistant Vice Chancellor,
University Extension, North
Carolina State University

Dirk Frankenberg
Director, Marine Sciences
Program, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill

B. J. Copeland
Director, Sea Grant Program,
North Carolina State University

Phillip Hill
Coastal Plains Center for Marine
Development Services

L. Jay Langfelder
Director, Marine Sciences Program,
North Carolina State University

Daniel Textaris
Associate Administration Dean for
Research, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill

R. A, Mabry
Director, Continuing Education,
North Carolina State University

Wayland Griffith
Director, Engineering Design
Center, rIorth Carolina State
University

George Halcomb
Dean Research Administration,
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill

Paul Taylor
Head Science Education Division
North Carolina Department of
Public Instruction

Jerome Kohl
Extension Specialist, Nuclear
Engineering, North Carolina
State University

John Canada
Associate Dean for Extension,
North Carolina State University

Charles Cooper
Industrial Extension Services,
North Carolina State University

Fol lowing the planning meeting, I made
a visit. to Washington and obtained sugges-
tions on possible speakers from Dr. Robert
Cohen of the Division of Solar Energy at
ERDA and fram Frederick E . Naef, Lockheed
Missiles and Space Corporation, These
suggestions were brought back to a program
committee comprised of the fallowing:

B. J. Copeland
Di.rector, Sea Grant Program, North
Carolina State University

Dirk Frankenberg
Director, Marine Sciences Program.
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hil'1



Way'land Griffith
Director, Engineer Design Center,
iNorth Carolina State University

Jerome Kohl
Extension Speci al i st, Nuclear
Engineering, North Carolina State
University, Chai rman of Program
Committee

L. Jay Langfelder
Director, Marine Sciences Program,
North Carolina State University

Bruce Muga
Head, Civil Engineering Depart-
ment, Duke University

The program committee developed the program,
the papers for which are included i n these pro-
ceedings. The design of these proceedings
follows tine pattern set by Or. Gordon L. Dugger
of the Applied Physics Laboratory af' The John
Hopkins University in the excellent proceedi ngs
he produced for the Third Warkshop on Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion, Houston, Texas, May
1979

Dur ability to put on the program and to
print these proceedings is in no small measure
the result of the assistance provided by Beverly
C. Snow, Jr., Executive Directar of the Coastal
Plains Center for Marine Devel opment Servi ces
who assisted in funding of the program and in its
presentation. Drs. B. J. Copeland and L. Jay
Langfelder provided continuing guidance as the
program details evolved. Mrs. Johnnie Braswel1
handled the typing of many of the papers. l
am responsible far actual selection of speakers
and topics and for the final assembly of the
program. l hope that you find this material
useful and as interesting as did those wha
parti ci pated in the workshop itself.

Jerome Koh'l, Program
Chairman, Engineering
Extension Specialist,
North Carolina State
University



Michael E. McCormick
Professor of Ocean Engineering
U. S. Naval Academy
Annapolis, Maryland

Robert Cohen
Chief, Ocean Thermal Branch
Division of Solar Energy
Energy Research and Development

Admini s trati on
Washington, D. C.

Abstract

An overview of renewable ocean energy resources is presented, including
waves, tides, currents, salinity gradients and thermal gradients, along with
the utilization of ocean coolness and the use of the ocean as "real estate"
for the conversion of so'lar radiation and wind energy.

Introduction

Ocean Ener Sources

The world's oceans provide at least five
renewab1e energy resources: thermal gradients,
waves, tides, currents, salinity gradients.
These resources are derived from energy that
originates as solar radiation or, in the case
of tides, from gravitational forces . This paper
is a discussion of the potential applicability
nf these resources to U. S. energy needs .

The oceans serve as natural collection and
storage devices for solar and gravitational
energy. The resu1ting energy is manifest as
waves, tides, currents, sali ni ty gradients and
thermal gradients. The first three of these
energy resources are conspicuous forms of
kinetic energy; the 1ast two are inconspicuous,
Accordingly, man has recogni zed and succeeded
in utilizing these kinetic energy forms through-
out recorded history, and they are still of
interest in the quest for alternative energy
resources. Figure 1 is an attempt to catalog
the oceanic energy sources.

The surface of the ocean converts solar
radiation into thermal energy, and the result-
ing warmed surface water is maintained at a
temperature significant1y greater than the

cold, nearly freezing water at depth. This
temperature difference, known as a thermal
gradient, can be used as an energy source.
SImilarly, differences in saIinity--i.e.,'
salinity gradients -- between the surface water
and water at depth, or between river water and
ocean water at mouths of rivers, correspond to
differences in osmotic pressure from which
energy can be derived.

Besides the five renewable ocean energy
sources mentioned above, the oceans provide
several less di rect sources of energy, as
summarized in Figure 1. For power plants
located near or on the ocean, the cooling
water that can thereby be made available
constitutes a "heat sink", an indispensable
adjunct to the operation of a power plant.
Similarly, cooling water from the ocean can
be circulated for space conditioning of
buildings. Also, the ocean provides a
ready source of feedstock hydrogen for
energy storage once energy is provided to
dissociate sea water.

The oceans can further be utilized as
"real estate" for the technological collection
and conversion of solar radiation, such as by
using photovoltaics or thermal collectors.
Also, wind energy can be harnessed at sea,
submarine geothermal energy can be extracted,
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EST51ATES OF PO VER DISSIPAT/GN RATES Vi THE OCEAHS

JOHN D. ISAACS AND RICHARD J. SEYMOUR
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and energy crops can be produced by photosynthesis
from solar radiation through open-ocean maricuiture.

The global power dissipation in the five key
renewable ocean energy resources has been estimated
by Isaacs and Seymour �973!, and is summarized in
Figure 2. Thus, Figure 2 gives some idea as to the
resource potential of these forms af energy . How-
ever, regional considerations also need to be intro-
duced into such estimates.

Salinity gradients, tides and waves will be
discussed further at this Workshop in a paper by
McCormick �976!; thermal gradients wil I be dis-
cussed in several other papers to be presented at
this Workshop; currents � especially the potential
of utilizing the Florida Current--have been dis-
cussed in the Proceedings of the MacArthur Workshop
�974!. The remainder of the present paper pro-
vides a brief overview of the five renewable ocean
energy forms.

The wind blowing over the ocean surface
generates surface waves through the action of
shear stress and turbulence, There have been many
attempts to utilize the energy of surface waves,
same of which have been moderately successful. It
has yet to be resolved whether wave energy repre-
sents a potentially substantial energy source for
the United States that is also technically and

O
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economica'lly attractive. Same studies are naw
underway to clarify these matters. Those studies
are being sponsored by the Energy Research and
Development Administration  EROA!, and their
results will be presented at a Workshop to be
held at the end af I<ay, 1976.

There have been two successful attempts to
utilize the ti des. One of these is a demonstra-
tion facility that has been constructed in the
U.S.S.R. The other is an operational power
p'lant that was constructed on the mouth af the
Rance River in France. That plant produces an
average power output of about 240 Megawatts,
The exploitation of tidal power is usually
feasib'le if the tidal range exceeds about 5
meters. In the continental United States, this
criterion is met only in the vicinity of Maine
and Alaska. ERDA and the Corps of Engineers
are presently reviewing United States tidal
energy possibilities.

The technology for uti'Iizing the energy
contained in ocean currents was examined at
the MacArthur Workshop on Energy from the
Florida Current, and is reported in the
Workshop Proceedings �974!. The Florida
Current was estimated to contain a kinetic
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power of about 25,0DO Mw. if 8% of that power
could be harnessed at an efficiency of 50%,
this would provide a net power of 1000 Mw.

Although the energy available in the
form of osmotic pressure arising from salinity
gradients is appreciable, it is most feasible
to extract it at mouths of ri vers. Accord-
ing'ly, the estimate in Figure 2 of power
dissipated in salinity gradients correspond-
ing ta the amount available at mouths of
rivers would be comparable to that available
from waves and tides. Conversion and utili-
zation af this energy source, however, would
be complicated wi th both technological and
enviranmental problems, The largest salinity
gradients occur where fresh water rivers
empty into hypersaline bodies of water, such
as the Great Salt Lake. Much smaller, yet
significant, gradients occur where ri vers
empty into oceans. Four studies are pre-
sently being supported by ERUA to investi-
gate technical, economic, and environmental
aspects of this subject, and the results wi 11

'- be presented at a Wave/Sa1ini ty Gradient
Workshop ta be he'Id at the end of May, 1976,

The possibi lity af exploiting thermal
gradients between warm ocean surface waters
and cold waters at depth to produce electri-
cityy is presently being explored by the ERDA
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion  OTEC! pro-
gram. That program is now entering a hard-
ware phase, leading to testing and engineer-
ing development of components, subsystems and
systems for harnessing the extensive amounts
of low-quality heat that are available, pro-
vided that this process can be accomplished
at competitive cost and is technically and
environmentally viable. The thermal resource
is available at tropical and sub-tropical
latitudes, and could be converted into
electricity as an end-use, and/ar the energy
can be utilized to produce energy-intensive
products such as hydrogen, ammonia, and
aluminum.

1. Isaacs, John 0. and Syemour, Richard J.,
"The Ocean as a Power Resource", Intern.
J. Environmental Studies, 4, 201-205
�973!,

2. Proceedings, MacArthur Workshap on the
Feasibility of Extracting Usable Energy
from the Florida Current, held at Pa'lm
Beach Shores, Florida--l974 Feb. 27-
March 01--Available from Harris B.
Stewart, Jr., Editor--Director, NQAA
AOML, 15 Rickenbacker Causeway, Yirginia
Key, Miami, Florida 33149--�974!.

3. McCormick, Michael E,, Salinity gradients,
tides and waves as energy sources, these
Proceedings �976!.



WAVE POWER � HODDI?!G DUCK WAVE ENERGI EXTRACTORS

S. !I. Salter, D.C, Jeffrey and. J,Ro M. Taylor

Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Edinburgh,

Mayficld Road, Edinburgh 9

Abstract

Ldvocates for all energy technologies must answer the following questions:

Is there enough?

Is it safe?

Is it secure?

Is it environmentally accepts'ble?

How do we get it and what will it cost?

This paper attempts to answer the questions for wave power.

Is there eno h?

Waves cannot approach solar rad.iation in total
amount" of er.ergy bu4 they provide greater power
density t!mn is avail-blc to wind m chines, A wave
installation is the accord stage of s. windmill of
which the first stage is the open sea. The size of
waves depcrd on the fetch of sea as well as the
strength and duration of the wind. Instrument
observations of waves in Briti h waters have been made
by Draper of the British Oceanographic Data Servico�!.
I based my first estimate of power levelc on his
findings. I concluded that the average power density
in the North Ation.ic wa- about 80 kilowatts per
metre�!. Work in progress by Molliscn and Buneman
using more refined techniques suggests that it is
actually more than 90 kilowatts per metre. The peak of
supply is in winter. Waves are directly complementary
to sun

Visual observations fran around the world have
been collected by Lewis�! and by Hogben and Lumb�!.
They show that power densities in open oceans are
nearly alws.ys greater than 10 kilowat .s per metre.
Draper�! prcserts a table which s? ows that a fetch of
100 kilometres is sufficient to produce large enough
waves 4o be worth harvesting. North Atlantic waves on
a 500 kilometre front could produce all the electricity
now used in the U.K. If ways can be found of trans-
porting energy from offshore stations then the world
wave potential is several times the presert world
demand for all forms of energy.

Is rt safe'?
Our designs for wave pover installations are un-

manred but from time to time plant will need to be
brought in For ervicing. This activity will be like
fisl ing. Men's lives will be part of the price of
wave power just as we pay in Britain about one life
per week for coal and twenty lives a day for road
transport. Wit? money and commonserse and sourd
legislation we c n reduce this price. Most o,he
accidents will happen to yac? tsmen s.ttracted by calm
water and good winds.

Ships usually keep to thc economical line between
two points. This leaves very large infrequently
visited poIygons inside the great circle routes.
Wave po«er in tallations will te more or less s.ation-
ary in marked chart positions and well equipped «ith
navigation warnings. They should be less of s. hazard
to ships than oti:er ships or the land itself. However
no system of !".uman devising is perfect and there will
be many small accidents, some medium ones and a few
large ones.

Is it secure?
Security is affected by the interruption or ex-

haustion of the flow of acme ingredient. These days
we have to consider interruption by political or
terrorist activity. A widely dispersed target with
parallel redundant connections and controls is not
attractive to terrori ts, Indeed., it would take a
hard-working group to make much impression on 500 lans
of wave plant. There are no second.ary hazards.
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In the very long term, wave power is as secure as
we could wish, We knolz that the winds will blow for
ever. In the vezy short term, wave power is at least
predictable. We know enough to prepare reliable 'fore-
casts for twenty-four hours ahead so that stand-by
plant should have plenty of warning. In the medium
term, wave powez security can be expressed in terms of
a statistical probability. Figures 1 and 2 show
Summer and Winter SCatter diagrams With WaVe pOI4er
densil,y contcurs f' or the Inert? atlantic. Each entzy
gives the probability in pa ts pez thousand of the
occurrence of particular combinations of significant
wave height and zero crosoirg period. In British
waters, wave power is wcrth having for OPS of the tilne
and in the winter thi- figure move~ to 9+. The
probability of zero power is not zero, The Central
Electricitl I;ererating Boa d have found. a week in tMy
1961 in which there was no wave pcwcr at a . ".ion in
the At tantic. ft secondary source must bc pz.avided.
There is no diurnal variation and. so no ma'. h with
daily pattern of demand. Methods of' short, rid medium
stozagc will become important when the amount of wave
powez' exceeds the base load,

Is it environmcl tal! acee tab1e?
Wave power introa.lees no ncw chemicals or heat

into the biosphere. But it does introduce a temporary
diversion of heat. There will be a very slight
cooling of water on the beaches. We could measure the
effect by putting a sufficient numbe of electric
fire elemezlts into the surf zone and noting the rise
in temperature. This rather extravagant experimert is
now dcne continuously by those generatir. board.s who
dzaw cooling water fz cm the sea and put into it twice
the energy that they deliver to consumers.

The size of wave to leeward of a wave power
install tion will be reduced. When incident power
density is less than BO kilowatts per metre there will
be a calm. When it is groater than $20 kilowatts per
metre the reduction will be negligible. Figures 1 and.
2 show how often the e corditions will occur. People
using the sca lanes inshore will find ] ife le.,s
exciting and the requirements for hardihood and sea-
manship will be less exacting. I do not believe that
the pzcsent causes of beach fazmation and erosiazz
which I.ake sl ch a dif'fe ence between the east and west
coasts of the Hebrides should be much affected. But
if they were, then we Izave many examples of beaches in
sheltered seas to help u predict the outcome. The
wave powez engineer vill, if he can, avoid sites with
high curren. flow, If mistakes are rude ard silting
of harbaurs results then the machinery IIIuy be resited.

Tho difference in cost between overhead. cables
and buried. or submerged ones is so 1-rge that there is
very little auestion .abou. which will bc used. In
Britain the rich vave fie1ds are off the Hebride in
a depop;listed area, Lines will have to be built to
take the power to the hydzodynamically undezprivileged
high-ccnsumpt,ion areas like London and the South-East.
They wi'1 affect the breathtaking 'beauty of the
Scottish Highlands.
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Among the many requirements of modern industry
az.e paw.z, cooling water, deep harbours and easy
disposa1 of waste. Some industrialists msy feel that
threats of natianalisatian and. factory regulations
rc:trict their freedom and they sight be tempted ta
set up at sea. I believe that waste disposal from an
offshore installation in international waters could be
dargeroun and difficult ta regulate in the present
state of law, and that this is the only serious
environmental risk inherent in wave power. perhaps
this risk i= really inherent in having industrialists.

flaw dn we et it; nd wl at will it cost?
To calcula.e the co..t cne should sdd up the cast

of rese rch azd development, land, factories, p ccess-
in�pla!,t, fuel, labouz and interest charges that can
fairly be carriei by the prospect and divide this by
thc output produced over same pericd of time. This
tcd=ous cxerci"e is not always done amid the excite-
mcr ts of technological advance. The answez' is mast
needed at the start to help in deciding between
competing p oposals but cannot be known with any
certaint;y until tha end. It is particularly difficult
to decide whether or not some piece of research done
mar.y years befoza hss to be paid for by thi- account
or snothez.

Ve set out to build. Atlantic plant rated for an
average of 50 kilowatts casting f20,000  lcl74! per
metre, giving a target capital cast of 8400 per
kilowatt. Afte= con idering a wide number of possible
mechanisms and conducting macel tests of sevezal,
we settled on the one shown in Figures g and. 4.

It consists af' a Irumber of 'duck'-shaped segments
rotating about e common backbone. Ehch duck is
designed to be slightly heavier than the water it
displsces sa that if it should break it will sink.
The whole structure has a ve-y low freebaard so that
it coulc. be easily submerged. The rear surface of
each duck is a cylinder coaxial with the centze of
rotation so that no water is displaced. behind. and no
rear weve created, The front cuzme is designed. to
match the dicplacemen+s of water in appzcaching waves.
The natural 'no3ding' period is designed to coincide
with the wave period where maximum efficiercy is
required and attempts are made to broaden the
frcquonc; response. Laboratory tests on single ~nits
on a fixed mourting show an extraordinary efficiency
for manochz amatic and mixed spectrum waves. Figure 5
shows thc preferred model curve achieved by September

In full scale designs p"epered by my colleague
Eric Vocd each duck runs an rollers which are the
bodies cf commerci~lly available rotary hydraulic
pumps�!. High pressure oil drives hydraulic swash
plate mctczv ca!!pled tc electrical generators at sea,.
Vhittingtan is studying the problems of tzansmissian
af electr'city to l rd 8!. Thcze are about ten under-
sea electrical rau.es in the world. A.C. tran missian
uses cheaper terminal equipmezz. but needs extra
capper ta carr� the large capacitive charging
cuz "an+a. lf. C. requires rectification and inverting
terminals but evad,cs synchroni ation problems.
Cheaper D.C. cables are be+ter for lang 1inks but it
seems that the change-over distance is quite close to

es o9 fe ff M. fc I" f 4 ze tt !a ?9 zo zt tfx
PllÃIEII 5. IS'PZCIE:CY CURVE FOR SL!CLE ! CO ss DELUGRT NODEL
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the dist;ance ve expect tc use.

Frch metre length of structure displaces just
over o«e hundred !ous. One string of ducks will be
about 500 metres long. The concrete, electrical
generating plan ., hydraulic parts and labour can all
be confed fairly accurately. The result is within the
target-. The only pr oblcm lies in thc strength
requirements of the comnon backl.onc. The laborato-. y
models sre mounterl on fixed bea ings. At sea this
reference must somehow be syntr osis d. It is clear
that s sufficiently long backbone would =p r. a large
enouel. sample o" wave i>ha-cs so that it weald aver-.ge
the al '.crusting r:cmponen!s c: wave fcrce. But thc
result'ng t=ucturc wo«l, i s«ff cr a «nn;-ero«c bending
momcni. in tl,e centre. We cslcul- ted. tl.a ~ t?e really
oxtror!. '50 year w.ve' 9! «o!!ld reqiire steel costir~
ten times mo.. tl a". we nor ld f! crd. Tni c ucial
question wa «hethcr we "enid find wny«of evading
those berdinrg mome«ts. The ! cy to t,l c l>roblen ha
been found by Eric Wocd. His desi~:;ives ' ri-id
bacl:bone for low bending nome«1 s «?:irb t. ns into a
flexibl e onr for hi b be«din," rinse! ' . A model
tested in a multi-dirocticnal sea behaved s we had
hoped.

Our app=czch is by no means thc cnl�one, and
effici"cy i self is of no concerr. w? en tl.e gods pay
for thr waves. But in stvxctures of this i e the
wave fences depend cn t?c displacemcr t, and th cost
depend.: on strength, c t!rnt '.here zre po rn. f~l
economic in en!ives to get tire mos! po. er c«. nf the
lowest <?farl cement. We src certainly interested in
the hif-,"root »oscible cfficiencf es fez tncse times
when w«vo po«er levels aro low,

Wave po; er pinna can be added in amount of
BIO,ODO,ODO - . a time. All engineer s nake mistake
If we zro w=cng we csn be .; .opped early. Wave por er
p1ant. con i';s of multiple sr. all modul es whi ch will
have tbc advar.tzge of repetitive prod»etio«. Each
wi11 t."e only a few months to build .",o th;rt interest
during cene . «ction is low. The mailmen of the
hydraulic pants advi e us -.hat wc will need to
replace bcz"fngs and e.ls after six year-. Ships
need ar tifouling treatncri'. a tcr twc yea= . Thi"
work w. '1 l!.:e to be done in protected wa.i. r and will
be thc major riu;ning expense. Ship. can be rr.ade to
last f r:o ty years and indeed, thr ' rst fcrro-
cement boat made in 1855 s still ir. perfcc! wo king
condit: on, It rs an onviou- disadvant «.. of' wave
power i!;at sino t al' .hc r.o.,ts cOrnea the be<ginning
but t?u,t benefits may accrue f,o future generations.

Ch pman�0! give ff~rres for the erezgy content
of raw mater.isis. Struct.rral steel consumes 132,000
kilo«att hours per tcn, while cement. ncrdn 2,200
kilo«ntt hours. If we use a five tc one ag.;regate
ratio, we wilL need to run our plant for 2,000 hours
to earn the energy to build the main structure.

Conclusions
I claim that the un were to the questiorrs at the
beginning of this paper ar-e as follows:

There is enough wave energy.

Its safety is acceptable. The dangers are clear
ard well undorstood.

Its security is as good or better than other
technologies.

Wave powez is clean and cool.

There are at least fc rr pos ible technic«es fcr
getting energy fr.om w:ic under active ..tudy in
Britain. I think thnt nodding ducks are best
but I an hardly a dr tachcd ob-'orver. A=, our
model wori. continues thc cost estimates f..ll.
At least the co ts of finding the costs are low.

I rest my case. Let the ultimate judges be our
c?.ildren and, of course, thc sea.

A okn o «1 cd ment

Tni" work was supported by The Dep>r.ment of Industry.
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OCEANIC WINOPOWER

'William E. Heronemus, Professor of Civil Engineering
in the University of Massachusetts  Amherst!

Abstract

The oceanic windpower resource is examined macroscopically. One region in
which that resource is known to be rich is then examined in greater detail. Six
different products associated with the U.S. energy industry are then proposed
as products that cou'Id be pr ovided from windpower systems. A closer look at the
possible size of that Atlantic Coast resource is taken and an estimated total
annual productivity is weighed against the last year's 73 Ouad U.S. ener'gy
budget: a 12 percent i~pact from this one solar replenished resource alone is
predicted. Statements as to system Energy Budget and Environmental Impact are
made. Conclusions suggest that windpower systems, including oceanic windpower
systems, should be advanced rapidly by the United States.

l. The Resource

Most of the atmosphere surrounding Earth is in
constant motion. The summation of its ki netic energy
at any time yields numbers of the order of 10'" kilo-
watts. This energy flux usually increases with
height above surface up to some level measured in
tens of kilometers above which it decreases to zero
by the time the upper edge of the atmosphere is
reached. The vast preponderance of that energy will
be found in the layers above 1000 feet of altitude,
But, fortunately for the windpower enthusiast, an
astronomically large amount  compared against all of
man's energy demands! lies below the 1000 foot
level, and is therefore in many instances available
to practical windpower extractian systems.

The windpower resource is a seasonal resource
and a regional resource as we' ll as one whose energy
distribution varies with altitude. The windpower
engineer has one other natural phenomenon going for
him: natural dissipation of kinetic energy into low
grade heat at the earth-atmosphere interface. This
is one of the mechanisms by which nature maintains
the heat balance of Earth within the solar system.
A significant amount of wind energy must be con-
stantly frittered away into low grade radiant
energy that can find its way back away from Earth
inta space. The energy content of a column of
atmosphere above the Earth's surface tends to flow
downward; this is the natural replacement mechanism

for the frittering process. The windpawer enthusiast
places his device into that natural frittering
process and thus makes a very tiny human footprint on
a global system while satisfying his man-made demands.
The extraction of wind energy is in a sense almost
self-healing,  up to a reasonable level. of course!.

The energy content of the winds is a regional
phenomenon. The ocean in the temperate zones,
because of its generally low surface temperature,
seems to be able to intensify the velocities of the
winds, particularly where they tend to blow across
the coast line to seaward in a strongly order ed
prevailing pattern. This phenomenon appears to
prevail along the U.S. Atlantic coast. in the path of
the Westerlies, fram the Canadian border in the
north to the Virginia-Caro'lina region in the south.
Those winds move with increasing velocities on out
toward that "big vacuum pump" which operates to the
south of Iceland. They will have came across the
eastern ~ountain chain where they have been converged
upward, then they diverge downward toward the coast,
cross the coastline and blow out to sea with ever
increasing energy.

There are, of course, the seasonal, and in some
seasons, daily, and in any season, the unpredicted
deviations from that pattern where energy diminishes,
or where the prevailing pattern fai'Is. But, all-in-
all, to a station out in 600 feet or so of water near
the edge of the continental shelf, from Charleston to
the Canadian-U.S. boundary off Halifax, there is a
very long vertical plane in which the energy content
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of the winds is of large-sca'le significance to the
windpower enthusiast. lt is to that region that the
preponderance of this report will address itself,
Figure �! shows that line alonq the edge of the
shelf. Figure �! taken from Jack Reed's work'
gives sane clue as to the energetics of the wind out
there. Figure �!, going back to Sverre Peterrssen
in l938', adds to the evidence of intensifying
wind energetics movinIg from the U.S. Atlantic coast
eastward.

2. Offshore Wind ower S stem Products

A. Jumping all the way from the resource
across the system diagram to the right hand side,
the delivered product, it is suggested that one finds
at least these products appropriate for windpower
systems moored along our Atlantic shelf-edge:

 a! Electricity for heating and cooling
bui 1 di ngs

 b! Electricity, firm-power-on-demand
 c! Electricity, peak-power
 d! Hydr ogen, for the fueling of aircraft

and other transportation systems
 e! Nitr ogenous fertilizer
 f! Dispersal of stack effluents from ocean

sited dirty coal burning central stations.

There is considerable diversity in that short
list, and perhaps thc last iteIR raises the highest
level of curiosity: we will come to that later,
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8. Heatin and Coolin Bui !din s with Offshore

Well over 30 percent of the U.S. population  at
one time it was close to 40 percent! live on 2 percent
of the area of the contiguous 48 states in the Nor th-
east Corridor, Most of the bui'!dings occupied by
those people require warmth in the heating season and
many of them require mechanical cooling and venti la-
tion at the peak of the summer. The possible advant-
age of some combination of windpower and solar thermal
power system for such buildings, particularly those
in the colder end of that corridor, was first suggest-
ed by the U.Mass Energy Alternatives programs, and is
the subject of an investigation now underway on the
Amherst campus. That project is interested in the
first instance with small single-building Wind
Furnaces located iiiniediately adjacent to those bui ld-
ings  in most cases! as suggested by Figure �!.
Many numbers have been made for that system through-
out the rural, widely spaced suburban, village and
town institutional p'laces to permit saving of almost
600 million barrels af petroleum per year,   Our
current import level totals about 2500 million
barrels per year.] While thinking of this as a
land-based system for coastal towns and for the
varied features of Long Island, New York, interest
was ieaediately aroused as to what might
be done with the systems moored offshore in the
more productive winds4. One suggestion comes
fran a study of Figure �!, The Harbor Campus of the
University of Massachusetts is on the coast in a
rather windy place. It is an all-electric campus
whose electricity bill is almost one-four th of its
total annual budget!  As John Kenneth Galbraith
might say, it is not an institution of higher educa-
tion, but rather just another CONSUMER in aur affluent
society!! Figure �! shows the 1974 e'!ectricity con-
sumption and the 1975 consumption, reflecting sig-
nificantt savings  and concurrently creating some
minor disccmfart!. Superimposed thereon, dash-dot.
is the calculated monthly productivity of a wind
generator at that site, Also, super imposed thereon,
dot-dot-dot, is the calculated monthly productivity
of the sameasize wind generator at the same height
above surface, but down over Nantucket Shoals at the
site of Texas Tower Three. The coincident shapes of
the curves are the significant features of Figure �!,
as well as the relative quantities produced by t' he
machine at sea at Nantucket Shoals compared against
the machine ashore at Columbia Point. The shapes
suggest tha t raw energy, as the wind will blow, has
an excellent chance of matching northeast coast
building heating loads with very little storage buffer
between resource and load. And therein '!ies the
major element of economic success far this applicaiion
of oceanic wi ndpower. The heating system is perhaps
as simp'le as floating wind generators paralleled
into high voltage,d.c. undersea cable feeding a
complete1y separate distribution network ashore.
There may be a need far relatively small thermal
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stcrages in each customer's building, to guard
against some number of hours' continuous period of
very low wind.  Examination of tables of hour'ly data
fron Texas Towers 2, 3, and 4 suggest, however, that
during the heating season, the need for even 4 hours
of storage is questionable.! For the air condition-
ing months, some storage may be required: the least
expensive version may be underwater compressed air
storage adequate for 48 hours' operation.

C, ~Prov1din Iiectricit, Pire-Porret'-On-
Demand, with Offshore Wind ower

The resource along that line of F'igure �! is
huge, and its energy content over a year 's time can
be expected to be reproducible with~n at most a +1SYP
variability, and probably as little as -3' variabil-
ityy' Dambol ena ' s work' with tables of hourly
data, four years' experience, showed the smaller
number. Out second-by-second assurance required in a
system which offers electricity, fir;.-pover-on-
demand Iriakes mandatory a very dependable storage
buffer between resource and rrarket. Figur e �!
suggests the nature of the probleim arrd its possible
solution, and Figure �! adds detail to one suggested
solution. This of course was the probleln which
intrigued I-lEROIiEHUS the riost when he prepared the
1972 paper "Pollution-Free Energy from Offshore
Winds"', and it was the major subsystem concern
of Oambolena during his 1974 work'.

The hydrogen storage subsystem has received
attention for this purpose at Ulrlass.; unfortunately
the most useful results are not yet published but will
come out in the thesis of 'llm. J. Rowan, Spring 1976.
For the purpose of this discussion Figures  8! and
 9! suggest the basics of the system. The firm-powen-
on-demand pattern must always be met..
There may be short irrter va Is in which essentially
al'I of the peak demand of the market must be satisfied
frorr the hydrogen store. Th'at requirement, though
very large, still does not set the size of the
storage. The size is set by calculating a running
sum of required flows out of station 4 in Figure  9!,
while satisfying second after second of the year' s
load demand, and being fed, second after second at 1,
the wind system's productivity. A pseudo load
demand curve like Figure  8! for one whole year
assis ts in matching inputs to outputs, Using a very
crud approximation and simplified calculation
procedure, lleronemus in [r j estimated that 40 percent
of the annual energy product had to enter the
storage subsystem. Using tables of hourly wind
da ta and synoptic hourly toad-demand data, Darribolena
shovred that number to be closer to 12 percent

Since both  .43 and L'j vrere completed, there has
been some thought that no hydrogen should ever come
ashore, i.e., the reconversion of hydrogen to
electricity should be done at sea, possibly within
the same hulls that house the electrolyzer units,
and only electricity-in-cable wou'Id be sent ashore.
Among other things, this opens up the possibility of
using t he, ever s ib 1 e IIH-Oz el ectro 1 yzer fuel cel 1,

HEATIHG ENERGY DR FIRM POWER MARICETS
ANNViL DEMAND FOR HEAT IN G, FOR HOT WATER.
OR FOR ELECTRICITY. WHICH CAH BE ESTIMiTED
WITHIN 4 5 %

THE HYDTTOGEN LINK

 a! ELECTROLYSIS OF DISTILI.FD WATER YIELDS
HYDROGEH GAS

 b! HYDROGEH CAH BE STORED AS A GAS, AS A
LIOUID, CHEMICALLY BOUHD IH 54ETAIL
HYIDRIOES, OR CHEMICALLY COMBIHED TO
PRODUCE METHAHE GAS OR WOOD ALCOHOL

Ic! HYDROGEN CAH BE BURHED AS FUEL IH IQIAHY
HEAT EHGIHES OR COMBIHED WITH ATMOSPHERIC
AIR TO PRODUCE ELECTRICITY IH FUEL CELLS.

 al cAYERH QR UiHDERwATER BUBBLE SI'oRAGE oF
WIHD COMPRESSED AIR

tb! EXPAHSIOH OF COMPRESSED AIR VIA TURBIHES
TO DRIVE GEHERATORS - TURBIHES CAH
HAVE FUEL ADDED IF DESIRED

3. HEAT
la! STORAGE BY ELECTRICALLY HEATIHG WATER OR

ROCK TO IOW TEMPERATURE, OR BY HEATIHG
PH A S E - C H AH G E 5 A LT T 0 H I G H T E M P.

Ib! LOW TEMP. OR HIGH TEMP. STORED HEAT CAH BE
USED FOR WATER AHD BUILDING HEAT IHG. HIGH
TEMP CAH BE USED TO DRIVE HEAT EHGIHES.
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probably reducinq total cost considerably, as well as
other possible cost savings should new underseas
cables of the high voltage high power size be found
more attract1ve than pipe'lines, Rowan's work to
date shows pipelines up to 44 inches in diameter,
built and emplaced to 1974 technology standards, as
quite reasonable in cost. More cable data will be
required to complete that trade off.

The nature of the offshore wind stations is a
wide-open matter in our opinion. The three-wheel
large d1ameter two-bladed wind stations of [3],
repeated here in Figure �0! are probably not the
way to go. As a minimum, three blades rather than
two would be called out by UHass. at this time.
 !vite a rumber of variants on the arrays of smaller
di ameter 3-bladed machines are being considered by
us at this time. Perhaps the first wind station to
go to sea may comprise a star array of six 36 foot
diameter 3-bladed wind wheels, eac h turning a 60
kilowatt generator for a total maximum station
output of only 360 kilowatts� . Such a design 1n
considerable detail wi'll be published soon. Toward
the other end of the spectrum we are looking at a
floating wind factory ship, conceived 1n the first
instance to drift slowly on the end of a dragging
anchor line out in the relatively sha11aw high seas,
but very amenable to fixed mooring along that 1 000
mlle line of Figure �!. Each of those stations
cou'Id carry as many as 48 megawatts of generators
arrayed in "masts and yards" configuration. Indeed,
the basics of masts, yards, shrouds, stays, and
spreaders must be understood, then injected into
structural features that can capitalize an them as
well as on cr'rca 1976 materials. Ne think that the
semi-submersible hull has a great deal to offer,
hulls with a min~mum of surface-penetrating d1splace-
ment and a maximum of pendular stability, which means
displacement as near the surface as possible without
unacceptab1e surface excitation as well as huge
quantit1es of low-cost deep ballast weight,

The projected economics for large-scale firm-
ower-on-demand systems were probed in both [4] and
'], Oambolena gives the wider spread of results

some of which are reproduced here in Figure �1!.
Heronemus has been criticized for his "low cost
estimates" in certain quarters: before 1976 is over
it is planned to have demonstrated in working hard-
ware that wind generators 1n the 3-bladed 35 foot
diameter size driving generators up to 100 kilowatts
in size may cost as little as I00 dollars �976! per
kilowatt,  everything tha t is carried aloft in the
support structure but sans the support structure!.
Such heavy laadings on that: swept diameter make no
sense at all in near-ground share-side windfields,
but make much sense out where the winds are really
energetic.

D. Providin Electricit , Peakin Power

It is quite easy to see that once one has
provided the storage subsystem which must be asso-
ciated with an offshore windpower firm-power system,

xaa aa, 1 I > 4 $0 I 0 9 10
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one is in an excellent position to sell peaking power
whic h commands a handsome price differential aver
the average kilowatt hour price. This may be a good
ploy ta improve the economics or reduce the apparent
risk of the first systems. If the least-cost
ava i 1able base-load electricity is converted to peak
power by a pumped-back hydraulic system, the peak
power product is usually worth 1,7 times as much as
the baselaad kWh. Other peaking systems which
consume fossil fuel may show an even higher ratio now
that fuel costs have escalated so much.

E. Providin H dra en, for the Fu~elin af
Aircraft and Other Trans artatian S stems

Assume that the Offshore 'Hindpawer System of
references [ p] and [ 7] was modified so that:

 a! only electricity flowed ashore via trans-
mission cable,

 b! the electrolysis units were located at
Logan Airport, Boston Harbor, and were
fed pure distilled sea water,

 c! enough hydrogen Iiquefaction plant also
were installed at Logan ta liquefy hydrogen
at the maximum power rate of the system,
capable af delivering that Liquid H. ta
tanks at Logan, thence to aircraft  ar
buses and trucks!.

What would be the cost per pound of that liquid
hydrogen at that sea coast refueling location?

That OWPS [7] has an installed generating capa-
city of 82.17 x 10' kilowatts.

Assume that the electrolyzers ta be used are of
the currently avai'lab1e type which use 22.5 kWh to
produce one pound of hydrogen qas [<],[>]. We will
assume that the liquefaction-pair ificatian plant is
similar to that described in 1975 by the I inde
Division of Union Ca~bide [8]. That liquefaction
plant requires 5,7 kWh of electricity to convert 1 lb.
hydrogen into liquid hydrogen. Allowing for some
pumping power, each pound of liquid Hr  LH>! will
then use up 29 kWh at electricity sent to it by cable
from OWPS, The annual productivity  gross electric-
ity! of that OOPS is 335 x 10' kWh. Therefore 'I1.55
x 10" lbs of LH> will be produced per year.

It is improbable that that much LH~ could be
used at Logan a1one, but the analysis will assume
such is possible,

The maximum passible rate of production of
hydrogen, when every insta11ed k'W of generating
capacity is producing at 100",. load factar, wauld be
82.17 x 10' divided by 29 = 2.833 x 10' lbs per hour.
To handle that rate of Hr flow, a tota1 of 33,996
tons LH2 per day, 13.6 of the Linde 2500 Ton Per Day
Liquefaction Complexes wau1d be required. Each af
those complexes per I td] require $0.649 x 10' capital
investment, a tata1 investment here af $8.826 x 10',
The annual operating costs, people and expendab1es,
for those 13.6 complexes wau1d be $0,399 x 10'.

Going back to Section 9 of the OWPS paper [ ] we
describe this new LHz producing system as:

 a! 83 wind units plus electro-
lyzers plus interconnecting
cables, etc, in place:

 b! Transmission cables ade-
quate to bri ng the entire
electricity production
into Boston Harbor:

 c! 13.6 Liquefaction Complexes
at Logan Airport, in Boston
Harbor: 8.826 x 10~

Total Capital Investment: $28.274 x 10'

Assume a cost of money of 8. 5"... 12 amortization
�5 year life!, 0.5", for insurance, 1" .for taxes
and 0.55 for interim replacement. Fixed charge rate
= 11.5%:

Annual operating expense for OWPS = 0.09 cents
per kWh = 2.61 cents per lb. LHz.

Annual operating expense for the Ashore Lique-
factian Comp'lex = $0,399 x 10' = 3.45 cents per

11. 55 x 10 1 bs.
lh of LHq. Total cost per lb. of LH> = $0.28'I +
$0.034 = $0.341 per pound.

Reference ['] says that Liquid Hydrogen produced
from coal costing $0.75 per 10" Btu  which corresponds
ta $19.50 per tan for 13,000 Btu per pound coal, their
estimate far the highest coal price in the 1985-2000
period!, would cost essentially the same, 34.18 cents
peeround. That coal pri«e must ean nine-mouth,
however, because 13e000 Btu per pound coal cast an
average of $51.00 per tan de livered in large quantity
to the UHass.  Amherst! campus in FY '75, and
probably costs at least $30 per tan received pierside
in Boston Harbor. $30 per ton coal would boost the
34. 18 cents per pound cost of LH~ up to 49. 44 cents
per pound LHr.

LHz Ea 34.1 cents per pound and a higher heating
value af 55,000 Btu per lb. corresponds to gasoline
at 19,000 Btu per lb. sold for 11.8 cents per pound
or about 83 cents per gallon. 11.55 x 10' lbs. of
I.H, per year would provide the fuel equiva1ent af
0.635 x 10'' units of thermal energy �,635 Quads!,
about 1 percent of the 1975 total U,S, energy demand.

The Linde study team alSO Suggest that the
capital cost of those Liquefaction Complexes could
go down by 20"', if numbers of them were built. Others
working on e'lectrolyzers suggest a total energy cost
of as little as 15 kwh per lb. of hydrogen released
genus a significant drop in electrolyzer cost in the
future. The 5.7 kWh per pound of hydrogen electro-
lyzed includes 4.0 kWh for various inefficiencies
in available, systems, some af' which could certain1y
be reduced if a large market for such systems



existed. And some modest investment in even shallaw-
water pr essure-balanced on-the-line gaseous hydr ogen
storage could probably halve the size of ! iquefaction
plant required by smaathing aut incoming hydrogen
f1ow. When any or all of those feasible future
improvements are injected into the calculation, the
cost of windpower produced liquid hydrogen at a north-
east Atlantic coastal station can be dropped down into
the ZZ cents per pound category. 22 cent per pound
LHp "corresponds" on a straight energy content basis
to 54 cents per gallon gasoline. There are some
factors which NASA would apply which favor the LHz
over gasoline aviation fuel, thus further increasing
the relative value of the LH2, but those factors are
not readily at hand, therefore not used here.

E. Providin Electricit for the Production of
H2 from Distilled Sea Mater Plus the Pro-
illlct1on of Iiitro en from Air, Then Their
Combination into Nitro enous Fertilizer

The cost of arniionia and ammonium nitrate ferti-
lizers, produced today around the world principally
frorii hydrogen reformed fram rature gas ar other
petroleum refining product and atmospheric nitrogen,
has ri sen dramatically in the past tvra years.
Serious proposals have been made in Kansas to use
prairie windpower for the production o ammonia. If
it makes sense out th re it makes 2 to 3 times as
much sense  ecanomica1ly! offshore the Atlantic
coast! Indeed, the 48 megawatt wind factory ship
located as far out over the continental slape as a
dragging anchor is feasible, an ammonia factory ship
which discharges its product inta aqueous ammonia
tank barges of the "CATV'G" system ', could manu-
facture and deliver liquid ammonia via the port of
New Orleans and the river waterways to the agricul-
tural heart of the country at competitive prices.
Having out beyond the 1000 Vile Line of Figure 1,
such wind factory ships deployed over shoal high seas
regions like The Flemish Cap could turn a handsome
profit.

F. Providin Ois ersal of Stack Effluents from
Ocean Sited l3irt Coal Burnin Central
Stations

The offshore westerly winds could be used effec-
tively by this country in the energy industry simply
to blow away  disperse! stack gas effluents fram
large semi-submersible coal burning central stations
lacated at least 35 miles to the eastward of the
coast 1ine, moored in less than 600 feet of water.
High sulfur coal from Appalachia deep mines is now
worth about 7 do!lars per ton, mine-mouth, and about
10 dal !ars per ton at ihe coal pier apposite Newport
News. Loading, a 500 mile or less trip ta sea, and
powered unloading inta coa 1 tanks should add no more
than 3 dollars per ton, bringing the fuel cost, at
the power plant, to about 50 cents per million Btu,
With an assured injection temperature of no more
than 40F at any time of the year and a minimum of
efficiency-robbing stack gas cleanup system installed,
a heat rate of 8500 Btu per kMh should be easily

achieved in such plants. Fuel cost would then be
4.25 mills per kWh. Capital cost for this kind of
plant would be $800 per kW insta'!led, plant in place
on the end of a 35 mile cab1e. At 15.5 percent
fixed charge rate and at an average life time plant
factor of 80~  customary for ruggedized medium sized
coal burning plants! fixed charges would be 18 mi!ls
per kWh. Operating and Maintenance charges would be
three times their shore-side value or 7 mills per
kWh. One thus could have base load electricity at

. the shoreside end of a 35 mile submarine cable for 30
mills per kWh. The winds would blow the stack gas
effluents seaward where their precipitates will be
accepted rather graciously by a sea accustomed by
nature to acceptance of similar products. There are
periodic reversals of that wind toward the shore but
the 35 mile distance plus a deliberate1y !ow stack
would prevent significant gas from reaching the
beach, ever. There is na chance that any LWR nuclear
base load plant of the future will be able to deliver
base 'load electricity for 32 rail'!s per kWh. Electric-
ity generated fram "clean-coal" products will have to
pay for fuel close to the liquefied-hydrogen-from-
coal prices given in E, above. This use of the Off-
shore Winds is nowhere as desirable as the other
direct windpower processes, but it is certainly an
a'!ternative, c1eaner and more economic than any of
the nuclear or c lean-coal processes now receiving
preferred treatment by the Energy Establishment.

3. Haw l.a e is the Wind ower Resource Of'f the U.S.
Atlantic Coast?

Here in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts vre have
a Corporation president, a surplus physicist bomb-
maker from Los Alamos days, who regales the Energy
Establishment by ridiculing windpawer produced by
windmills placed all over the United States on one
mile centers. The fact that his company earns over
ninety percent of its income from the nuc 92ear power
program doesn't enter inta his prejudice at all. Out
at Oregon State there is another physicist apparently
turned sour by the windpower hobby of his department
chairman, who also enjoys pointing to a "line of wind-
mills 1300 miles long". A major problem shared by
both af those gentlemen is that they dan't think big
enough. When the United States does something really
important to the economy, like building 7 mil'! ion new
automobiles per year, it thinks about a "26 thousand
mile long line of automobiles per year". Wind systems
of significance are not for the faint hearted or the
small-thinkers who get upset at the thought of tens
of thousands of windmills. We could use millions af
them! We don't want 1300 miles of wind stations off-
shore: we want perhaps 30,000 miles -- many parallel
rows, at one mile intervals, along that 1000 mile
line of Figure �!. The reason for many rows is that
each row would intercept only a portion of the on-
coming wind. By the time the seaward-most row, had
been passed, 100 percent of a vertical plane rising
from that center row wou1d have seen momentum inter-
change with a wind wheel.



TABLE 1

Height af Wind Generator
Axis Above Sea Level:

Predicted Annual
Productivity, kWh, from
a 35'x40 kW Machine

'126,000 kWh/year
140,000
151,000
]60,000
168,000
174,000
179,000

100
150'
200'
250'
300'
350'
400'

UNITeo STATUS

TABLE 1  continued!

Height of Wind Generator
Axis Above Sea Level:

Predicted Annual Produc-
tivity, kWh, fram a
35'x40 kW Machine

a 4

184,000 kWh/year
187,000

50'
500'

TABLE 2

Size of Generator
Fitted to 35'
Dia. Wheel A'rz'r' AC Cdr;.,

/= .rC'.,40 kW
60 kW
80 kW

100 kW
120 kW

1.00
1. 50
2. 00
2.50
3,00

1.00
1.29
1.50
1.60
1.70
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Practical design studies suggest that that plane
could rise to at least 500 feet above sea level with
systeIns that could survive a 200 mph hurricane wind.
It is possible that the plane might even rise to 1000
feet; but at this time we' ll be content with 500 feet.

It is proposed that 35 foot diameter wind wheels,
each allowed a 50 foot diameter working circle to
insure that adjacent wakes da nat expand into each
other, be erected in lattice or billboard type arrays
with the lowest row at axis height 100 feet and the
upper row at axis height 500 feet. The productivity
of those wind wheels has been calculated for a number
of sites and sizes of generator. The 40 kW generator
at Nantucket Shoals will be used here as a probable
"average, desirable installation" just to show ane
answer to the question. Considerable effort and more
data akin to the hourly data tables from TT2,3, & 4,
for the rest of the Line would be necessary to give
the best possible answer.

Total Productivity For Yertical
Column = 1.469 x 10' kWh
for a specific pawer of 4080 kWh per
kW per year.

For sake of comparison, though the numbers wi 11
not be used, five different sized generators, each
driven by a 35 foot diameter wheel,. at 100 feet above
sea level at Georges Bank, are shown in Table 2.

Generator Size Annua92 Produc-
Relative to tivity Rela-
40 kW tive to 40 kM

Productivit

In 1000 miles of 5,280 feet each there could be
1.056 x 'IO' such vertical co1umns. The ann~al pro-
ductivity across that plane, 100' to 500' above sea

level is then 1.55 x 10'' kWh.

1.55 x 10'' kWh per year is about one-tenth of
1975's total U.S. electricity generation. The 1.55 x
10'' kMh generation would replace about 1.5 iluads of
thermal energy  one Ouad = 'lOI' British therIIIal units!,
about two percent of the 73  !uad Energy Budget of the
United States, 1975.

There is no reason at all to restrict extraction
to that single plane, however. There is a huge
amount of energy being frittered away by those winds
as they approach that line, and there is excellent
opportunity to attempt to drag them down a bit before
they move on out to sea. Kung' has said that the
natura1 dissipative rate of kinetic energy into
therma! energy at the air-surface interface in the
path of the Westerlies could be as high as 'l5 watts
annual averaqe per square meter of surface. This
rate decreases with decrease in latitude and is a
very regional parameter.

There is considerable area inshore of the 100
meter line of Figure 1 and, of course, the huge
expanse of ocean Ixitboard of that line whose
dissipative energy might be drawn into muitiple lines
of wind generators arranged and placed with ample
clearance ta avoid completely any micro interference
effects. Figure �2! has been prepared to suggest
how the region might be subdivided to make a gross
estimate of wi ndpower productivity. Seven regions
are blocked out there. It is suggested for a first



TABLE 3
Naximum
Ins ta1 1 ed
Power

Established
Extraction
Level

Region Surface Area,
Square Meters

23xl0 kW
84x10'kM
36x10'kW
33r10'kW
49x10'kW
26x10"kW
16rl0'kW

23x m
56xl0'
24x 1 0~
22x10a
33x 1 0~
26x 10'
16xlO'

.0 watts m
1. 5 watts/m'

es
gt
gt

1.0 watts/m'
0.5 watts m'

5. Environriental Im act

6. Conclusions

k h !  . 'I x tu! 
year kWh 0. 63
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move that "extraction 'levels" be set varying with
region and no greater than 10 of va'Iues extrapolated
very loosely from the guidance of Kung:

From other work done with the wind data available for
Squantum, tflass., Georges Shoals, Nantucket Shoals,
Nantucket Island and New York Shoals, it is quite
certain that economic ~s stems 'n each of those regions,
using the latticed arrays of 3 b1aded wind whee'ls in
the 35 foot diameter region driving generators whose
rating lies as small as 20 kW or as large as 120 kW
can achieve specific powers as high as. For Regions
�! and �!, 3500 kWh per year per kW; For Regions 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6, 4000 kWh per year per kW; For Region
7, 3000 kWh per year per kW,

It is thus suggested that wind systems cou'ld be
placed off the East Coast of the United States, in
the areas shown in Figure   12!, to a total installed
power level of' 267 x 10 kilowatts; and that thei r
annual deli vered raw energy product would be of the
order of 1. 02 x 10 " kilowatt hours er ear. What
impact could such an energy level have on a 73 Quad
per year Total Energy 8udget7 Proceed as follows:

 A! Assume that one-fourth of those 10'' kilowatt
hours per year were used for heating via the Wind
Furnace concept to replace heating electricity:

3 Btu's of thermal

� 25 102 2kl h ! �.413xl0'Btu!   ener
year kWh 1 Btu of delivered

heating energy

= 2.56 tguads equivalent ~ nnual suhstitution

 8! Assume that one-fourth of those 10" kilowatt
hours per year were used for heating via the Wind
Furnace concept to replace heating oil burned at the
national average 0.63 efficiency:

= 1.35 l3uads equivalent annual suhstitutlon

 C! Assume that the remaining one-half of those 10"
kilowatt hours per year were used for direct electric-
ity application, substituting for electricity from
unwanted nuclear power plants, whose overal1
efficiency will not exceed 0.33:

� 50 x 10, g kWh ! �.413 x 10'Btu!   1 !
year kWh 0.33

5.17 Quads equivalent annual substitution

Thus a total of 9 Quads of a National Thermal Energy
Budget of 73 Quads, 12K, could be obtained from an
Atlantic Coast Offshore Mindpower System alone.

Pre 1 imi na ry e s t im ates of pr imary energy i nves t-
ment in all parts of offshore windpower systems
suggest pay-back periods between 12 and 16 months for
hardware having at least 240 month useful 1ife. The
ongoing or operating energy budget is miniscule com-
pared against any fuel consuming energy system. Con-
struction periods for the largest of the floating
wind stations envisioned to date are 12 months at the
most with a 2 month or shorter period very likely for
smaller systems. The laying of seabed cables and/or
pipelines will require the longest performance
periods.

The kinetic energy which man would remove from
the oceanic winds along the Atlantic Coast is energy
intended to be converted out there into low grade
heat suitable for reradiation to outer space. The
relocation of that energy degredation site a few
hundred mi 1es to the westward, in the path of those
same westerlies, will probably have negligible effect
on the globa1 heat ba1ance. The reduction in aeration
of the ocean's surface by virtue of lessened wind-
wave action is probably negligible from an eco-
balance point of view, and perhaps desirable from
many other points of view,

The oceanic windpower resource is large. The
resource available to the Atlantic Coast of the United
States, particularly the northeast coast cauld make a
very significant and economic impact on the U.S.
energy demand de'livering several rather different
products substitutable for those used now or planned
in the future. Offshore generated electricity for
heating bui ldi ngs will have at least a 2 to I cost
advantage over any nuclear generated heating electric-
ityy. Offshore wi ndpower generated and liquefied
hydragen COuld turn New England and the Idlidd1e
Atlantic states into clean fuel exporters rather than
the dirty fuel importers they now are. Winds simi'lar
in productivity to those oceanic Atlantic Coast
winds abound in many other parts of the world and
could be used in even the raost remote sites to create
clean, economic energy products transportable to
population centers, A useable technology baseline
exists; development is certainly appropriate. A
sense of urgency and appropriate application of
capita 1 could bring meaningful windpower systems on
line probab1y faster than any other energy system
available today, Undesirable environmental impact
is thought to be negligible, certainly minimal irl
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OCEAN THRILL ENERGY CONVERSION - AN APPRAISAL OF ITS POTENTIAL

By
Frederick E. Naef

Lockheed Nissiles & Space Corspany, Inc.
Sunnyvale, California

Abstract

Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion  OTEC! could have a significant impact on the
economy and quality of life of the southeastern United States. The results of a nine
month study indicate that the solar energy stored in the surface layers of the ocean
can be tapped with state-of-the practice technology, and with design and fabrication
improvements, can be made economically competitive with fossil and nuclear fueled
planta. The concept presented consists of a spaz geometry concrete structure with a
telescopic concrete cold-water pipe that extends to a depth of 1,500 feet. Pour de-
tachable power modules using aluminum heat exchsngers generate a tota1 net power out-
put of 186.5 NWe. The modular design permits lease-financing arrangeme~ts that make
the finance requirements of OTEC plants equivalent to those of conventional plants.
In the southeastern United States, established shipbuilding and offshore construction
industries are located near the ocean thermal resource of the Caribbean Sea and Gulf
Stream. The development of this resource offers a unique opportunity for the indus-
trial assets of the southeastern United States,

The Ocean Thermal Resource
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Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion  OTEC! uses
the surface layers of the oceans ss a solar coIlector
and converts this energy to electricity with a float-
ing closed cycle heat engine. Nearshove plants are
expected to provide electricity directly to land via
submarine cables, while more remote plants could pro-
duce intermediate chemicals like hydrogen and arrrrronia.
In addition, OTEC plants could supply remote locations
where electricity is required to process minerals like
bauxite.

OTEC could have a significant impact on the
economy and quality of life on the southeastern
United States, where the plants could be constructed
and operated, and the ocean thermal energy could be
utilized as electricity and chemical feedstocks .
Because this woikshop is dedicated to assessing the
potentia1 of ocean energy in the southeastern United
States, the purpose of this paper is to present the
results of a tcchnical and economic feasibility study
of OTEC, and to consider the regional implications of
this energy system. In order to relate the special
advantages of OTEC to the southeastern region, this
paper will review seveval unique Features about the
ocean thermal concept before examining the details
of a specific systems design.

The surface layers of the oceans serve as a
natural solar energy collector and storage system,
which allows the thermal energy to be converted on
a continuous basis, 24 hours per day. Unlike other
solar and ocean energy schemes, an energy storage
systers is not required for continuous level power
operation. Normally the warm waters move from the
tropic regions towards the global poles where the
thermal energy is transferred to the atmosphere and
radiated back into space. The newly cooled waters,
along with the polar run-off waters, sink and move
along the ocean bottom until they upwell and repeat
the process. Hence, in the tropic areas there is a
signif icant thermal resource that can be tapped
continuously.

This natural collection and storage system also
serves as a transportation and concentration system.
The oceans are characterized by circulating currents
which are unstable snd meander about while casting
off huge swirls and eddys. In areas where the



currents sre blocked by land masses, a choke point is
created, and the thermal resource is concentrated and
stabilized. The Florida Straits serve Chat purpose
for the Gulf Stream. At that site, the Carribbean
Sea serves as the solar collector and energy storage
system, the Gulf Scream provides the transportation,
and the Florida Straits provide concentration and
stability near the mainland energy market.

Ocean Thermal Energy is renewable and the
extraction process is consistent with the natural
processes of the earth. The conversion of non-
renewable fuels creates a man-made heat addition
to the atmosphere and oceans. On a large scale,
the heat addition could exceed the ability of the
environment to reject the heat into space, and an
environmental temperature rise could occur. In
comparison, OT'FC imposes only a discontinuity in
the natural process by extracting a small amount of
thermal energy from the ocean at one paint and
rejecting i.t to the oceans or atmosphere at another
point. There is no net change in the Cotal energy
balance of the ecosphere.

Uni ue Features of OTEC S stems

As a modular marine syscem, OTEC enjoys
positional flexibility which creates un que oppor-
tunities in the construction and operation of the
plants, The site approval and site preparation
procedures will be different and simpler than chase
of a land based power plant. Of greater significance
is the fact that; the plant can be built in one loca-
tion and towed to another location for operation.
This provides the opportunity to series manufacture
OTEC plants rather than che typical custom construc-
tion of single design plants. In addicion, this
m, nufacturing can occur in existing shipyards which
will increase the utilization of the existing indus-
rrial base without significant new facilities invest-
ment. Nodularizacion also permits the concurrent
production of several major components, as well as
s' te preparation, and chis will reduce the construc-
tion time and case. Finally, the marine siting will
create a spectrum of market applications and will
permic the plants ta be relocated as market demand
shifts. Ovex'all, it appears that O'IEC commercializa-
tion could be served best in an ax ea near the ocean
thermal x'esource Chat has en established shipbuilding
and marine construction industry.

To properly evaluate OTEC, the economics should
not be oversimplified, but should project costs on a
total systems, total lifetime basis. Far too often

energy costs are misrepresented when one docs noc
distinguish between peak power and average power in
the case of solar systems, or when one presents only
the fuel cost component in the case of fossil and
nuclear systems. It is also confusing to present
energy costs in mills pez kilowatt hour at the busbar,
or at the consumers meter, without including the
political, social and environmerxcal costs associated
with the crest'ion, operation and decommissioning of
each system and its wastes. Unfortunately, these
additional costs are difficult Co quantify, but new
analytical tools, like nec energy assessment snd
environmental risk analysis are being developed.
At some point chose may be cranslated into economic
indices co provide a composite performance index
for each energy system.

OTEC is capital intensive and consequently che
economics are sensitive co the depreciation period
and fixed charge race. There is a direct trade-off
between the plant cost  $/kw! and the energy case
 mills/kwh! . Because OTEC hss no fuel cost, the
economics are buffered from inflation and fuel cost
escalation. However, this assumes that the economy
will noc deflate, and the cost of fossil and nuclear
fuels will not decrease. While OTEC is capital
intensive, the modular max'ine design may facilitate
the problem of raising the necessary capital. The
use of lease f inancing may make it possible foz
Che owner-operator co acquire the services of a
plane for a small invescmenc. This assumes that
the owner-operator need only own the core struct:ure,
and can lease the power modules from ocher, indepen-
dent businessmen. In essence, che cash flow normally
devoted to fuel for a fossil or nuclear plant would
be shifted to the leasing of power modules, and this
would make the financing requirements for OTEC similar
to those of conventional plants.

The economic performance of OTEC syscems is
sensitive co the parasitic power ratio arui the plant
utilization factor. Pumps are required to move the
huge quantities of water through the heat exchangers,
arui this drains ofi about 3ly/ of the gross power
output of the system, leaving the remaining 70/ as
the net power outpuc. Consequently, Che economics
of an OTEC plant are more sensitive to small changes
in plant operating efficiency. Because the econo-
mics are domi ~aced by fixed charges, and there is
no variable cost fuel consumption, the net power
economics are very sensitive to the plant utilization
factor. To insure the best economic results, OTCC
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should be base loaded and this would be achieved
best where there was a large stable industrial
process demand.

OTEC can achieve a high utilization factor
because ic is a low stress sytem that can be de-
signed for high reliability. Vhile the ocean
thermal resource is huge, it is characterized by
Iow temperatures and small temperature differences.
The highest temperature seen within the plant will
be about Sty F . snd the Q T will be approximately
3O-4O'F . Hence, the thermal efficiency will be
low compared to that of conventional plants, but
the stresses on materials and components will be
low also. Since we sre dealing with a renewable,
zero cost fuel, the cost of che errecgy is of greeter
significance than the thermal efficiency. To be
cost competitive, it is necessary to devise an
OTEC system where the construction and operating
costs are less chan the construction, operating
and fueling costs of an alternative system. For-
tunately, the low stress environment of OTEC
facilitates the use of materials and designs that
are different from those of conventional plants
and consequently permits the construction of s
plant that will be economically co~petitive. This
also means that traditional manufacturers will have
to change their procedures, and that non-rraditional
manufacturers, crafts, and geographic regions have
an opportunity to enter thi s new field .

Finally, when comparing the economics of OTEC
with those of other energy systems, it should be
recognized that OTEC is an irmrrature technology.
It takes decades of experimentation and development
to economically optimize sn energy sysrem. This
econorsic gestation period must be considered, both
in planning the demonstration and coramercialization
program, and in comparing the pro!ected results of
OTEC with the achieved results of other systems.
One must recognize that OTEC msy require some form
of subsidization during the early development years,
and consequently one should noc defer the construc-
tion of demonstration plants until economic competi-
tiveness is achieved.

The Challen e and a Solution

The huge renewable ocean therrral resource is
available now for development as a new energy source.
The challenge is to demonstrate a system that will
produce and deliver energy at competitive system
economics,

Mith RRDA/NSF funding, sn industrial team
consisting of Lockheed Missiles & Space Company,
Bechtel Corporation, and T.Y. Lin International
studied the technical and economic feasibility of
OTEC and developed a conceptual systems design.
The study found that OTEC is technically feasible,7
and with a reasonable development program, could
be made economically competitive with fossil and
nuclear fueled energy systems. The net energy
assessment of OTEC appeared attractive compared
to alternative systems, and the environmental
impact of largo scale utilization wss felt to be
acceptable, with little chance of uncorrectable
catastrophic failure. The study is documented in
detail in the technical report and is described in
several technical papers. It is not the purpose of
this paper to repeat the details of the study, but
to describe the results and to focus attention on
these aspects that are of special interest to the
southeastern United States.

The plant is confipured as a number of power-
generating modules attached to a semisubmersible
spar-type core structure  Fig. I!. Each power
module is self-contained, having its own sea-water
c ircula ting pumps, heat exchange ra, turbine, genera-
tor, working fluid pumps, and auxiliary equipment.
The modular approach provides the highest probability
of successful scale-up as well as advantages in
construction, operation, maintenance, and repair.
Also, it offers minfmum program risk and plant down
time and maximum pocential for system growth and
upgrading. The semisubmersible spar was selected
for excellenc stability, minimum air-water interface
exposure, ability co translate vertically for main-
tenance, and adaptability to the raodular approach,

~P* c 1 . A R k 1 d- y 1 yc  Erg, 2!
was incorporated and ammonia was selected as the
working fluid because of ics superior thermodynamic
characteristics, snd because ic wss felt that aerrronia
could be handled with materials and techniques
developed in the refrigeration and fertilizer
industries.

In operation, warrs mater is drawn into che plant
frora the surface of the ocean and expelled through
an evaporator where it delivers some of its heat to
boil the ammonia. The ammonia vapor passes through
a demister and is delivered co a turbine where ic
expands to low pressure and exhausts into a condenser.
The turbine drives an electric generator. Cold sea
water is drawn into the plant from the deep ocean and
is expelled through the condenser where it acquires
heat as the low-pressure ammonia vapor condenses.
The liquid arzmonia condensate is pumped back to the
evaporator to complete the cycle.
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ll.tE*hnhE . Th r s xh g th
dern rnatirrg cost elements in the OTEC design and
consequently received considerable engineering
effort ~ The heat exchanger design was established
as a shell and tube configuration with sea water
inside the tubes. Each unit consists of 120,000
2-in. tubes mounted in double tube sheets that can
be continuously drained in case of a leak. The
cylindrical shell is approximately 73 ft in diameter
and tube length is approximately 52 ft. Sea-water
velocity is between 5 and 6 fps.

A C

Power Hodule. The 60 MWe power module  Fig. 3! is
a positively buoyant steel structure of 9200 long
tons. It would be bui,it and 1aunched horizontaIly
in a conventional shipyard and, following outfitting
and testing, would be towed horizontally at up to
8 knots to the OTKC site. The module would be
ballasted co a vertical position for cable hauldown
and mating to indexed interfaces and co hydraulically
operated locking arms on the core scructure. The
module is compIetely submerged in ics normal opera-
ting position and can be detached and returned co a
shipyard for periodic maintenance and repair.

INLET

ND
IIAENT CYLINDER

CRE
TUB

PIat orm. The platforrs structure  Fig. 465! consists
of the core structure and its supporting flotation.
The core structure provides support for the power
modules, the cold-water pipe, and watertight spaces
for the crew, auxiliary equipmentr and controls.

The concrete and steel structure will be fabricated
by integrating prefabricated buoyancy tanks and
using slipform casting techniques similar to chose
being used for Berth Sea petroleum-production plat-
forms. The scructure wi11 weigh approximaLely
260,000 long tons. Zt will be complr toly submerged
in service except for the cop 60 ft.

Twelve cylindrical shells are attached to che peri-
phery of chc central core structure to provide
buoyancy for the system, Each of che cylinders is
divided into pressure-proof compartments to permit

FIGURE 5
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Located at che upper end of the module is the
evaporator, and approximately 138 fc below is che
condenser. The machinery comparcmenc, between the
heat exchangers, is a cylindrical pressure-resistant
structure chat contains two integrated turbo-generators
producing 60 Hz power. Four axial-flow shrouded sea-
water circulation pumps are mounted inside each heat
exchanger.



proper. ballasting and co prevent catastrophic loss
of th power plant in case a portion of a cylinder
is r» cured. IIallast control in selected compart-
ments of the cylinders sets the depth of immersion
in th< water during fabrication and maintains a
constant plant weight during its lifetime on station.
Concrete was selected as the material for construc-
tion of the platform because of its ability to
survive in the ocean environment. Steel reinforce-
ment, embedded in the concrete, is used throughout
for tension and flexural strength.

Tos<E Rlc
Ksi

sists of five telescoping sections ol pos c-tensioned
concrete pipe ~ Each has a nominal length of 200 ft
resulting in an overall length of 1,000 fc when
extended. TIie pipe is circular in cross section,
each section being of a progressively smaller dia-
meter proceeding from top co bottom. The pipe is
1B in. thick and incorporates 6 in. voids co reduce
ilr e ig h c ~

FIGURE 6
It i~tt.g'gl-I t tg.yt r
studI<3 for water depths of 2,500 Co 20,000 ft.
gr.cau: c thc mooring line is nearly inelastic, a
combination of long scope and platform variable
ballast is used to maintain a constant platform
water' ine.

The major elements of the mooring sysCem are shown
in Fig. 7. This arrangement permits the plane to
".otaL:. about the swivel as well as the anchor. The
moorin, line is an assembly of structural links
pinney'- together to make up the line length required .
The 1I iks are 60-ft long cylindrical pressure
shell . The flocarion provided by tIle hollow links
parti<1>ly OffaetS the weight of the mooring line.

A weipI<C anchor was designed to resist a ene-million-
pound vertical lift and a 1.27-million-pound horizon-
tal fc:ce and with integral flotation co permit it
to be rowed to the site and lowered into position.

,"t t ~doe..tt . litt tl I I d I I
rented co the core structure and all interconnections
nre my<de and tested  Fig. 8!, the plant is ready for
operation. Since the plant operaCcs with with no
fuel cost, i.t should be baseloaded at all times,
feedin", max!.mum power co the elec eric power grid.
Cencralized eucorsatic instrumentation and control
irill, permit plant operations by a five-man watch
crew, en a three-shift basis. Supervisory, main-
tenance, and ser'vice personnel increase the total

IltdGII ttgatlldg Lttg

FIGURE 7
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FIGURE 10

crew to 35. Additional personnel may be required
for s up por t se rv ice s i f the plant is distant f ram
share.

Power Transmission. Power transmission was not a
part of this effort and for purposes of economic and
net energy assessment it was assumed that the OTEC
plant would be cable-connected to a shore facility
approximately 10 miles sway. State-of-the practice
high-voltage undersea cables were assumed.

Econo ric Assessment. In addition to calCulating the
cost of construction in dollars per kilawatt  Pig. 9!,
the design was subjected to life-cycle cost analysis
in order to determine the east of electricity produc-
tion in mills per kilowatt-hour  bath expressed in
1974 dollars!  Pig. 10!. Life-cycle cost analysis
required an estimate of annual operating cost, pro-
jected power output and load factor as well as the
expected service life, capital requirement and pay-
back schedule, interest rates, and scrap values .

Net Ener Assessment, All energy supply systems
T'equire energy inputs from Other segments Of the
economy in order to deliver their product. One
method Of evaluating various energy systemS is to
compare their net energies - the total energy pro-
duced from a resource minus the energy invested in
facilities and processes ta accomplish the discovery,
ex tree t ion, process ing, c onvers ion, trans par tat ion,
and de1ivery, A net energy assessment was performed
on the basei.ine design using the methodology devel-
oped by the State of Oregon, Office of Energy Research
and Planningl Table 1 compares OTEC to
three systems studied in the Oregon Report.

Envirollmental Considerations. The study began with
he pr rlise that there is no pollution-free energy+

But thrre is an opportunity to minimize environmental
alteration by using a renewable natura1 resource.
Environmental efforts were concentrated in two areas;
materials selection and the maintenance of natural
ocean-surface conditions.

Corrosion products from the structure and heat
exchan-er surfaces were evaluated, and some materials
and coatings were elIminated because of potential
toxic effects when used in this quantity. The final
selection of concrete, steel, aluminum and an
impressed-current cathodic protection system was
found acceptable.

X
�*50
CC4I
N~ AO

4I 60
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IXN
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The sea-water effluents  Fig. 11! were designed to be
di.scharged at near isothermal depths in order to mini-
mize changes in ambient water temperature.

En ineerin Devele ment and Dcmonatratien

An OTEC plant could be built and demonstrated
today, but an engineering development program is
essential co the achievement of economic competitive-
ness. The study identified the critical technical
problems and proposed several approachs to sn engin-
eering development and demonstration program.

The program schedule ' Fig. 12! shows a 10-year
development span starting in 1976. For che first two
years, preliminary design is closely coordinated with
component development and site selection. Component
development is a two year span. liajor components to
be developed include:  I! advanced heat exchangers
and the cooling necessary for their construction, �!
ammonia turbines in the range of 60 MW capability,
�! hydrodynamic modeling of the platform, cold-water
pipe, and mooring system, �! sea-water pumps, and
�! cold-water pipe.

FIGURE 11

Site test and selection will require approximately
two years to determine the location in which OTEC
is most likely to succeed, to obtain environmental
data, and to conduct corrosion and fouling tests that
may be site-peculiar.

RECOMMENDED SCHEDULE

Tn review, a system has been devised that could
be demonstrated, and with a reasonable amount of
engi.neering development, co~ld achieve economic
competitiveness. ZRDA has initi.ated a development
and demonstration program, and if all technical mile-
stones are achieved, a demonstration will. be conducted
and commercialization will be initiated .

Re ional lm lications

During the next year, ERDA will evaluate and
select a site for the initial testing and demonstra-
tion of OTEC, and for tl,e next decade, that site vill
be the focus of the telebet and facilities associated
with OTEC technology. I t is very like ly that c ommer-
cialization will occur first where there is a large

RGURE'12
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The effect of working-fluid leakage prior to detection
an.> repair was found acceptable in the case of ammonia.
Evaporator tube leakage would be into the surface water
stream and would reach the phocozone where it would be
biologically assimiliated. Condenser-tube leakage would
be into the working fluid.
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demand combined with an established base of expertise
and facilities. Hence, the selection of the demon-
stration site could have long term significance for
the regional economy. To maximize the return on the
government investment, and to preclude the costly
relocation of personnel and fee i1ities, the ERDA
test aud demonstration site should be located ini-
tially where there are sufficient resources and
demand available for large scale commercialization.
Potential locations can be identified on all coas ts
of the mainland, as well as Hawaii. and Puerto Rico,
but since this workshop is regionally oriented, this
paper will address only the southeastern States.

The southeastern United States has these
resources close ro the ocean thermal si.te in the
Carribbean and Gulf Stream. The Gulf Coast and
Mississippi River shipbuilding industry and of f-
shore construction companies can build the OTEC
structures, while aerospace companies can construct
the aluminum heat exchangers. There is a labor
force skilled in marine construction and operations.
There are universities to address environmental
issues and to undertake advanced research tasks.
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resources necessary to build a large commercial
OTEC system.

The commercialization could have a significant
effect on the economy and environment of the south-
east. In addition to producing electricity, OTEC
plants could produce hydrogen based fuels and
chemicals for trsnshipment through seaports to
local markets and beyond. The commercialization
would expand the economy of the southeast while
contributing to natural energy independence, and
with minimal degradation or risk to the environment.

In conclusion, it appears that new technology>
combined with the natural ocean thermal resource of
the Carribbean and Gulf Stream, offers a unique
growth opportunity for the industrial assets of the
southeastern United States.
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OCEAN TiIERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION: A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE
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Abstract

Contrary to the claims of nuclear power enthusiasts, thc United States
has an alternative to fission energy, Solar Sea Power Plants b:ised on the
conversion of the thermal energy stored in the tropical oceans can begin
feeding power into the national grid of thc U.S. mainland as early as 1985.
The cost of this source of energy is shown to fall below that of nuclear
energy. The desired goal of 10,000 MW installed by 1990 can be realized
only if work begins soon on a small poN er plant not larger than 2-5 MW ,
to become operational before 1980.

Introduction

~ OTEC is technically feasible;

During the May 197S OTEC Wozkshop at IIcuston,
the results of the two major system evaluation stu-
dies conducted independently by Lockheed and TRW
were presented. A purpose of these two studies was
to obtain unbiased and impartial cost estimates of
OTEC power plants. The early proponents of OTEC,
mostly people at universities, were coming out with
rather low cost estimates. In May 1974, our OTEC
team at Carnegie Mellon University could foresee a
potential low of about $200/kW for the heat engine.
This optimistic estimate was predicated on the pos-
sibility of making a staggering improvement in the
heat exchanger cost which dominates and drives the
total plant capital cost, including the hull, the
mooring system, the cold water intake pipe, etc.
The University of Massachusetts team was predicting
then a different and higher cost, although their
design was restricted to a single site; it included
the hull, the ener y delivery and the cost penalty
of siting the plants at a low AT location with a
strong current.

When Lockheed and TRW arrived at a capital cost
of $2600/ and $2100/kW, respectively, it took some
time for us, as OTEC proponents, to recover from rhe
initial shock. After carefully studying the volumi-
nous reports published and reading the fine print we
concluded that, contrary to surface appearances,
analyses by industry and the proponents were'not
really widely disparate

First of all, the industry eva luators dropped
their impartiality to OTEC and, as a matter of fact,
became avid proponents-. The conclusions reached by
the industrial firms were;

~ OTEC can be made competitive with conventional
energy sources;

~ There are a number of ways OTEC plant costs
can be reduced;

~ OTEC should be given higher national priority;
~ Prototype design or large scale testing

should proceed henceforth .
Both Lockheed and TRW arrived at what was bill-

ed as baseline designs; that is, designs and materials
were proposed using state-of-the-practice items. In a
way, the cost of the baseline design plants is an
upper bound, because both industry teams exhibited a
very conservative attitude in arriving at their
designs . Unfortunately, the baseline designs and
their cost became fixed in the minds of some as "the"
OTEC plant designs and "the" cost of the plant.

ERDA deserves the credit for having initiated
these studies, because at least now we have "reliable"
cost estimates from hard-nosed, impartial "engineers"
and not the pie-in-the-sky optimism of "academics",
One would have hoped that OTEC priority would rise
within ERDA but unfortunately nothing of the sort has
happened, OTEC is accorded the lowest priority of
all solar energy schemes; this means funding level,



manpower, and development schedule.

During the May 1975 Houston Workshop, the CMU
team attempted to reconcile the various cost esti-
mates of industry, the University of Massachusetts,
Carnegie Mellon and the Applied Physics Labs of Johns
Hopkins University. We concluded then that, had all
proponents and evaluators used the same initial
assumptions and materials, the capital cost estimates
would have tallied up more or less the same. Roughly
speaking, with today's know-how and engineering prac-
tice, OTCC would cost between $2100/ and 82500/kW,
depending on the ocean dT of the site. These are
late 1974 figures, of course .

Some cost reduction may be realized through
automation of heat exchangez' manufacturing. But
such a reduction does not have tha multiplicative
effect that we seek. Ta be effective, heat exchan-
ger cost must be reduced, by reducing their size or
material or both. The approaches of the Andcrsons,
the University of hlassachusetts, the Applied Physics
Labs and Carnegie Mellon can accomplish this desired
reduction in the effective ma~ner sought. To ouz'
knowledge, only the ChlU approach has moved into the
experimental stage, lte are pleased ta report that
preliminary experiments, conducted by Professor
Rothfus as part of Category B ERDA grant, promise
that 304 reduction is feasible, That is, by using
extruded tubes with flutes on the water side, we
need 30'-~ less surface area than by using a smooth
tube. This conclusion appears valid for a wide
range of water velocities, fram 2 ft/sec to 10 ft/sec.
We feel that 50~ reduction is definitely attainable
with little additional effort. We are confident that
an overall heat transfer coefficient of 1300 BTU/ftz

F sec can be achieved using flutes on both water
and ammonia sides. This is in contrast ta the -450
figure used in the baseline designs of Lockheed and
TRW. With this reduction, we knock aff $600/kW from
the heat exchanger cost and an additional $360/kW
fram the other components. We are thus talking about
$1000/ � $1100/kW OTEC plants� . At such capital cost,
OTFC begins to look like a viable alternative, It is
our firm belief that the OTEC effort should be con-
centrated ta achieve this goal in the shortest possi-
ble time. The question facing the country and the
industrial nations is nat whether OTEC will interfere
with shipping an the high seas, but rather, whether
alternatives to fossil and nuclear energy exist.

We do not imply in this presentation that only
the CMU approach can bring this cost reduction about.
Nor do we suggest that international ramifications
of siting OTEC plants an the high seas are nat impor-
tant. But' the issue we face is whether OTEC has any
promise. The various studies to date claim it does.
We have to demonstrate these claims because once we
prove these claims, OTEC will enter a new era and
will require a different aura. If the claims are not
valid, than the quicker we discard OTEC, the better.
Certainly, OTEC should nat receive the support of the
"Energy Research and Development Administration" if
it is merely a scientific curiosity ar a mamoth
engineering undertak ing,

Pro ected Future of QTEC

An outstanding question remains. Will OTEC be
competitive with conventional power plants? Because
the cost of electric power from fossil fueled plants
is very sensitive to the location of the plants with
respect to coal supplies, a comparison of OTL'C can
most appropriately be made with light water nuclear
reactors. The initial cost of the nuclear plant,
plus the capitalized cost of the nuclear fuel,
should be compared to the cost of an OTEC plant,
The nuclear industry has published the anticipated
contributions of initial cost and of fuel to the cost
of power as 17 mills and 5 mills/kWh respectively
for a total of 22 mills/kWh, These figures are no
longer valid.

In the September 1975 issue of POWER EhlGIWEER-
IMG, Olds" published a very illuminating article
which should be read by anyone working on energy
systems. While one may disagree with his thesis, the
data he presents are extremely revealing. The lead
time on nuclear plants today is 10 years. According
to Olds, ". . . the industry is looking at 1985 costs
of $1500 - $2000/kW for plants it is ordering
today at the same time new plants are coming on line
for $300 � $400/kW." This increase in cost: cannot
be attributed to inflation or environmentalists'
obstructionism. To complicate matters, the cumulative
unit capacity factor is dismally law, averaging
between 55-60k. This poor operating experience cannot
be blamed on the environmentalists .

It should be recognized that the fuel cost in
the nuclear power plants af today is a small fraction
of the ammartized cost of the plant. Hence, we should
not expect a substantial decrease in mills/kWh fram
the breeder reactors on account of cheap fuel. Even
the most enthusiastic of breeder reactor proponents
cannot promise a lower capital cost and better per-
formance from the light water reactor plants .

The figures quoted abave illustrate that OTEC
has a good chance of beating nuclear energy on econo-
mic grounds alone. Even with the added cost of under-
water transmzssion ta bring the energy to the Gulf
states and Florida, the cost will go up somewhat but
as long as the distances involved remain within 50
miles of shore, QTEC will remain competitive .

Potentials for Cost Reduction

In most manufacturing processes, the unit cost
drops down as more units are built. The drop in cost
we are discussing results from a "learning" phenomenon
which takes place. It is reasonable ta postulate the
learning

I
cost/unit

where .2   a   .4 and H is the cumulative number
of units which have been produced, including the one
under construction.

The application of this learning curve to OTEC
is illustrated in the following table for the very
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conservative value a =0.2. Of course, we do not know
whether a wi ll remain at .2 throughout. Suppose
that a~0 beyond the 5th unit constructed.

Example of Learning Curve for a ,2

Unit No. N Unit Cost/kN

De lo ent Growth

Thus whereas the first OTEC plant may be just margin-
ally competitive, the tenth plant would be hrghly
competitive if learning continues through the tenth
unit. Such a reduction in unit cost can be realized
only if successive plants are designed and built with-
out major modifications. The Westinghouse Tenneco
concept of offshore floating nuclear power plants
could have resulted in cast/unit reduction, had the
ventose gotten started. Land-based nuclear power
plants seem to be an anomaly in this respect, because
the cost of successive plants seems to increase.

Further reduction in capital cost can be achieved
through improved manufacturing, particularly that of
heat exchangers. Comparing the raw materials cost of
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heat exchangers to the final delivered cost, there is
roughly a multiplier of 20. Wle suspect that if the
demand for Oi'EC heat exchangers is established  at
2000 HW/year! there will be sufficient incentive to
manufacturers and builders of OTEC to bring about a
drop from 20 times to, say, 10 times the materials
cost.

When we now combine the anticipated developments
described earlier which will bring the cost of OTEC
to the $1100/kW level with the industrial learning
curve, we obtain a wedge with which OTEC plants can
begin to supply power to the U.S. mainland.

To obtain a time scale, we must make some assump-
tions on the rate of build-up of manufacturing capa-
bility. Some idea of the rate of manufacturing build-
up capability may be gained from the scenario for
U4FHR's generated by Chauncey Starr, President of the
Electric Power Research Institute. This scenario is
presented in Fig. l. It starts with an annual doubling
of manufacturing capability. Because the technology of
OTEC is relatively low level, we believe a similar
annual doubling is a reasonable goal for OTEC. Taking
the first full sized commercial plant to be bui lt by
1983, we now illustrate how the installed capacity of
QTEC will increase over the years. We have to remember
that an OTEC plant can be assembled in a shipyard and
hence will require little on-site construction. Also
we are competing with nuclear plants costing between
$1500-$2000/kit  including escalation!.



Early plants will probably be sma11, of the order
100-200 MW. Because of the planned active participa-
tion of the state of Hawaii in OTEC development, the
first full sized commercial plant will probably be
built for Hawaii. The next nine plants could be used
in the Caribbean to pawer the normal expansion af
alumina reduction plants, By the year 1987, this
normal expansion will no longer be able to absorb a11
OTEC plants being built. Because of the learning
curve, the plant cost will be reduced from $1100 to
$BOO. The latter cost is naw sufficiently law sa as
to be able to compensate for the added cost of opera-
ting with the somewhat cooler surface temperature of
the Gulf of Mexico, 76'F in place of 79'F, and for the
added cost  $205/kW! of underwater cable transmission
of 100 miles to the coast, We estimate the total
capital cost of OTEC plant plus cable ta be $1050/kW,
still competitive with nuclear pa»er. The power so
transmitted ta the Gul f states would naw be used to
take care of the normal requirements far annual incre-
ments of power, until that time when the increased
output of 0'I'L'C plants exceeds the normal gra»th in
power demand of the Gu1f states plus the aluminum
industzy. The excess power would then have to be
transmitted beyond the Gulf states of Texas, Louisiana
Mississippi, Alabama and Florida to the remaining
states. Upon observing that the Gulf states consume
16% of the total electric power, and upon assuming a
doubling time in power use of 15 years in contrast to
a historical LO year doubling time, we calculate that
the normal increase in power capacity of the Gulf
states will be saturated with OTEC by the year 1990
if a 2.5 h1W plant is deployed by the late 1970's. By
1990, the total power generated by OTFC will be
]0>000 MW,

We wish to digress here to reexamine the learning
curve. The cost per kW is based on an initial plant
capacity of 100 MW. Had we started with a greater
first plant capacity, the initial $/kW would decrease
with the plant. size because the hull and the pipe are
not scaled linearly. Thus, ta reach a 1000 hg< instal-
led capacity by deploying 10 plants, 100 MW each, the
cost for the next 1000 MW is anticipated ta be about
$800/kW. However, if the plant size were 1000 MW, the
following plant would still cast $958/kW. Thus it
pays us to build small plants in the beginning to bring
the unit cost down, rather than to take advantage of
the economy of scale. Later, when na fur'ther learning
is possible and no further cost reduction can be
realized, the plant size is raised to take advantage
of the economy af size.

The notion that cost can continue to drop with
each additional plant is of course fallacious. The
curve does saturate beyond a certain Hmax which we
do not yet know, In other wards tr changes its value
and becomes zero. It is more realistic to postulate
a learning curve of the form

C/kW = Ce + Ci/H

Of course the true nature of the curve far a
given applicatian can be known only in retrospect,
But the notion af a learning curve remains an indis-
pensib1e thesis in this discussion.

Beginning in 1990, OTEC power will be transmitted
beyond the Gulf states. By this time the learning
curve and manufacturing improvements wi11 have further
reduced the cost of OTEC plus underwater cable below
$1050/kW. The figure must become sufficiently low to
allow for additional investment in long distance high
voltage D.C. transmission lines. The 1970 Hatianal
Power Survey �-13-16! af the F.P C. gives a cost of
3.5 mills/k'I<'h for 1,000 miles. Upon assuming today' s
cost to be twice that value, we conclude that the cap-
italized cost is "$350/kW. Barring any further reduc-
tion in cost of plant and underwater' cable, we thereby
arrive at the average total capitalized cost af $1400
/kW for OTEC in the interior of the U.S., 2000 miles
fram the shore. We anticipate the cost of nuclear
fuel in $990 ta increase considerably above the 5 mils
/kWh assumed. Likewise, safety requirements, utiliza-
tion and dther factors may drive the cast of nuclear
power beyond the 32 mils/kWh calculated fram the
$1400/kW capital cost.

The straight line representing an annual doubling
of OTEC plants finally levels off after 1996, At. this
time all new additional power capacity will be OTEC,
so the growth of these plants wilL be tied to the
growth of the U.S. generative capacity.

Heed for Government R 5 D

Fig. 2 has been constructed solely to show what
could happen without further government subsidy if by
1985 government-sponsored 11 5 0 has brought the cost
of a 100 MW OTEC plant dawn to $1100/kW. Kun l.i af
Carnegie Mellon is developing alternate scenarios for
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achieving the over-all growth curve represented by the
heavy straight line in Fig. 1. The number of v>.able
alternate scenarios multiplies as the prices of natur-
al gas and petroleum increase.

The OTEC growth curve discussed above is predi-
cated upon sufficient R D 8 D before 1985 to enable
OTEC plants to be built at a cost of not more than
$1100/kW. When one contemplates what action must be
taken to accoerplish this objective, the time bet~can
now and then is amazingly short.

The scenario just pre: ented requires building a
2.5 MW experimental plant by 1979, a 25 Ni full scale
pilot module during 1982. Interestingly, these units
fall upon a backward extrapolation of the learning
curve of Fig. 1, Prior to even the 2.5 MW experimen-
tal plant, a tremendous amount of design data must be
gathered. As Ronald Smelt of Lockheed has emphatical-
ly stated  private communication with C. Zencr, July
1975!, all necessary engineering input must precede
starting or> the learning curve. The continued new
design changes demanded in the past by the AEC, coupled
with their high technology content, has prevented
nuclear power plants from even getting started on a
learning curve.

Factors Favorin Learnin Curve Thesis

Development and construction of OTEC plants do
not hinge an scientific breakthroughs or costly and
time-consuming mater> als development. OTEC requires
no basic research and no new technology. All the
materials required by an QTEC plant are commercially

available in the U.S. and are abundant throughout the
world: steel, concrete, copper, aluminum and even
titanium.

OTEC plants can be built in shipyards similar to
those in existence in other countries. The North Sea
oil technology is far more advanced and elal>orate than
that demanded by OTEC plants. In addition, OTEC plants
can be replicated, much like building a family of large
ships. Thus there is no need for the time-consuming
re-engineering associated with conventional and nuclear
plants.

The OTEC concept is ready for entry into the
experimental phase, and it is ERDA's responsibil.ity
to lead development.. Additional theoretical studies
vill be useful in exploring advanced concepts, but
concrete data are needed to build confidence in system
reliability and economics, and to crystalli ze a base-
line design. Private industry is understandably reluc-
tant to develop OTEC since, due to economic uncertain-
ties in the global energy picture and the absence of a
firm U.S. energy policy, industry is hesitant to risk
resources, manpower and capital. Thus, it is up to
Government to initiate an OTEC testing and develaprent
program to yield a working commercial plant which will
attract private capital, if economic projections are
substantiated as expected. The time to act is at l>;red;
it makes little sense to perform an annual ritual of
predicting the future of OTFC by taking last year' s
predictions and extending the completion dates
of future milestones.



SALINITY GRADIENTS, TIDES AND HAVES
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Abstract

The alternate energy sources of wind-waves, tides and salinity gradients are
discussed in terms of their resource potentials, required technologies, and environ-
menfal consequences. From the various aspects di scussed, it i s concluded that salinity
gradient energy conversi on will yield the most energy and, yet, is the most unfeasible
in light of present technology. Tidal power canversian is very regional but requires
no technological breakthroughs. Have energy can be extr acted both in deep waters and
shoaling waters with existing technologies. Further, the environmental consequences
appear to be minimum, thus maki ng wind-wave energy conversi on most feasible.

Introduction

A. Resource Potential

Wind Waves

Throughout recorded history there are many
descriptions of attempts to harness the conspicuous
energy farms of the oceans, i.e., waves, tides and
ocean currents. More recently, the not-so-obvious
energy sources of thermal gradients and sa1inity
gradients pave also been considered, The purpose af
this paper is to present discussions of three of these
alternate energy sources in the oceans; wind-waves,
tides and salinity gradients. Each discussion covers
the fo11owi ng three aspects of the particular energy
source:

 a! Resource otential. Is there enough energy
available to merit a national effort into conversion
of the energy2

 h! I~echnolo . lf the resource is sufficieet,
is the technology avai'lable to convert the energy,
Or are technological breakthroughs required?

 c! Environmental Canse uences. If the alternate
energy source is utilized, what befieficial or damaging
effects on the environment will result2

Waves which one normally encounter s at the
shore are wind-waves, i.e., they have been generated
by the wind blowing over a patch of the sea. The
'length of the patch in the wind direction is ca'lied

the "fetch" and is denoted in Figure 1 by F, The
energy which the wave receives from the wind depends
on the fetch, the duration of the storm and the wind
velocity. This energy of the wind-wave in deep water
 where the depth is greater than half of the wave-
length! is characterized by the wave height, H, and
eriod, T. Theoretically, the total wave energy
see McCormick �973!] is

E = p~H~T~
16m

As explained in the U. S. Army �974! publica-
tion, the waves created by a given wind velocity are
"fully developed" for a given minimum fetch, Fm;�,
and/or mini~urn durati on of the wind. This means that
far a wind velocity existing longer than the minimum
duration or extending over a distance greater than
Fmin there is no change in the net energy content of
the waves so that the height and period  and length!
of the wave are fixed.

On a national scale, let us use a value of 1/2 %
af the total annual energy consumption in the United
States as a minimum energy resource value to justify
the investment af Federal funds to tap the energy
source. For example, this means that far the case
of waves the total annual wave energy available to
the country must exceed 1/2 % af the national re-
quirement in order to be a viable resource.
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From seasonable wave height and wave period data
presented by the U. S. Army �974! the author calcu-
lated the seasonal changes in wave power in the coast-
al waters of the continental United States, These
data are presented i n Figure 2, From the curves in
Figure 2 one can see that the most advantageous
region to convert wave energy is along the Oregon-
Washington coast during the Fall and Winier months.
A not-so-close second is along the coast of California,
although rather strong arguments have been presented
to this author by residents of Southern California
for wave energy conversion in their region. From
Figure 2, using rather crude distance measurements
a'long the coastlines, the maximum wave power striking
the Oregon-Washington coastline occurs in March and
has a value of 12 x 10' megawatts, while the minimum
value of 3,8 x 10" megawatts occurs in August. Along
the U, S. coastline in the Guff of Mexico, which is
more than twice the length of the Washington-Oregon
coast, the maximum wave power is 1.1 x '10' megawatts
and occurs in April while the minimum value  in
August! is 0. 4 x 104 megawatts.

Isaacs, et al �976!, present an interesting
idea based on the concept of a "fully developed"
sea  which has been previously described!. Since
the energy of a fully developed sea is constant,
energy extracted from the wave beyond the minimum
fetch, Fmin in Figure l, can be restored by the wind
in the region Fm;n < v < F. This means that for
large fetch values, i.e., F > n F »n where
n = 1,2,3--, maximum quantities of e!!ergy can be

FIGURE 'i. Areal Sketch af a Saa Gaaaath ~ Storm Patch.

f15URE 2. P!onthly Averaged Hind-Wave Power per Creatlength
Striking the Continental United States,



extracted at one or more x-positions depending an the
wind velocity, the value of F, and the duration.
Thus, if wave energy is converted both at sea and on
the coast the tota'i energy converted from wind-
generated waves is much greater than that obtained
simply from shoreline conversion.

B. ~Tec hno I o

There have been many devices conceived for the
purpose of converting wave energy. Far example, in
the early 1900's a Frenchman by the name of Bouchaux-
Praceique designed and constructed a "wavemotion
turbine" which supplied all light and power to his
seaside home. Arthur palme �920! described the
device as being unaffected by tides and, because of
a unique design, the turbine was free fram fouling
and corrosion. A schematic diagram of the Bauchaux-
Praceique converter is shown in Figure 3.

Nore recently John Isaacs, et al, �976! con-
ceived and successfully tested a deep water device
which has an excellent potential for practical usage.
The device, which is sketched in Figure 4, consists
of a float  designed to take advantage of the orbital
motions of the water particles within the wind waves!
through which a long, vertical, center-pipe passes,
The bottom of the center-pipe is in Free-communication
with the sea. When the float heaves downward, the
valve within the centerpipe opens allowing water to
flow upward. When heaving upward the valve is
closed and the internal water level remains at a
constant height relative to the pipe. Over each

Converter.

FIGURE 3. Bouchaux-Praceique Wave-Energy Converter.
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PIGVarE 6. Oaraaree 'NaVe-Energy Converter.

wave cycle mare water accumulates above the valve
until air above the water in the accumulator tank
is so compressed that no more water is accepted.
The air pressure, p, combined with the hydrostatic
head of the water forces the water through a turbine.
This energy from the turbo-generator system can be
used to create hydrogen for export ta land in LNG-
type carriers, or can be transmitted to shore through
cables if the distance is not too great.

A device which can be used either in deep or
shoaling waters is the pneumatic type converter
devised independently by bath Masuda �971! and
R. Rodrequez of the RMR Corporation of Manila.
This system depends an the surge-chamber resonance
of a center-pipe situated as diagrammed in Figure 5.
Since the water-column in the center-pipe is designed
to resonate wi th the wave, one would assume that the
device would only be effective in a narrow bandwidth
about the natural period; however, in a theoretical
analysis of the device McCarmick �975! showed that
if the radius of the center pipe is 4.61 m and the
draft of' the pipe is 1.5 m, then the half-pawer band-
width of the device is approximately 7 seconds in a
1 meter sea, and the air driven through an alternating
turbine system above the free-surface of the water-
calumn will ideally deliver a maximum power of 24
kilowatts at a periad of 4.5 seconds and drop off to
12.5 kilowatts at both 3.5 seconds anct 10.5 seconds.
Both the Masuda system and the Rodrequez system are
comrnerclally available for buoys, and the Masuda
system has a'iso been successfully used in japan to
power lighthouses.

J, S. DeMaree of the Suppliers, Inc. of Lexington,
Kentucky has invented a system for use in deep and
shoaling waters whicn prematurely causes the waves
to brea k. Inshore of the break the wave natur al ly
beginS ta surge and then strikes an impulse-type
device shown schematically in Figure 6, The advan-
tage of this device is that by prematurely breaking
the wave it converts the wave-motion ta a surge and,
th .refor , mast of the wave energy is kinetic. A
second advantage is that the structure's foundation
can be placed bela v the region af wave acti on and,
therefore, will not encounter the problems caused
by scour. Further, by being placed offshore of the
surf zone the structure does nat interfere with
'littoral currents.

For use in the surf zone, the Bolding-Alexander
Corporation of Rialto, California has proposed a
pneumatic device which is sketched in Figure 7,
This device takes advantage of the surging motiOn
of the b-aken wave  hopefully in either a plunging
or surgii g condition!, The surge forces air
through cne-way valves into a storage tank. The
compressed air can then be used ta drive an air
turbine. When the backrush occurs, the tank supply
valve is closed while a br eathing valve opens which
prevents a partial vacuum ta occur during the
bee kr ush,

A wave-energy conversion device invented by
S. H. Salter �974! should also be mentioned here and
is furth"r illustrated and discussed in Part I of the
three part article by Arthur Fisher �975!. This is a

PrGVttE 6. pneumatic Have-Energy Converter.

FlGVPE y. gol nng-Alevaeneer Have-Energy Converter.
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rotating device which is designed to operate in deep
water, i,e., where the wavelength, X, is less than
twice the depth, h., i.e., A < 2h. Since Dr . Salter
is a contributor to this conference, the author will
leave a more knowledgeable and detailed discussion ta
Dr. Salter.

C. Environmental Conse uences

As an introductary statement. it can be stated
that all energy-conversion devices have some environ-
mental consequences associated with their use. Some
may be trivial and others may be serious. No matter
how minor, however, a'll environmental effects must
be thoroughly studied before each device is oper-
ational.

Wave-energy extraction may result in an ecolog
ical disaster or may result in a minute ecological
change, depending on where the energy is extracted.
Energy extraction in a shoaling region, i.e., where
the wave "feels" the bottom, can drastically alter
the littoral processes along the coast. The energy
needed for both erosion and accretion of sand comes
from the waves. If the energy is removed from the
waves at an offshore position where the waves cannot
recover  from the wind! then accretion wi11 take
place and a "tombo'lo" may form between the device
and the shore, thus, depriving the downdrift side
Of the tOmbalO Of Sand  Figure 8!.

If the device is placed offshore of the mouth
of an estuary, then a "delta" may farm causing a
redirection of the currents and, thus, changing both
the salinity gradient and temperature gradient in
the near region of the estuary. This r egion is
narmally the most biologically productive.

Devices which utilize the energy of waves broken
along the coastline are actually using energy which
would normally be dissipated by turbulence or perco-
lation. The littoral current within the surfzone
should experience litt'le change and therefore, the
coastal environment is slightly affected by this
type of device.

The method af energy extraction from a fully
developed sea at a position where the wind can
replenish the energy lost by the wave is the most
ecologica'11y satisfactory, As previously mentioned
beyond the position where the sea is fu11y developed
the wave energy is uncha~ged by the wind at the
air-sea interface. For example, if

 a! Wind velocity, V = 50 km/hr
 b! Wind duration, T = 4 hours

 c! Minimum Fetch. Fmin = 45 km
and,

 d! Significant Wave Height, H = 1. 68 m
 e! Significant Period is 5.2  econds

From these data, which are from the U. S. Army �973!.
one sees that the wave energy can be extracted every

45 km or about 27 miles. The waves begin to farm
just beyond the point of extraction so that the
oxygenation of the surface waters by the wave
mation is assured.

Tidal-energy conversion. like wave-energy
conversion, has stimulated man's imagination for
centuries. In 1966 the dream of harnessing the
tidal pawer was realized with the construction and
operation of the first cofiaiiercial tida'1 power plant
in France near St. Milo on the Rance River. An
excellent article describing the history and per-
formance of this power plant was recent1y written
by C. H. Lebarbier �975!. There is much litera-
ture devoted to tidal-energy conversion, one of
the most thorough coverages being in the collection
of papers resulting from an international conference
which took place in Halifax, Nova Scotia in 1970.
The collection was edited by T, J, Gray and 0. K.
Gashus �972!.

A "rule-of-thumb" which is used in the deter-
minatian of the feasibi1ity of tidal-energy con-
version is that it is not practical to convert the
energy of tides with an average tidal range of less
than 5 m.

Using this as a criterionv let us examine the
average tidal ranges along the coast,'lines of the

Flsuffs 8. Possible Coastlfee Alteeatfoea.



A. Resource Potential

273 + T �!

where

and

continental United States, as shown in Figure 9.
The data in Figure 9 is taken from the 1973 U, S.
Army publication. Referring to our minimum tidal
range requirement of 5 m, one sees that the region
which is most suitable for tidal-energy conversion
is along the northeast coast of the state of
Naine, particularly in the Passamaquoddy Bay-Cobscook
6ay waters. These waters are shared by both the
United States and Canada. There was a tidal-power
project started during Franklin D. Roosevelt's
administration in the 1930's. This project,
however, was abandoned because of the high costs
involved. An excellent history of the Passamaquoddy
project was written by J. G. Crowley �975! and was
reproduced in the Congressional Record on July 8,
1975.

With the recent increases in the price of
petroleum and the severe effects of the oil embargo
on the New England States, much po'litical pressure
has been applied to harness the tidal power of the
Passamaquoddy. The Energy Research and Development
Administration  ERDA! has been asked by Congress to
further study the feasibility of the tidal power
conversion.

The harnessing of tidal power requires no
technological breakthroughs. The turbines used in
the Rance River power station, from Lebarbier�975!,
are of the Kaplan type with four adjustable runner
blades. The eff1ciency of the turbines depends on
the head and varies from 55,. to 85'7. with a
corresponding head var iation of from 3m to 11 m.
The reader is referred to Lebarbier �975! and to
Gray and Gashus �972! for a complete coverage of
tidal power technology. Further, the three-part
paper by R. H. Charlier �969 and 'l970! contains
one of the most complete lists af references on
tidal power in existence.

C. Environmental Conse uences

The natural sites for tidal power p'lants are
unfortunately in rather biologically productive
regions. The waters are nrelatively shallow
coastal estuaries and gulfs," as stated by
E. M. Wi'!son �973!. Any alternation of the flow
patterns in these waters will affect some link in
the food chain either directly, cr indirectly.
Some of the environmental effects of proposed tidal
power plants are discussed by D. H. Wailer in the
book edited by Gray and Gashus �972!.

The concentrations of salts in the oceans vary
from place to place and, also, with depth since
these concentrations are functions of temperature.
Thus, the warm surface water  e.g., at 20' C! will
have a higher salinity than that at the colder
depths  e.g., 5'r at 600m! where the salinity will
range =-om 36. 0 ~74 on the surface down to 35.0 o oo
at a depth of 600 m. The most significant change in

the salinity occurs at the mouth of an estuary where
the fresh river water meets and mixes with the
saline ocean waters.

When a semi-permeable membrane is placed between
waters of different salinities, a pressure gradient
occurs across the membrane which causes water to
pass from the lower salt concentration to the higher
and, therefore, dilutes the water of higher salinity,
This high pressure is known as the nosmotic pressure"
and is a function of temperature, Water may also
pass through the membrane in the opposite direction
1f the ambient pressure of the water of higher
sa'1inity exceeds the nnaturaln osmot1c pressure just
described. Thus, there is a natural and continuing
process which can both produce fresh water and, in
the case of power generation, create a difference in
head between the waters of different salinities.

The osmotic pressure, as previously mentioned, 1s
a function temperature. According to Francis A,
Richards in the book edited by J. F. Brahtz �968!
the osmotic pressure in atmospheres'at a temperature
T 'C! 1s

P = -12.08  Z,TF!

bTF is the lowering of the freezing
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FIGURE 10. Deep Mater Salinity-Gradient Energy Converter.
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temperature due to salinity from the fresh water
value of 0 C, i. e.,

dT ~ -9.66 x 10 ~ cl - 5.2 x 10  cl!' �!

Using these relationships Richards states that
for T = 25*C an increase fn chtorinity, cl, from
10 /oo to 22 /oo will raise the osmotic pressure
froude 12,87 atm to 29.33 atm. If a semi-permeable
membrane could be stretched across the mouth of an
estuary to separate fresh water from 35 oyoo sea
water then the osmotic pressure would be auout
24 atm, f.e., a head of about 238 m of fresh water.
One can think of an equivalent dam which is 238
m high supplying water to a turbogenerati ng system.

As pointed out in the publication by Mick and
Isaacs � 975!, the hypersaline bodies of water, such
as the Great Salt Lake or the Dead Sea, and salt
flats present even greater potential energy
source. It is pointed out for each 1 o/oo of
sa'linity there is about 0.7 atm of osmotic pressure.
Thus, for the Dead Sea, where the salinity is
270 o/oo, P = 189 atm which is equivalent To a head
of 1,890 m of fresh water, i.e,, somewhat over
one mile in height.

To this author's knowledge there have been
three methods of converting salinity gradient energy.
The first method was discussed by Levenspiel and
deNevers �974!, Their idea is to take a large

vertical tube with a s mfpermeable membrane on the
lower end and drive it into salt water. Referring
to figure 10, the tube would remain empty,  Fig 10a!
until the osmotic pressure is reached. If the salfn-
ity of the water is 35 o/oo then this pressure would
be reached at a depth of 238 m   Fig. 10b!. 8eyond
this depth fresh water would pass into the tube
leaving the salts behind. Since fresh water is
lighter than salt water, the level of fresh water
would rise above the 238 m depth  Fig. 10c!, If
now, as sketched in Figure 10d, the fresh water is
allowed to pass through a turbogenerator and empty
into a tube which dra~s less than 238 m then the
fresh water will generate electrical energy and pass
out through the semipermeable membrane of the
"shallow" tube. If the draft of the original  deep!
tube is sufficient, then the fresh water will rise
above the free-surface of the salt water. In this
case the "shallow" tube is not needed since the
exhaust from the turbogenerator will empty into the
free-surface. As an example of this concept, given
by Levenspfel and deNevers  '1974!, consider the
orfgfnal pipe drawing 10' m in 35 o/oo sa1t water.
The fresh water in the pipe will rise to a height

Zf = -238m+ s -1 104 m
Pf

-238 m +  ~03 -I 10" m< 1. 050
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Thus, a head of 26 m of fresh water can be converted
to .lectrical energy and, in addition, the fresh
water can be used far other purposes.

The second energy conversion technique described
by Mick and Isaacs �975! involves damming-up the
mouth of an estuary as shown schematically in
Figure 11, allowing the fresh water to pass through
a turbogenerator and into a buffer lake the free-
surface of which is less than 238 m below that of
both the river and the ocean. Due to osmotic pressure
the fresh water would then pass through a series of
tubes which would be capped with semi-permeable
membranes.

in bath of these methods the main technological
problem is associated with the semi-permeable mem-
brane, membrane technology has nat advanced to a
point where very large self-cleaning membranes can
be manufactured.

Further, the cost of constructing the twin-dams
needed for the second technique is enormous. The
costs of other fuels, however, may eventually
justify the construction of such devices, provided
that the membrane problem can be solved and the
environmental consequences minimized.

The third device suggested for the conversion
of salinity gradi ent energy is the dialytic battery.
This is a rather Iow-yield device and canrlot be relied
on ta significantly help satisfy aur energy needs.
For this reason and because of a 1ack of space this
dev.'ce is nat discussed here. The reader is referred
to the Nick and Isaac �975!paper for further details,

C. Environmenta I Conse uences

The Levenspiel and deNevers �974! device has
practically no environmental consequences since the
device is placed in the deep ocean where the dif-
fusion of the fresh water is rather local, Further,
the fresh water will be on the surface where evapora-
tion will take place.

The estaurine device has many envirannenta1
consequences. Obviously, the salin-,'ty at Ehe mouth
of the estuary is drastically changed. 0 second,
and possibly much more serious char.ge, is the alter-
atian of the temperature gradient. Since the estu-
aries are primary sources of marine life, these two
environmental changes would be disa steraus� . Fina I ly,
by constructing twin dams at the mouth of the estuary,
migration of certain species inta and froln the estuary
is prevented.

Three ocean energy sources are discussed from the
viewpoints of resource potential, technology, and
environmenta'I consequences. From the discussian
it appears that salinity gradients have the greatest
resource potential whereas tides have the least.
The present technology available, however, makes tidal
energy most feasible and salinity gradients unfeasible.

Both salinity gradient conversion at the mouth of an
estuary and tidal energy conversion have the same
environmental problems.

Thus, wave energy conversion in both the deep
ocean and coastal waters appears to be most feasible
fram all aspects. The resource potential in deep
water is there because of the wind-wave's ability
to regain lost energy, The technology is available
and has been demonstrated on a small scale.
Finally, except for possible alteration af the
littoral currents, the environmental consequences
appear to be minimum.

These three energy sources should all be studied
and further developed in the future to he'Ip satisfy
our energy needs.

FIGURE ll. Estuarine Salinity-Oredient Energy converter.
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LEGAL, POLITICAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
0F OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CoNvERSION:

A REPORT ON AN ASIL/ERDA STUDY

H. Gary Knight*

Abstract

The deployment of ocean thermal energy conversion  OTEC!
devices in the world ocean raises a ~umber of domestic and interna-
tional legal, political, and environmental problems. International
aspects include juri .diction to deploy and operate OTEC devices,
political implications of such deployment, regulation of operations,
and protection of the. marine environment. Domestic aspects include
multiple use of ocean space, state and Federal regulation, respon-
sibility and liability for damare to and by QTEC devices, protection
of the marine environment, finarcing, and general economic issues.
The American Society of International Law, pursuant to an NSF-ERDA
grant, commissioned studies on these and. related problems during
1975, the results having been d' sseminated at a workshop held in
Washington, D. C., on January 1= � 16, 1976. The study provided an
overview of legal/political problems contemporaneously with tech-
nical research work on OTEC dev' ces. Since legal/political issues
have usually been r.:'scd after the perfection of a new technology,
this approach af ords an opportunity for current feedback to fore-
Stall impedimentS tO implementation of O'IEC prajeCtS.

Introduction; Nethodo! og~ of Stud

42

In 1974 the American Society of In-
ternational Law  "ASIL"! ohioan nod a grant
from the National Science "o.:nd,"tion   ".:SF"!
to investigate the legal, ,-ol;tical, and
environmental implications of ocean ther-
mal energy conversion  "OTEC"! devices.
The grant later came under the ,.dmini.stra-
tion of the Energy Research a!.<1 D<.velop-
ment Administration  "ERDA"!. The study
requested was unique because i sought to
identify and anaiyze legal and related non-
technical issues at the same time that
fundamental work was being u!:d< rtak< n on
the technical feasibility of OTEC devices.

* Campanile Charities Profes or of Marine
Resources Law, Louisiana State University
Law Center; Co-Manager, Ocean Thermal
Energy Conversion Panel, American Society
of International Law �975-1 976!,
In the past, legal and policy questions
have often been deferred or not raised at
all until a new technology reached the

stage o. practical application. The ad-
verse e- fects of late blooming jurisdic-
tional and environmental impedi!!ents to
implementation of new technologies has a
well known history, some examples being the
SST, the Alaskan pipeline, and outer
continental shelf oil and gas development.

The Study COmmissiOned by NSF/ERDA
sought, in part, to avoid this error of
the past by considering legal., poI,itical,
environmental, and related issues from the
outset, simultaneously with the develop-
ment of 0 FC technology. If the study
results in appropriate action to ameliorate
probable legal and political impediments,
and if OTEC proves feasible and the deploy-
ment staoe is react ed, then hopefully no
significant ti!<e loss would be incurred as
a result of newly discovered non-technical
problems, The study would presumably have
alerted decision makers to the issues, and
proper legislative, regulatory, or other
action would have been taken to coincide
with the target deployment date.

Another benefit of this approach was
the interaction between the study group
members and representatives of the compa-
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nies  TRW and Lockheed! performing the
basic feasibility studies. If legal or.
political problems discovered by the study
group can be ameliorated at a pre-deploy-
ment stage by technological modifications,
legal problems which might otherwise prove
to be serious impediments to OTEC deploy-
ment couId be eliminated entirely. Like-
wise, sufficient knowledge of the technol-
ogy at hand on the part of study group
members enabled them to identify problems
which might otherwise have escaped their
attention. Accordingly, the interaction of
technology and law in this study may prove
to have beneficial effects both for the
developers of the technoIogy and for the
public interest.

The ASXL's approach to the study,
which had been utilized in prior ASIL pro-
jects, was to form a panel of experts in
various fields such as Law of the sea,
environmental law, political science, and
economics. Issues were then identified by
the principal investigator and the two pro-
ject co-managers, and research papers were
commissioned to members of the Panel  a
list of the OTEC Panel members is set forth
at the conclusion of this paper! . The
Panel met five times during 1975 at ASIL
headquarters in Washington, D. C. to criti-
que the papers in first, second, and final
draft fOrm. This inter-disciplinary ex-
change process resulted in improverr,ents in
each draft of each paper, and also provided
a wider range of inputs to the respective
authors than could have been achieved by
any author working alone.

Because the study's purpose was not
to reach any definite conclusions but rather
to identify and analyze legal, political
and other issues which could have an effect
on OTEC deployment, the papers were ulti-
mately presented, without specific conclu-
sions or recommendations, at a workshop held
in Washington, D. C., on January 15-16,
1976.

Some Ma 'or Issues Raised

Because the papers are for the most
part quite long and detailed, this portion
of the paper will simply identify each
major issue area discovered, identify the
paper commissioned and its author, and give
a brief synopsis of the paper's contents.
Those interested in pursuing particular
issues further can obtain copies of the
foll texts through one of the methods in-
dicated in the conclusion. The legal,
political, environmental, economic, and
other issues raised cover both internation-
al and domestic problems, the first four

issues described below being concerned
basically with international matters,

l. International ISSuea.

a. Jurisdictional Problems.

A nation's or an indivi-
dual's right to make a particular use of
the ocean depends on the jurisdictional
legal regime applicable to the site in
question. The right to deploy and operate
OTEC devices depends on the particular zone
of ocean space involved  e.g., territorial
sea, economic resource zone, high seas! .
The legal content of such zones is in flux,
with the final legal regime dependent on
the outcome of the current law of the sea
negotiations and the Third U.H. Law of the
Sea Conference. It seems relatively cer-
tain, however, that coastal states will
possess authority sufficient to warrant the
deployment of OTEC devices off their coast.s
to a distance of 200 miles. Beyond 200
miles the outcome is less clear. A problem
also exists with respect to "ownersFhip" of
ocean thermal energy. For the present it
seems likely that it will be considered a
"free" resource, with "ownership" vesting
in the nation or person who first makes use
of it. However, recent international eco-
nomic developments, particularly involving
underdeveloped nations  the so-called "new
international economic order"! indicate
that international control over many ocean
resources, perhaps including thermal
energy, may not lie in the too distant
future.

There are other, less compelling,
problems raised by international law. For
example, the protection of OTEC devices
from accidental or deliberate interference
may necessitate the promulgation of safety
zones surrounding such installations.
OTEC'S may be SubjeCt tO internatiOnal
terrorism. Issues will also arise concern-
ing inspection, flags of convenience, and
cables transmitting power to shore.

All of these questions are addressed
in the paper by Prof. H. Gary Knight en-
titled "International Jurisdictional Issues
Involving OTEC Installations," in which the
author discusses the present state of the
international law of the sea, the trends in
development of that body of rules, and such
concepts as the economic resource zone, the
"common heritage of mankind," and the regu-
lation of scientific research in the ocean.
He also focuses on the "reasonable use"
theory as a legal basis for deployment of
OTEC installations.



b. Political Problems. d. Environmental Protection.

The international political
ramifications of OTEC are discussed by Dr.
Ann Hollick in "The International Political
ImpliCatiOns Of OCean Thermal Energy COn-
version Systems." Though such impacts are
difficult to ascertain because of the time
frame and the many variables involved, an
examination of current international deve-
lopments does indicate some possible future
developments which could inter~et with
OTEC. The paper discusses such issues as
the political geography of OTEc operations,
international political factors affecting
OTEC, and operational issues affecting OTEC.
Of particular interest is the possible
effect on energy relations between deve-
loped and underdeveloped nations stemming
from the fact that, with the exception of
the United States, the nations situated
within the equatorial band conducive to
OTEC deployment are not major consumers of
energy at the present time. Dependang on
the quantity of OTEC energy produced, this
could provide a new basis for "north-south"
energy relations.

c. Re ulator Problems.

In "International Regulatory
Authority Concerning Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion Devices," Capt. C. R. Hallberg
observes that although there are no inter-
national organizations which can be said to
be clearly seized with authority or con pe-
tence to deal with OTEC devices .t present,
it is certain that some agencies will assert
jurisdiction at or prior to the ' ime of
deployment. There are obviously nat:ional
and international public interest..s of some
importance to be protected -- environmental
protect.ion, labor standards, general econo-
mics of operation, safety of life and
property at sea, to mention the more impor-
tant -- and there is a mult.iplicity of
international organizations apparently
competent to deal with each such interest.
The most likely body to became involved,
however, is the International Yaritimc
Organization  formerly I'1CO! which is con-
cerned with such matters as pollution of
the sea by oil and safety of li e at sea.
h'ork already underway on the subject of
ocean data acquisition systems  ODAS! by
the International Oceanographic Commission
 IOC! could also have an impact on OTEC
deployment. These problems will not be
amelior' ted by the establishment of 200
mile economic resource zones under national
 coastal state! control, for activities in
such zones will still be subject to agreed
international standards concerning po'llu-
tion, safety, and so forth.

One of the most important
international issues analyzed is that of
protection of the marine environment, ad-
dressed in Robert E. Stein 's paper entitled
"Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion: Interna-
tional Environmental Aspects." OTEC's may
cause changes in ocean temperature and per-
haps in the atmosphere which could have
impacts far from the site; water intal;e and
exhaust could affect. biologic conditions
and fish life in broad areas of the water
column; and the use of fluids and chemicals
of a potentially hazardous nature could
produce adverse effects if spilled. Al-
though some legal precedents exist to deal
with international pollution, new initia-
tives stemming from the Stockholm Confer-
ence on the Human Environment and the
United Nations Environment Program  UNEP!
are more likely to have significant effects
on OTEC deployment. There are also a num-
ber of international agreements which may
impact OTEC, such as the 1972 Ocean Dumping
Convention and the 1973 IKCO Convention for
the Prevention of Pollution from Ships,
The paper dealing with this subject con-
cludes that there will inevitably be envi-
ronmental effects from OTEC deployment and
that there will as a result be a growth in
multilateral regulation of OTEC devices.

2. Domestic Problems.

As the diversity and inten-
sity of the use of ocean space has in-
creased over the past three decades, sever"-1
conflicts have arisen over proper alloca-
tion of resources or space in the marine
environment. The list of old and new uses
is long -- continental shelf oil and gas,
merchant shipping, fishing, artificial
islands, military operations, oceanographic
research, dumping of wastes, deep seabed
mineral mining -- and the introduction of
still another use is certain to create at
least minor conflicts with existing users
of the area, In addressing this problem
in his paper "Spatial and Emerginq Use Con-
flicts of the Ocean Space," Dr. Byron Was-
hom first identifies all of the significant
present and emerging uses of the ocean,
demonstrating that the intensity and diver-
sity of ocean space use is already causing
problems of accommodating conflicts for the
same space or resources. The paper then
identifies a range of probable conflicts
of OTEC with such ocean space uses and con-
cludes with a section on possible methods
for the adjustment or resolution of such
conflicts.
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b. Re ulator Problems.

A common current complaint
of the populace is overregulation by an
increasingly large and pervasive state and
Federal bureaucracy. Nowhere is this more
evident than when one seeks to make a par-
ticular use of a portion of ocean space
under the jurisdiction of the United States.
Permits or approvals must be obtained from
a plethora of departments, agencies, and
bureaus. Often there is little or no effort
toward consolidation or coordination of
these requirements. James C. Higgins, Jr.'s
paper, entitled "Ocean Thermal Energv Con-
version Plants: Federal and. State Regula-
tory Aspects," identifies a long list of
state and Federal agencies which mill un-
dOubtedly aSSert jurisdiCtion with respect
to OTEC devices. Over a dozen such agen-
CieS are ider.ti ied and the base; far
their jurisdiction analyzed -- including
the Army Corps of Engineers, the Coast
Guard, ERDA, the Federal Ener y Administra-
tion, the Federal Powwer Cor.=-.ission, and
the Departments of Defense, Commerce, In-
terior, and Z,aber. The major problem fore-
seer. is the multiplicity of permits and
approvals which would have to be obtained
before deployment.

c. Res onsibilitv ard Liabilit

J. Daniel Nyhart's paper,
"Problems of Legal Respor.sibility and Z,ia-
bility to be Anticipated ini OTEC Opera-
tions," deals with the thorny questions of
who bears the burden of respor sr' ility for
damage to or by OTL'C devices, and who is
ultimately liable for any such damage.
Even though procedures for conflict avoid-
ance may be developed, as pointed out in Dr.
Washom's paper, it is inevitable that some
other user of ocean space  perhaps a vessel!
will cause damage to an OTEC, or that an
OTEC will  perhaps through pollution or
inadvertant. collision! c,.use damage to some
other: object or area of land. This paper
examines the applicability of t aditional
maritime law concepts to OTEC  ir;eluding
the issue whether OTEC devices will be corr-
sidered as "vessels" for purposes of ad-
miralty law!, as well as complicated ques-
tion of liability resultirig fror. various
finarrcing arrangements such as ship mort-
gagirrg and leveraged leasing. Because of
Che problems involved in applying "old" law
to "new" technologies, it may be necessary
to secure legislation specifically directed
at OTEC devices.

In his paper "Ocean Thermal
Energy COnVerSiOn: DOmeStiC Environmental
Aspects," Thomas B, Steal addresses the
effect of the National Environmental Pro-
tection ACt  NEPA!, subsequent litigation,
and environmental impact statements. This
paper differentiates between the research
and development stage, the demonstration
stage, and commercial development in dis-
cussing the likely applicable domestic
environmental laws and regulations.

"Legal Aspects of Financing
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion Plants," by
John H. Riggs, Jr., analyzes a wide range
of po"sible financing devices for OTEC.
Included in the discussion are the finan-
oing of ~tl o ed ofgc pla ta tnrongt
such devices as unsecured debt or equity
financing by the corporate owner, ship
mortgage financing, and lease financing;
f'na ' g of goner .".ent o ned OFEC pl t
and mixed forms of financing. Riggs con-
cludes that capital should be available for
OTEC financing, despite the looming compe-
tition for capital funds over the next IO-
15 yearS, but that muCh Will depend On Che
willingness of the Congress and the Execu-
tive branch to make available federal loan
guarantees and tax advantages for such fi-
nancing.

f. General Economic Anal sis

Finally, Prof, Carlos Stern,
in "Economic Issues Related to Ocean Ther-
mal Energy Conversion Plants" has addressed
a wide range of general economic questions.
Among the issues with which he is concerned
are electric power in a utility system
 power demand and market!, the potential

market for OTEC energy, cost comparisons
between OTEC and other energy sources, cost
-estimates for OTEC, and direct on-site pro-
cessing of OTEC electricity.

Although the study was not designed
to produce definite conclusions or make
specific recommendations, it seems clear
from the papers prepared that a variety of
legal, political, and economic problems
face OTEC, both at the domestic and at the
international level. Consideration needs
to be given, therefore, by appropriate
legislative and executive personnel, to



methods for coping with these impediments
prior to the time that OTEC deployment
even in th» demonstration stage -- is upon
us. One possible approach is to continue
the work of the OTEC Panel, this time focus-
ing on specific jurisdictional, legislative,
and regulatory methods for coping with the
problems already identified.

All of the papers described in this
summary will be available shortly in a
hard-cover book published under the auspices
of the ASIL. Prior to that time a limited
number of copies of the typescript versions
remaining from the January 15-16, 1976,
workshop will be available from the ASIL.
Resort to individual authors is also appro-
priate for single issues. A list of the
authors and OTEC Panel members, and their
affiliations, is contained in the annex.

Annex

OTEC Panel members and paper authors:
Robert E. Stein  Xnternati.onal institute
far Environment and Dcvelcpment!, Prof,
H. Gary Knight  Louisiana State University
Law Center!, Prof. J. D. i:yhart  Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology!, Bennett
Boskey  Volpe, Boskey S Lyons; Washington,
D. C.!, Dr. Robert Cohen  ERDA!, Capt. C. R.
Hallberg  U.S. Co G»ard!, James C. Hig-
gins, Jr.  Offsht e Power Systems, Jack-
sonvx+Ie, Fla.!, Dr. Ann Hollick  Woodrow
Wilson international Center for Scholars,
WaShingtcn, D. C,!, Dr, Arthur KOnOpka
 NSF!, John H. Higgs, Jr.  White & Case;
Brussels, Belgium!, Prof. Warren M. Rohsenow
 Massachusetts Institute of Technology!,
Dr. Herman L'. Sheets  Univ. of Rhode Is-
land!, Prof. Carlos Stern  Univ. of Connec-
ticut!, Thomas B. Stool, Jr.  National Re-
sources Defense Council; Washington, D. C.!,
Dr. Byron J. Washom  Massachusetts Institute
Of Technology!, Norman A. Wulf  NSF! .
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Abstract

Mariculture is not on'ly compatible with electrical power production
in sea-thermal power plants, but it is a highly desirable and economically
sensible appraach to the energy and food situation currently facing the
world. The technical feasibility of maintaining the proper mixing of
deep and surface water, and keeping this mixed layer at an optimuin depth
within the euphotic zorie, remains ta be demonstrated, as does a simp'1e and
inexpensive means of growing and harvesting she11fish in the open sea.
Increasing coopera ti on between the power engi neers, economi sts and maricu1 tur-
ists interested in UTEC plants is obviously needed. No sea-thermal power plant
design which excludes the possibility of mari culture should be adopted until
the relative contribution of the energy-production and biological potential of
OTEC plants is examined carefully and in detail.

Introduction
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During recent years, we have been made aware
of the enormous problems facing the world in
obtaining sufficient quantities of inexpensive,
renewable, and non-polluting sources of energy.
This shortage of energy, in addition to great
increases in world population and the insistent
demands of devel aping countries for energy-intensive
industrial and agricuItural progress, is swiftly
leading to a possibly calamitous food crisis,
Energy and food production represent a complex and
interdependent whole which must be analyzed and
implemented together  pimentel et al., 1975!.

As Beck �975! and others have pointed aut, the
direct utilization af sunlight, through a variety of
means, is probably the only resource by which energy

*This paper was presented at the 1975 Fall Meeting
of the American Geophysical Union, San Francisco,
Ca,, Dec. 8-12, and at Conference on "Energy From
the Oceans--Fact or Fantasy?", Raleigh, North
Carolina, Jan, 27-28, 1976. The work presented in
this paper was supported by the U, S. Energy
ReSearch 5 Development Administration under COntract
E�1-1! 2581.

and food problems to be faced by future generations
can be overcome. A ember of the talks given at
recent conferences indicate an understanding of
this point, and it is clear that sea-thermal power
plants cauld be a significant step forward in
attempting to harness the energy given off by the
sun and absorbed by the upper layers of the ocean.

In addition ta this enormous reservoir of
energy which can be tapped by utilizing the temper-
ature gradient known to exist between surface and
deep  over 400 m! water, however, the deep water
contains significant quantities of nutrients
necessary for phytoplankton growth, Thus, the
water discharged from a sea-thermal power plarit
can be used to start marine food chains, after its
energy has been tapped, In this way, the sea-
thermal power plant represents a unique and unified
approach to the solution of the dual problems of
energy and food production.

This paper presents, briefly and generally, a
description of the potential biological yield of
water discharged fram sea-thermal power plants.
The results are highly encouraging and make it
clear that cooperation among those interested in
the engineering, economical and mariculture
aspects of such plants can all profit from closer
col'laboration and mutual support.



Mariculture As A 8 -Pt oduct
of

Sea Thermal Power Plants

The Maricu! ture S stem in St. Croix

TABLE 1. ST. CROZX WATER PROPERTIES

H U T R I E H T S SALT.NITY TEKPZRATURE
HO +NO3 2

HO -H HH -N PO -P Sio -Si I /oo!2 3 4 4
  C!

OFPS [IQRZ
SURFACE WATER

26-2935.5394.9

eHORE RPEP
SURFACE WATER

26-2935.5962.1.3

870-id
DEEP HATER

34.&522,1 20.631.3
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The technical feasibility of producing
energy from the temperature differential exist-
ing between deep and surface water was demonstrated
by Claude in 1930, using an open-cycle plant on the
North shore of Cuba. Since 1969, the mariculture
potential of deep-sea water has been demonstrated
by our group at the St. Croix Artificial Upwelling
project.

The Artificial Upwelling project is located
on St. Croix, in the U. S. Virgin Islands, about
sixty miles southeast of Puerto Rico and 1200
miles southeast of Miami, Florida� .

As can be seen from Figure 1, the sea floor
drops precipitously off the North Shore of St.
Croix, reaching a depth of 1000 m approximately
1,6 km offshore. This topography and its tropi-
cal light and temperature made the island ideal
for the installation of the Artificial Upwelling
project.

Table 1 lists some physical and chemical
properties of the deep and surface waters off
St. Croix.

Phytoplankton growth in deep water is limited
by the availability of dissolveu inorganic nitrogen.
The amount of dissolved inorganic nitrogen  Table 1!
present as nitrate  N03-N!, ni trite  NO>-N!, and
alIIITia n i a   NH3-N! i s much greate r in the deep water
than in either the offshore or reef surface water.

In combining the total nitrate, nitrite and
ammonio in surface water, we find that the total
I.'issolied nitrogen in thyrse chemical species iS
approx mately 1 ug-at 1, while t!e deep water
contai is approximately 32 qg-at 1 . Phosphab
 POd-p and silicate  Si04-Si! are also much more
abulTTIa It in the deep water. The respective sali-
nities and temperature for surface and deep water
are ve;y di t.ferent, of course, and this is of great
importance for the ITIaricul ture potential of float-
ing sea-thelmdl power plants, since they govern the
density of the deep and surface waters, and, there-
Fore, the fa-,.e of the deep water after its discharge
from the sea-thermal power plant.

Figure l. Isoheths  u! ln the II.S, Virgin Islands. Ihe acean floor

drops precipitously off the Sorth Shore of St, Croijs.

Nutrient-rich deep water is pumped to the
surface through three polyethylene pipelines, the
intakes of which are located 1900 m offshore in
870 m of water. Each pipeline has an internal
diameter of 7.6 cm and a wall thickness of approxi-
mately 1 cm, The TIlater flow through these lines
is about .3 m sec-, and conduction warms the water
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to between 21.5 and 23.0 C at the land discharge.
The total flow through these three pipelines is
170 liters per minute.

A schematic layout of the mariculture system
is given in Figure 2. The deep water is pumped
into two 45,000-liter concrete pools in which
unialgal cultures of planktonic diatoms are grown
in continuous culture. These pool cultures are
started by cultures grown in cyclindrical 757-
liter polyethylene tanks which have been inocu-
lated from axenic cultures grown in a constantly
illuminated and temperature-controlled laboratory.

Through the processes of photosynthesis,
nutrient uptake and cell division, the algae in
the pools utilize sunlight to convert the dis-
solved nutrients in deep water into new cells,
The growth rate of the algae is regulated by the
rate at which nutrients are supplied by the
incoming deep water, thus assuring nearly complete
utilization of the nutrients in the de p water.
One species being tested, the diatom Chaetoceros
curvisetus Cleve  clone STX-167!, grows extl eme1y
~we 1 on unsupptemanted deep water, while the
other species currently being used  Thalassiosira
gseudonana Hassle I Heim. !clone BH! and
Belierochea ~o1 mor ha Harp. a Guill.  clone
~T1-114 require supplemental additions of
vitamins and iron. Our goal, of course, is to
grow a variety of organisms which provide the
shellfish with optimum nutrition and yet grow
well in unsupplemented deep water.

The algal cu!tures in tIre pools, contain-
ing from 1.0 x 10 to 7 x 10 cells per milli-
liter, are pumped continuously into the shell-
fish tanks at metered rates, based on the feed-
ing activity of the shellfish. The total flow
pu".Iped into the shellfish tanks matches the
flow of deep water into the alga! pools, so that
the poo'1 volume remains constant. At present,
turnover rates in the pools of from 1.'I to 1.5
volumes per day are used; we produce 117,000
liters of phytoplankton culture per day.

Flow into the shellfish tanks is adjusted
to ensure that the animals remove up to 90m of
ihe algae from the pool-culture suspension.
In this system, with a yearly temperature
range of from 22 to 29VC in the tanks, we have
successfully raised to market size ten species
of shellfish, listed in, Table 2. The most
successful of these are the Japanese little-
neck clais  ~Ta es semidecussata! and the
Kumamoto variety of the Pacific oyster
{Crassostrea ~i as!.

Not shown on Figure 2 are tanks holding
spiny lobsters, Panulirus arcruss, which are
being fed bivalves culled from our growing

SRELIZISII GROIBN TO MAEKP;T SIRE IN THE ST, CROIX hirIIPIClaa1
VPBBEIX ING PvsRICUt.lq!RE SIS ER

Crassostrea ~i As  xtmmameto variety!
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TABLE 3. CEsARACTERISTICS OF ST. CROIX SURFACE AVD DEEP WATER

AT NECESSARY
FOR DEisiSITY

EQUILIBRIUM WITH
SURFACE WATFR

TEMPERATURE
FOR EQUILIBRIUM

WITH SURFACE
WATERSALINITY

  /oo!
TEMP .
 'c!

22.983

27.364

35. 539SURFACE WATER  S! 27. 5

DEEP WATER  D! 6.7

30:70 MIXTURE  Sso!

34.852

35.056

25.8+19. I

26.4
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stock. We have also reared the  !ueen conch,
Strombus ~i as, on a'Igae growing on the sides
eeseesottosis or smelt ponds «hich receive
effluent from the shell fish tanks.

The effluent from the animal tanks> which
contains approximately 10 rig-at liter - of
arrmronia-nitrogen excreted by the shell fish, is
fed into seaweed tanks. ~Hpnea musci formis,
a carrageenan-producing seaweed, can do~ub e
its weight every three days by utilizing this
alrwnia. Aside from adding to the economic
yield of a deep-water mariculture system, the
seaweed helps to eliminate contaminants in the
discharge.

The St, Croix site also contains a
hatchery and an experimental she11fish area,
the latter is used for the optimization of
plankton protein to she'Ilfish protein con-
version, Tvienty 2000-liter concrete cul tur-
ing vessels are used for shellfish diet
studies and for the testing of new species
of planktonic algae . These vessels were used
to test phytuplankton production in mixt~res
of surface water and deep water described in
this study.

The results of these tests demonstrate that
it is technically feasible to operate a rearicul-
ture system utilizing the nutrient.s in the deep
water, In addition to the high biolrrgical pro-
ductivity offered by such a system, rhe use of
deep water has other important advantages, for
it is free of parasites, predators, pollutants
and di sease and disease-bearing organisms.

During recent, highly control !ed studies,
we have been able to convert over 43. of the
disso! ved inorganic nitrate-nitrogen present in
the deep water into shellfish meat protei n-
nitrogen. This high conversion efficiency
 which, it must be emphasized, is occurring
through two trophic levels! means tha t the
system appears very attractive from an
economic point of view. If duplicated on a
large scale, shel' fish yields of over $300,000
per hectare per year could be achieved.

Based upon these results, we recorririend that
a commercial feasibility test which would pump
100 cubic meters per minute be coupled with a
shore-based sea-therma 1 power pilot plant. If

these mariculture results are confirmed, a
significant part of the costs of technical
development tests of desalination, aircondi-
tioning and power generation would be offset
by the sales of the mariculture products.

Based on this work, we have recently
initiated a series of studies to determine if
mariculture operations could utilize the con-
denser effluent of large f'loating sea-therma]
power plants. The major factors affecting
phytoplankton produc tivity utilizing the deep
water nutrients from such a system are:
�! the fate of th.. d'ep water, after its
discharge fror the pov:er plant condenser,
�! the di'!ution of the deep water with sur-
face water, �! tlie depth of the mixed layer,
� ! the size and species composition of the
phytoplankton population in surface and deep
water.

It is important to determine first
whether the nutrient-rich deep water, after
being warmed in tiie condenser, can be dis-
charged in such a way that it remains near
the surface of th ocean in concentration
great enough to a/low for sufficient primary
production to occur, or whether mechanical
contain.-ient of some kind is necessary . Table
3 lists the cha~acter is tics of St. Croix deep
and surface water which influence its density
and hence the vertical rrovement of the dis-
charged deep water. Table 3 also lists the
amount. of heating of deep water required for
density equilibrium with surf'ace water and the
density equilibrium for a 70:30 deep-/surface-
water mixture

The deep water, with a temperature of
6.1oC and a salinity of 34.852 />o has a
dr of 27.364, vihile surface water, with a
tkmperature of 27.5aC and a salinity of
35.339 e/rre, has a lower density  a
22.983!. The greater density of thh deep
water is due to its lower temperature alone.
For density equilibrium with surface water
to be reacned, tl;e deco water must be raised
by 19.15C, and therefore discharged at a
temper'ature of 25.8'C. In batch experiments,
it was ascertained that a mixture of 70,".'
deep and 30., surface water would result in
optimal olooms of phytoplankton, and such a
mixture wou!d have to be at 26.4'C for density
equi! ibrium with the sur face water at 27.5eC.
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To assess the mariculture potential of
floating sea thermal power plants, a series af
batch experiments were done in which a range of
surface water/deep water mixtures were used to
assess primary production and lag time of the
plankton blooms. 5ince the surface water is
nutrient-poor but contains the phytoplankton
neaeSSary tO initiate a hlOo r, it ia clear
that the greater the percentag of surfac
water used, the shorter the lag time will be
before exponential growth is initiated, and
the lower the final level cf produc .ivity will
be SinCe thiS de=ends upon tl-.e cenCentratiOn
of nutrients, Conversely, hig» pi ouo. tions of
deep Water wauld ieault in extended lag timeS,
but greater levels of productivity.

These expectations were con irmed experi-
mentally; generally, mixtures containing more
than 405 surface water resulted in unacceptable
levels of productivi ty, vrhi le mixtures wi th
more than 80'; deep water resulted in such long
lag times that some cu l tures tailed to bloom
at all. In general, we found that batch aiix-
tures of 70' deep and 30', surface water r esuli-
ed in an optimal combination of lag time and
productivity. In such mixtures, we found that
1 qg-at N03 N yielded .26 ug Chla, and that
the half-saturatio» constant, K , was 1.55
ug-at NDq N per liter. The maximum doublings
of the pliytoplankten per day which we obtained
with such mixtures was 3.55.

Continuous flow phytoplankton studies and
shellfish feeding studies were then started,
using these optimal mixtures of surface and
deep water. This work is still in progress.
Preliminary analysis indicates that the
phytoplankton blooms obtained in mixtures of
deep and surface water--if properly managed--
result in very efficient conversion of dis-
solved inorganic nutrients to phytoplankton
protein and, in turn, to a very efficient
conversion of phyteplankton nutrients to
shellfish meat pratein,

For these studies, 2000-liter, epoxy-
coated concrete cu'l turing vess=ls  "reactors"!
measuring 113 cm wide x 223 cm long x 93 cm
deep were used for growing the phytoplanktan,
and these cultures were fed by gravity inta

small trays holding juvenile Tapes
semidecussata. The blooms are managed by
i rst fi iing the "reactors" with 4". 0 liters

of surface water, which is pumped from 30 m
offshore through a 3.75 cm diameter polyethy-
lene pipeline and 500 liters of deep water
pumped from 870 m depth, 1800-m off:.hare.
This combination results in a minimum lag time
to growth, and orce peak productivity is
attained, deep wa er is added .".o that the
final mixture con,ains 80!> dee» and 20" siirface
water. Once this mixture reaches rieak praciucti-
vity  ascerta inc i thi. uah dail v mea iires nr
phvtoplankton protein ard dissnlved i»orga»ic
nu rients!, the r; actnr is activated", or
placer' on continirr i; "rw, with the "'3:20
proportion oi dee~:surface water iaaiitain.d,
During current studies, the phvtoplenkton
blooms which result can be maintained on con-
tinuo;is flew for about «0 days. at a turnover
rate of 2003 liters per 24 hr �.0 turnov.rs
per day!. under these ccnditions, over ggÃ
of the available dissolved inorganic nitrate,
nitrite and ar monia nitrogen is ass.'milated by
the phytopl'r klan.

Theoretically, once a bloom has been
started, maximum produc'.ivi ty should be
reached with -: con .inueu. flow of 100;, deep
water, as we use t'ie pool cultures eescribed
e .rlier. Kowevpr. under open-sea conditions,
it is highly unli kelv th t a mixtur. contain-
ing mare than FQ', dr"p v ater co.ld be maintain-
ed. The optimal mixtures which could be main-
tainedd under such candi:ians remiain unknown.
A carefu11y considered compromi=e between the
maximum productivicy which can ue realized and
the costs and tec»;ical problems associated
with control over .he discharged water will be
necessary.

Shell fish Feedin studies

The grOwth Of juvenile ~Ta eS Semidecussata fed
from these cultures has been spectra u ar. In
a "constant weigh"' expe. -ment, 100 grams
 total wet 1've weight! of T~a es in a seuare
tray of four-liter volume very efficiently con-
verts phytop:ankton nv'rients when .'ed at a
rate of 1,0 ml per sec .  The wei ght is m~ intain-
ed "constant' by periodically culling the
a~imals, and 'he efore leaping the total weight
in the tray -ear 100 g,! L'ndcr the:e co»ditio»s,
100 g of Tanes w~"l1 pro .rce 50 g af culled
animals ove. a 3n-dav p"ri»d, a:.d the conversion
effici< ncy ef dee, arid surrace water inorganic
nitratr, nitrite r -,d ammonia nit. ogen to shel 1-
fish meat protein ritrcgen is 45K.



Economic Potenti
Mariculture

Table 4 illustrates the potential gross
sales value of the power and of the shellfish
produced by a 100 megawatt sea-thermal power
plant utilizing 4.5 x 10 liters deep-sea
water per minute.

If such productivity could be maintained
under open-sea condi tions, the economic poten-
tial of the mariculture operation would be very
large: 17 times greater than the value of the
electrical power produced. There are a number
of ways to look at such figures: shellfish
raeat could be sold for as little as 10C per
pound, and the economic benefits of tlie mari-
culture operation ~ould still exceed that, of
the power generation alone. Of even greater
interest is the fact that the plant could be
One-tenth of the proposed size �00 ltW
Lockheed design!, and still produce enough
shellfish to make the economic return greater
than tha t obtainable from +he electricity
sold by a 100 HW plant, This means that an
economically viable olant, perhaps of oil ot-
scale size, could be corstructed for a re!a-
tively s all irivestment compared to currently
proposed plants. In addition, we estima'e that
perhaps 59,000 tons  dry weight!, or 590,000
tons  wet weight! of ~H nea inusciformls or
Carrageenan containinlg seaweed cauld br produced
from a 100 NW OTEC plarlt. The seawe"d would
utilize the shellfish excretory produc s,

It must, b stressed that aririal protein
will become an increaSingly iclportanr. economic
re.ource in the foreseeable future, and the
d sign ei an integrated power and prorR n nro-
du.ing pl!ant raakes not on'ly sound oco~omic
sense, Lut will help to alleviate the :rote'n
s}.nrtage currently experier:ced by much of the
world's population.

Conclusion

Hariculture is not only compatible with
electrical power production in sea-thermal
po ver plants, but it is a highly desirable
and economically sensib1e aoproach to the
energy and food situation currently facing
the world. The technical feasibility of main-
taining the proper mixing of deep and surface
water, and keeping this mixed layer at an
optimum depth within the euphotic zone, remains
to be del.onstrated, as does a simple and

inexpensive means of growing and harvesting
shellfish in the open sea. Increasing
cooperation between the power engineers,
economists and mariculturists interested in
OTEC plants is obviously needed, No sea-
thermal power plant design which excludes the
possibility of mariculture should be adopted
until the relative contribution of the energy-
production and biological potential of OTEC
plants is examined carefully and in detail .

We wish to extend our appreciation to the
fol lowing people: Jim Petersen, who performed
the batch studies, Rich Lvons, Dr. Tom Dorsey
and Paul NcDonald, who were responsible for
chemical analyses, and Leo Aust, St. Croix
station manager and resident engineer for the
Artif'icial Upwel'! ing project, who helped
through all phases of these investigations.

T'BLE 4. POTENTIAL AWWOAI GFeSS SALES OP A IQO rlEGAWAYT
SEA-TLERXIL POWER FLA!T OTILIZIWC

4. 5 x IOY LIT! RS DEEP-SEA VA'I" R PER WIRVTE

$1.00/LR

SxlOR LRS

$60xIOY

$0. 04lnool

$8. 76x10 XWH

$1.5xlO

VWIT PRICE

GROSS OOTPOT/YEAR

VAIllE
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MARITIME ASPECTS OF PRODUCIHG PRODVCTS AT OTEC PLANTS AT SEA
AND DELIr7ERING THEN TO THE UEITED STATES

G. L. Dugger and E. J. Francis
Applied Physics Laboratory, The Johns Hopkins Vniversity

Laurel, Pfszy iand

Abstract

The conceptual des ign of a 100-%le, 313-ton/day, Ocean Thermal Energy Conver-
sion  OTEC!/smmonia plant-ship has been developed fn sufficient detail to assure
that it can be built in snd launched from exist'ing U.S. shfpyard facilities for
deployment to tropical ocean sites. This design provided the bgsis for a first-of-
a-kind cost estimate fran which extrapolations were made faz n plant cast of a
500-PS7e, 1697-ton/day commercial-size OTEC/ammonia plant-ship. With a reasonable
level of government cost sharing in the early years of operation of such a ccmrmer-
cisl-size vessel, it is estimated that s!rnronfa can be produced and delivered to
U.S . ports at s cost af $90/ ton �975 dollars! campared to recent sales prices
near $180/zon, yfelding s 50'/ return on sales snd s cash flow toast would equal the
plant investment in sppzoximately 5$ years. Ammonia, produced vta water electro-
lysis for the fL snd air liquefaction or combustion for the lt, appears most attrac-
tive as the product for early �982-1985! plant-ships, because it is needed for
fertilizers and other chemicals, it is presently made from natural gas  in short
supply! s no raw materials are required for its manufacture by OTEC at ses, and the
economics appear to be attractive in the near term, Alternative uses of OTEC for
the energy-intensfve process of reducfng alumina to aluminum �-8 kWh/lb Al! snd
faz making liquid hydrogen  LH, ! are also sufficiently attractive to warrant fur-
ther study in depth. It appears possible to achieve a commercially competitive
position for electrolytically produced L!L in large quantities in the 1990s. This

could serve as a fuel for heating and transportation, s chemical for industrial
uses, snd a source of electricity via fuel cells on shore. Other possfble OTEC
plant-ship products sre magnesium snd s variety of fuels and chemicals  e.g., meth-
anol!.

Introduction

53

In the period Apzil-December 1975 the Applied
Physics Laboratory  APL! conducted sn analysis of the
maritime aspects of Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
 OTEC! plant-shi.ps for depl.oyment in tropical oceans
to produce ammonia az athez energy-fntensfve products,
This analysis wss supported by the U.S. !Iszitfrne Admin-
istration  HARAD!, Department of Cammerce. Working
with APL weze the Sun Shfpbuilding & Drydack Company
 SS&UD!, wha provided substantial company-funded
design end consulting effazts; Hydranautics, Inc., who
cond cted analyses an plat farm notions and ot'Irer rns-
zine aSpeCtS; the Needs Hale OCeanapraphic Institution
for site selection snd design criteria; Avandale Ship-
yards and Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation wha
contributed consulting efforts; the law fizm «f LeBaeuf,
La!nb, Leiby, snd l@cRae, who addressed the inteznation-
nl legal considerations; arrd many industzial organiza-
tions snd consultants who provided information on the
QTEC snd product equipment.

The baseline design for s 100-!f4e OTEC/ammonia
plant-ship features the integration af a novel concept
for low-cost OTEC heat exchangezs with a simple, rela-
tive!y law draf t, zectangu!ar concrete hull. The con-
cept far the heat exchangezs, which employ large-diarn-
etez, multipass slumirurm tubes with the ammonia work-
ing fluid inside rhe tubes, was developed under APL in-
hause support snd support =rom the L'.S. Energy Research
and !!evelapment Administration  ERDA!.s

The present U.S. interest in Ocean Thermal energy
was stimulated by the Andersons, wha developed a closed-
Rsnkfne-cycle, OTEC plant concept in the early 1960s.
There is still interest in the open-cycle process  vac-
uum-flash-vaparizatian of the warm water to drive s low-
pressure steam turbine! that was initially demonstrat-
ed by Claude in 193~ snd has been analyzed recently
by Brawn and Wechs ler, Beck. and Zenez and Fetka
vfch have cnncefved fmprovements an the open cycle
that would use a "steam lift water pump" or a foam
lif t concept, respectively, to raise the warm r ater,
which would z!ren fall ta drive hydroelectric tuzbine-
generatazs. 1!awevez, most af the recent OTEC work fn
the U.S., which was supported primariLy by the Nationa-
ll Science Enundatfar prier ta Janua~ 1975 snd !.ss
been supported primarily by the Solar Energy Divisfor
az ERDA sir.ce its formation at that t1rne, is addressed
ta closed-Rankine-cl cle svstems. In these systems,
working fluid  e.g., ammanfa! is vaporized by heat ex-
change with wazr-., sca water, drives a turbine, snd then
is condensed by hea" exchange with cold sea water
pmnped fram 1100-4000- f t �40-1220 m! depth, Notable
have been the plant concepts developed by the Univer-
sity of ."!assachusetts, Carnegie-Eellon University,s s

and industrial teams headed by the Lockheed !'!issfles
snd Space Ca., Inc.rc snd TRW Systems Croup, The11

first thzee af these are described in other papers st
this Conference.



There are two primary concepts for using OTEC
pawc-. One is Co moor a plant near shore, e.g., in
the Gulf Stream off the lower U.S. East Coast, and
del> "er to shore either electricity via cables ot'
high pressure gaseous hydrogen. Development of a
demonstration plant us ing this approach would offer
grea=er viifbility ta the V.S. public than one in
tropical a. cans, and the potencial exists to deliver
a sipnif ice..t amaunc of energy to the southeastern
stat.es. l!awever, plants in the Gulf Stream would have
to bu much more rugged to withstand hurricanes and
large currents and wa«ld have to operate with a mucha
lower ocean temperaCure difference  '.T, 30-34 F! than
is a"ailab!e in oceans neater Che equator. These
fact rs ma!;e such plants more expensive per unit. of
electric pruner developed on hoard.

The o her concept, addressed in this paper, is to
base OTEC plants in selected tropical ocean sites where
design winds and cut'rents are much s.. al' er and available
hTs are mu;rt higher �0-43 F! and are less subject ta
seasonal variation. The available ' T is a powerful
fact r; pl.iat cast varies inrrersely r i h LT to a power
of 2 to 2.3. The totaL energy potential from large
sitir,g areas in tropical oceans is much greater, coo.

The power generated by OTEC plants at suc h sites
in tropics crceans must be used to !take energy-inten-
sive produc.- i: s <e.g., ammonia, alumir rrm, 1! oui d hydro-
gen! i~hie!r ran be shipped ta U.S. ar fore' ~n markets.
This paper presents prirrarily the concept and economic
esti" ates fat buildir.q OTEC ~ammonia plant � shins and
pradi ".ing and delivering the liquid ammonia. Briefer
descriptions of che plants and coits far or ad!icing
alum tum ar 8 liquid hydrogen are Lcrc 1uder!. At present
ERDA 's su or ting other studies of production of am-
monie and h;drogen on OTEC plants and of acean in-
dust: lal cn;.rplexes based on r!TEC plants. ' The writers
have not received any resulcs from those studies at this
writ! rrg,

The Baseline, 100-'l%e Plant Concent

At th~ outset af the platfot.. design strrc'- by APL,
SSdrD!!, arc! "vdronautica, can ic!eracian wa- git cit ra
circr lar, cquati and roc tang rlar suer ruc vesse! s. Each
was cva!rrn' .d iir terms af potential fat seakeeping
quali ries, .tr'uc trrre a ranger..ent, camp lexir 7 o; piping
and c !Id sr Iwa-~ 'rater ponds, ard ability to ' abricate.
The result rag baseline configuratian far the Irro-"c%e
 net ', OTE'./.-'.~ania T!coons tt'ation Plant Ship is .:bown
in Fig. l. The followfng prunary desipn considerations
esse:"' ialllr fix thc cont iguracian:

'.! Heat exchanger enclosure and access;

3! Dec.'k area for machinery, maintenance, and crew;

'!! Volurve fot' product storage and trimming ballast;

:r! Simplicity of bull fabrication using eass-
preduced subassemblies;

3! Hull shape ta permit construction in existing
ahipyarrls  beam width is 196 f t !;

6! Rr atonable weight, low draft 'far launc'.ring in
40- f t watetways ~ and suf f icient re ervc. buoy-
ancy ta eeet all conditions ar sea;

Fig. 1 Ocean Therinal Energy Conversion  OTEC!/Amntonia
Plant-Ships

7! Hull stability and strength; and

8! Minimum maintenance.

The platform arrangerent is basically symmett'ic
about a centrally located cold water pipe  CWP!. The
cold water is pumped fram 2500-f c depth through this
60-f t-diam CWP ta head ponds over the condensers,
flows down through the cordensers by gravity, and is
discharged fram them below the platform at 80-ft depth.
There are two condenser head ponds, aire each fore and
aft. Each has a sloped f<-ed channel an each outboard
side, deepest near the Cwp, fram which the water over-
flows transversely inward toward che pond centerline,
thus providing a distributed flow over che ponds, The
ponds probably will have removable covers  not shown!
to mitigate free-surface dynamic effects and minimize
growth of marine s1ir..es  biofouling! on the tubes.
The were water is pumped fram the surface with 20 pumps
supplying 20 separate evaparaCor head ponds; the water
from che evaperatars also is discharged beneath the
ship at a depth of 80 ft.



Smooth-sided, prestressed concrete panels are used
fo" the heat-exchanger compartment walls  tbe only heat
ex'hanger "sheller' required in thfs gravity-flow design!
These walls also serve as ship structure and are tied
togethez in the longitudinal and transverse direct fons.
Al. equipment fs housed on decks abave the water line.
Twfn deck houses containing crew quarters and control
rooms are located araidship to minimize walking dfscan-
ces to the machinery. A total staff of 48 is required
�1 on board and 17 ashore on leave!. The accommoda-
tions on the SSSDD demonstration p'ant design include
24 s pa re cab ins for scientists, ins pec tot s and Govern-
ment offic fals participating in the demonstration tests
and programs.

The arrangement allows clear vertical access ovez
811 the heat exchanger unfts and location of t' he tur-
bines arrd associated equipment on decks above chem with
a minimum of piping. Areas at che ends of the platform
are available faz product eranufacture, for z pair and
maintenance of heat exchangezs, and for the cnnduc L of
several tests and programs simultaneously. A 200-can
gancry Crane Spans the bears and travels the Length of
the platform. The hull is made of conczece tu minimize
reeintenance, provide lang life, and zeduce cast. The
superstructure is made of .',teel ca zetain flexibility
to make changes in the mac!.inery houses, labe, etc,,
anrI to reduce the weight and buoyancy zequfremencs af
tf c total structure, The total "dry" apezacing weight
is 63,800 Long cons  Ll'!, Provision is made for
10,000 LT of product and 42,000 LT of belles c. Total
operating displacement fs 141,600 LT  Table 1'!. The
heat excbangez cube~ provide a significant fraction af
the buoyancy. Closed areas between the heat-exchanges
camparcments  " hull tanks" ! provide all of the volume
needed faz baf last as well as for che product.

TABLE 1
WE!GHT AND BUOYANCY SUMMARY  LONG TONS!

103100
38500

141600

42000

~ Tuls nRAF 1 Fan I AerhlcrrlNG EXCLUDES THE DRAFT rer rrIJIREIVIF NT FOR
THE colsrrtNsE R sLllvlps rrN r AivrlvloNla mrMps, wHlcH wouLD BE
IIesTALLEcr ON SrTIE

kULL
SU "ERSTRUCTURE, HULL OUTF'IT, PROPULSION

HE4T EXCHANGERS
HEAT CYCLE MACHINERY
PRODUCT MACHINERY

DELIVERY TOTAL  WITH 34 5 FT, DRAFT' !

COLD WATFR PIPE  CWPI
"DRY" OPERATING TOTAL

10".', MARGIN �400!, NHT STORAGE �000 rr
POND WATER �5000!, WORKING NH3 �400!

TOTAL WT. I.ESS BALLAST

DISPLACEMENT  BUOYANCY I
HULL WALLS5 TANKS,CWP
HEAT EXCHANGE RS

TOTAL DISPLACEMENT  AT 84 FT DRAFT!
�41600 � 99600!

BALLAST REQUIRED �41600 � 99600!

39000 LT
3000
9300
3500
2500

57300
6500

63800
16400
19400
99600

A propulsion capabflity for "gzaring" at 0.5-0.95
knot relative to che local current and for steering
is provided by four 1200-SHP electric drive Cbrusters,
one at each ship corner. The power zequf.rement for
normal station-keeping agafnsc a 0.5-knot current fs
only 750 SHP total �.6 Nfe input!.

The Two-Phase-F Lars Heat Excban ers

The fundamental design decision for this 0ZEC
plant-ship concept was tbe selection of submerged,
modular heat exchangers with 3-in. to 6-fn. diameter,
multipass, aluminum tubes with the ammonia working
fluid inside the tubes and tbe sea water outside.
This approach has been selected for the following
reasons:

 a! Use of a relatively large tube diameter re-
duces the number af tube gofncs, thus reducing fabri-
cation and assembly costs and facf.litating cleaning,
maintenance, and repairs.

 b! No heat exchanger "shells" urer se are re-
quired.

 c! A strong potential for economical, in situ
cleaning of the heat exchangers using the Hydronaucics
Cavf]etl" systear results. This advantage of a
simple beat exchanger design couLd outweigh the Ini-
tial efficiency of a more complex design.

 d! The use of 80 heat exchanger modules assem-
bled fnto 20 power modules in a total pLant will per-
mit regularly scheduled cleaninv and maintenance
operations, one ma. ule ac a time, without a large ze-
duction in the total power output,

The ob]ect fve is co achieve the lowest cost
overall plant-ship design, which will nat necessarily
result from apcfmfzfng c re heat exchanger arrangement
ger se. A vertical arrangement of the mule fpass
tubes, in which the ammonia would flow up and down in
alternate passes connected by return bends, was con-
sidered f frat, but was fcund to have excessive in-
ternal pressures losses e!ue to gravitational effects,
which were confirmed by an APL expezimenc. Therefore,
a horizancal orientatior. was chosen which also re-
duces the probability of flow instabilities among mani-
folded tubes in heat exchanger modules and offers Lower
weight and structural/installation advancages. '1'he com-
puter program dave!oped for the analysis of these two-
phase-flow, convective heat excbangezs uses a Chis-
holm approach faz estimating frictional pressure
drops, the Cbaddack and Brunneman correlation for
evaporatoz heat czansfez, ' an ASHRS-recommended corre-
lation for condense. hear. transfer, and estimates for
the effects of gzavicyr acceleration, and tube bends on
pressure drop.

Nany conf lfctfng factors are involved in the se
lection of the tube diameter, pass length, and tube
spacing. In gener,.l, t' he best tradeoff among the fol-
lowing effects is caught..

l. For a gfvcn total power output requirement
and a given enthalpy dzap  ar pressure ratio! across
the turbine, the total ammonia flow rate is f ixed. If
ammonia velocities entering the heat exchanger cubes
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also remain the same, the total number of tubes NT re-
quired is inversely proportional to Cube diameter
sqirared, D . However, the r'equired total Length L of
a r..ultipass tube increases approximately as D-'a. Two
ef'ects cause this exponent on D to exceed 1.0: heat
transfer ef f ic iency decreases slightly as D is in-
crc.sed, and, for a given heat exchanger compartment
width  available tube pass length 1!, the number of
return bends ~er tube nr increases with D, so that in-
ternal loss increases  see item 3!. Letting AT
total heat exchanger surface area, RR = total number
of return bends, VT ~ total internal volume of the
tubes, and Vm ~ volume of an!mania being circulated,
the follor ing approximate relations apply  ~ = pro-
por ionaiity sign!:

a tq ; L a D ; n a L/1 rx D-2 1.2 1.2
T

-2 1.2 -0.8
5 =Yn «D D ~D

R T r

Vcry~fi L � UrxDD'D=Drr 2 -2122 12
T m T 4

-2 1.2 0.2A ~K LnD~D D' D=D
T

2, Although volume V decreases as D is decreased,
SR and R increase, making the plrnrbing more complex,
an" requ 'red ship planform area n!ay not be appreciably
reach!ced race item 4!, although ship depth can ciccrease.
Thc contr-but.ion of the heat. exchangers to platform
bur: ancy ..iso decreases.

3. The internal pressure losses affect both the
ansronia p imping power requirement and local water-to-
amr ~nia tin!pcraCure differences  ! T's'l for heat trans-
fe:. The atter efteet arises because the saturation
tea:per atu e at which the ammonia bo! ls ir.creases as
the press!!re is increased. As D is incr easr6, a higher
ini ial p-essure in the evaporator i s re !aired to over-
con losses due i..o more bencs  higher n and to a
lar rr gravity head  depth reached by cF multipass
tub !, re ultir.g in a lower AT and lower heat t lux,

4. Tube spacings must be suffic ien' for. practi-
cal =ube-!undle fabrication, ard a unifn" lateral
spa ing r>" tween rows is imper'tant t ecausr it co;trois
Wut -. flc!r diarributicn. SinCe variatiOnS in S.raight-
nes of 1!w-cost-production tubin may run nr sr li4 in.
per 25 ..t, Chia iS nct a triVial prcblern. Enr 'r.eering
jud",emenc ndica es that design spacings should be at
leasr. 3/4 in., so a 3/4-in. spacing in the vertical
place is !!sed in all cases. Ti;ia desire f~r large
spa" ings reduces the volumetric advantage ac'nicved by
red! c ing i.

5. Sea ~ster velocity vv ia inversely related to
lareral C ibe spacing, A vw of 5 fthm sec rrr more is de-
sir~ d  a! o keep the water-side hear transfer. coeffi-
cier C hw rrp and  b! to minimize the rate of bio fouling,
esp!.ciallr in the evaporators. Hovever, the proposed
met'od for cleaning the tubes empi.cys a cleaning head
nf r pprox';atelv l-in, to 1. 5-in. diameti!r which would
be ' ransIated vertically through t' he later'al spaces.

6. The water-side pressure drop is proportional
Co,' and Co the number of tube passes in a bank.
Siri! ~ the r:ater pumps are among the major OTLO cost

items! and the required water-pond hei.ght above the
heat exchanger s adds to ship buoyancy requirement s, the
system cost optimization leads to v 's below 5 ic/sec,
which tends co increase the lateral spacing as desired.

7. To take advancape of a reasonable platform
depth, striking a balance between required planform
area and depth, it is desirable eithr.r to "tier" or to
"nest" two or more Cubes in the vertical plane  r ip.
2!. Either approach lear'.s to a multiple of the lateral
tube spacing for a given water velocity, since approxi-

!rrh ~ . *r, t't f t r t 1 t fr
for a given water' remperacure change through the total
depth, to acccmnlish the heat transfer, 1'hus, either
approach would alleviate Che lateral spacing problem
 items 6-8'i,

Common Common
Outlet Inlet

Mainfold Manifold

i

.z 'I
Tube lt

Fig. 2 Illustration of Tiered nnd Nested Evaporator Systems. The
Tiered System Requi es Sepsrat Inle iylainfolds to Deliver
Equal Ammccr;t hreads, The Nested T! be System Can rse
a Corn:non inlet Maniroid with Very Small Head Difference

B. The. tier ing approach, Fig. 2a, raises prob-
lems, however, in r <tualiz inq the inp!rt ammonia heads
tO the variouS r iers in the evaporatora  see iCem 4'! .
A nore cotrplex and exrrensive plumbing system would be
required to pro'-;r'! a separate i nlec rnarrifold sys ter.
for each tier. rb'orecver, the bottom tier will see the
lcwest-temp~ return water, w'nich has already given up
heat to the upper r ier s>, so that the remaining avai 1-
able water-ro-ann.!o" ia AT vill be smai ler, and it will
be n!ore di ff'cui = Co fix the po! nt for the beginning
of n!!cleate boil ing. This means, in turn, a greater
danger of encounrc~ing flor, inst. abilities among tiered
tubes if conrron cx' t manifolds are used, so s seoaraCe
exit plumbing sy~ "cm for each tier might also be re-
quired.

9. The "nesting" approach, Fig. 2b, therefore,
is prefer'red. Two or more multipass tubes run in
adiacent, parallel passes, so that a11 experience
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TABLE 2
SVMIVIARY OF CHARACTEF ISTICS OF THE THREE-NESTED. 6 ~, 0 D -TUBE

HEAT EXCHANGERS USED FOR THE BASELINE 100 MW4-NET43UTPUT PLANT DESIGN

1154 FT
45

repairs are required. The overall baseline IOO-FS'e
 ne ! demonstration-size plant contains 40 condenser
and 40 eVaparator mOCLulea. TWO eaCh Of the eVapOratur
and condenser modules are used to drive one 6-EE4!e out"
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essentially the same full sea-water ~T and essen-
tially the same internal ammonia head conditions
throughout.

The computer program wae used to explore all of
these factors and to compuce the ease for triply nest-
ed, 6-in.-O.D. tubes  Fig, 3! «bien was selected in
October 1975 for the developmenc of the baseline
plant-Ship Concept. The reaulta Computed for the
evaporator and condenser were arithmetically averaged
to Obtain COP!mon Spacinga, pasS lengrhs, end numbers
of passes and cubes, on the assumption that a sma1 !.
change in the distribution ot the oveva Li avai.lable
ocean f T among the evaporator, conuenser, and Turbine
can produce this desired common i L ity of parts and
fabricatiOn and parka-ir g requiv:ments  aa ide from in-
let ard outlet manifo d differences! oetween the evap-
orator and condenser moduies. These results are sum-
marized in Table Z.

 Subsequent to the seiection of this configura-
tion fov the plant-shin design work, acditicnal heat
exchanger conf igurations were eve!usted. It pr esently
appears t'hat use of 'ive nested 4- Ln.- !.D. c~bes per
element and 26 element; per module wouid lead to beat
excharge' s with reduced valurie vequir cents ard some
COSt reduCtian,' and the CO rmerc is i-Rise plant-Ship
costs are based on the latter.!

Eeet bxchan'er O erat ion and paw. r S .c-arv

In an evaporator elesrent  pig..� each of the
nested tubes is fed 1 iqaid ass..onia via a dcwncomer
pipe ir»hich part O" the liquii  i;eat-up ia acCOm-
plished, A short  about '1 ft, 'riser, in which the
liquid flows upward, is then prov idee to enhance che
onset of nucleate boil ng while av»icirig the possi-
bility of gas bubbles f or ~ing too soon and flowing
up the feeC pipe. AS the ensuiog C io-phase mixture
flows upward t'hrough che r!ultipass tcbe, 60". Of che
liquid is vaporized, i.e., a mix uve of 6 !,l quality
goes from the top of the evaporacor to a demister.
The dern ster returuS the lucid to Cbe eVaparatnr in-
let, and the vapor drives the rurb inc and then goes
to the condenser.

In a condenser elemenr, ammonia vapor nters each
tube at the Cop, is condei!scd compleceiy as it flaws
down, aud is delivered through 6 smnifi id to the sump,
fram whi ch it is pumped I' Ch the Lot" 1 press ire T'e-
quired far delivery 'o rho top of t.he evaporator. The
condensev elerienc i' ider, icaL to the. Cviipcrator ele-
taont except for replacement oi tbe L ow�comer scc rien
by the sump pump Sec:!on. !his app!Hach siripi if ies
construe tio  aud inventor i problems. ".iguro 3 shows
square corners Lo make the return bends, but several
a! Ternatives that may offer lower cosr. are being evalu-
ated.

The heat excl angers are fabricated frcm an aluminum
alloy  possibly Alclad! to mini!cizo weipht and cost. 1?!'! srh experience with aLUminum in a;Brine environments
a~ l in heat exchangevs in water desal ting planes"' in-
d'catos chat satisiactory lifo can ba achieved; our
Cesign life ia 20 years. Since Lbo !uhea are CLeaned
i. place, i: is only necessary to remove a module when

TDTAI. LENGTH oF FAcH S.nil .0 D, MULTIPAss TvBE
PASSES!TUBE,'TOTAL OF 135 PASSES!3 TUBE ELEMENT!
LENGTH/PASS 'OCCUPYING 23 9 FT LENGT ~ TO ENDS OF BENDS AND

AVG. I 7 FT LENGTH DUE TO ~ ISE!
TR ANSYERSE TUBE sr Ac!NG  Foa 3 5 FT/SEc wATEA VE1oc TY!
V E RT I C AL Tu 8 E 5 PAC IN G
TOTAL TUBEs �400 EACH IN EVAPOAATORS AND CONDENSERSI
NO. OF MODULES �0 EACH, EVAPORATORS AND CONOENSERSI
NO, OF 3 TUBE ELEI'4ENTS/MODULE �3 FT COMPARTMENT LENGTH!
TOTAL HEAT EXCHANGER SVRFACE AREA
EVAPORATOR WATER i cOW
CONDENSER WATEA FLOW
AMMONIA FLOW

250 FT
I 8!N.
0 75 I�.

4800
80
20
82 a 10 FTs
4 52 4 104 spy
4,45m les Spm

6750 Le/SEC



121 MWe

116
2.3
8.0
8,1 rw 1 re

l rrrrrrlrrroc18.4

0.6

100 MWs

put turbine. Five turbines are connected on a shaft
to drive each of four 29 I%e-output, a.c. generator/
transformer/rectifier sets, With I 6 MWe of power out-
put required for the pumps and propulsion, the total
net output is 100 IQe  Table 3!.

TABLE 3

POWER SUPPLY FOR 100.IVIWe BASELINE
DEMONSTRATION PLANT

TURBINE OUTPUT EQUIVALENT I20 TURBINESI
ELECTRICAL OUTPUT I4 GENERATOR/

TRANSFORMER'RECTIFIER SETS!
AIVlMONIA PUMP IhIPUT I40 PUMPS!
WARM WrA PER PUMP INPUT I20 PUMPSI
COLD WATER PUMP INPUT I19 PUMPSI

SUBTOTAL, AUX'ILIARY POWER REQUIRED

PROPULSION POIVER I 1/2 KNOTI

NET POWER OUTPUT

The Cleanin Conce t

The aforementioned Cavi jet cleaning head- com-TM 1 s

prizes a 4-fr.-long pipe with radially disposed 1/8-in,-
diarr nozz les. Tests have indicated a cleaning rate of
about 3000 ft'/hr for slime removal with a single 1/4-
in. Cavij: t at 2000 ps i. Glher tests at 2000 Irsi have
removed heavy encrustations of barnacles fr'om painted
ste 1 plrrt es without damaging the paint, Fuzrhezmoze,
pla es of 6061 T6 aluminum wizh paint stripes have
beer. subjected to 2000-psi jets; the paint remained,
and there was no detectable damage to the aluminum.
Hydronaut cs, Inc. predicts that a multijet cleaning
head des igned for use on the aluminum heat exchangers
will remove slimes at a race near 5 f t /sec. lf so,
one heat exchanger module can be cleaned by one auto-
mated cleaning head in 6 hr, and a routine heat-ux-
char'gez c! eaning cvcle for a 100-Iif plant can Ire accom-"e
pli-hed in 20 days with 1 head or in 5 days with 4
hea 's, TI e cost should be far less than with systems
des gned oz othez OTEC plant concepts based on cl.ean-
ing the insides of tubes with abras ive rubber balls.

Oceano rsoh and Plat fcrzm II tians

The six shaded areas in the Atlanric encl Pacific
Ocesns in Fig. 4 were found by A. R..'liller uf the
Woa -s Hol: Oceanographic institution to have the fol-
lawfng sul table characteristics;

1! Surface currents of approximately 1/2 knot or
less, and no substantial subsurface currents;
deep currents of 0.2 knots oz less.

2! Deep bathymetry which insures that there is
no possibill.ty of enrountezing an undez-ocean
peak extending up ta 1/2 mile below the sur-
face.

3! Available water bT between the srrrface and
2500-ft depth exceeding 20 C �6 F!; surface
temperature ! 25 C �7oF!,

4! Normal winds of Beaufort force 3 to 4 �-16
knots!,

5! Normal sea states   5  wave height   12 ft or
4 m!.

Fig. 4 The Six Tropical Ocean Sites Selected for Deployment of
OTEC Plant-Sharps

For thc preferred initial site, Atlantic 1, data
are available based on obsezvatians back ta 1888 and
t' he r.eerily "Cate" expezir.-..nt uf 1974  conducted by an
interrationa1 es semi lage nn size for 60 days with in-
struments continuously ir. the water!. This 360,000 sq.
nmi, area is located 300-900 miles a+f Brazil fram 5
to 15 south Istic de. Water depth exceeds 5000 ft
�500 m!, There are no islands or other national land.
Therefore, tbn pzeliminazy oainion of the law f izm
Legaeuf r Lat.b, Leibv and hlacRae is that an OTEC plant
in this location w.'.ll be a protected activity under the
law af the high seas, similar za fishing.

The on-site temperature, wind and wave conditions
have been c'haracte= ized by oceanographic data for four
Ivutzsden Squares covering and near site Atlantic i.,
which comcrises thr laws~ half af Square 302 and the
upt er half nf Square 336. Histogrsms show that the
predominant temperatures are 81-83 F   7-28 C! at the
surface atd 39-40 F �-4.5 C! at 2500-ft depth, yield-
ing a represents ive AT c f 43 F �3.9 C!, our designo; o

value. No Beaufort wir.d farce greater than 6 was re-
corded. A 20- f t e r r. if icant wave heitht is, therefore,
the extzeme on-site r'esi -i canditian. The correspond-
ing sen-state hl.sir-�zarrs  Fig. 5! show that the most
probable sea state .~ 3, but sea state 4 t -cuzs with
appreciable p cbeb ' I �: ty cr.d therefore is rue nominal
on-site de'ign sea;ta e, The significant wave I.eight
is 8 f t, witlr rtaxitrum enr zgy occurring at a frequency
of 0.80 zad/sec.

When the ftluC p!ant-ship is operating on site,
pumps maintai~ the r atez levels in the ponds. The
large cold-water he .d ponds could be subdivided
transversal r and longitudinally to reduce the free
surface and the resulting loss of stability, and
eitber a hi-I -zeliabilit ., pand-level control system
or removable pond covers wil I be employed, as well. as
some pumping power margin above the nominal require-
mert. 'Ilowevcr, the astir ated water plane inertia for
the stability caleulatiars did tot include the water
in the heat exchangczs or subdiv ision in tl.e cold
water pard,;"he heat exchsngers are buoyant and pro-
vide stability to the vessel, but thev may be removed
for repairs,
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Platform stability was estimated for six cases.
Table worst-case ~ very improbable, emergency condition
with the lowest. stability was one with ti;e heat ex-
changer head ponds filled but with the f eat exchangers
withdrawn and the cold water pipe  O JP! missfng.
This condition still has a positive transverse
stability satisfactorv for a sea-going merchant
shf p. Thus, t re stability of this vessel appears
tc be entirely Satis CactOry.

The on-station seakeeping or dynamic behavior
with CWP deployed was cal,culated using a 5-degree-
of-freedom seakeepinp, program. For this analysis,
the platform was ideal ized as a hull having a dis-
placement of 80,000 long r.ons and s transverse GH
of 110 ft. Based on calculations of the dynamics
of the water in the Ci'P, this water was assumed not
to respond to CWP heave and yaw motions but to fol-
low CWP pitch, roll and Sway motions exactly . The
CE P Waa asaursed to have nO amplitudeS Of motiOn
relative to pipe diameter.

The foregofng design conditions and estfmated
worst-case ship motions for normal-operating, ex-
treme operating, and in-transit-to-site conditions
are surrsnarized in Table 4. Of particular interest
are the normal operating conditions, for which the

platform is very stable indeed. It should be very
useful for a variety of research activities in
addition to its primary mission of armrronfa produc-
tion.

For deployment of the plant to this site, the
hurricane months would be avoided, Available data
indicate that the worst condition in "non-hurri-
cane" months  November through July! is the rop of
sea state 7 having a "significantu  or one-third
highest! wave height of 40 ft. Thus, the maximum
loads and motions experienced in transit should re-
sult from encounter with a wave at or near the peak
energy fr'equency, which is 0.36 red/sec correspond-
fng to a wave length of 1560 ft.  The maximum in-
stantaneous forces acting on the platform would
correspond to rhe "1 in 10,000" value, ~hich can be
expected to occur at least once in a storm, and is
2. 22 times the above-defined s ignif icant value. !
Ttre American Bureau of Ships requires survivability
in a 100-knot wind and use of a 70-knot wi.nd for
design operating conditions for offshore platforms in
open ocean locations. For sheltered locations they
permit an operating design wfnd of 50 knots. Since
the hurricane season is to be avoided for plant de-
ploymenc, s 70-knot wind has been used for the sur-
vival condition during transit, and a 50-knot wind
for a survival condition on station. The resulting
motions  Table 4!, which are based on the platform
alone  no CWP! experiencing the wot'st expected sea
conditions and the worsr. heading angle, do not appeal'
to be hazardous; the signif icant acceleration is about
0.15 g,

TABLE 4
ESTIMATED SHIP MOTIONS FOR 100 MW, DEMONSTRATION-SIZE PLANT SHIP

DESIGNTSEAVFDRT WIND FORCE
DESIGN WINO  SLIRVIVAL CONDITION , KNOTS
DESIGN SEA STATE  TOP END 
SIGNIFICANT � IN 3! WAVE HEIGHT FT
PITCH, dES
ROLL, dES
YAW, dsg
HEAVE, FT
SWAY, FT
SIGNIFICANT ACCELERATION, 4

&EFLOYMENT ONl. T 1N NDN.HvRRICANE MONTHS, NOV. ~ SULV.
rrHIGHEET lr IN r0.0001 wAVE rs 2 2 TIMEs THrs DETE RMINEE MAx INSTANTANEDUE Foscls.
~EXCEEDS srGNlrrCANT WAVE AMPLITUDE OF rs FT SO PLATFORM TENDS TO "CONTOVR" OR
FDLLow wATER EURFAct  Goon Foll HxEREI.

The estimates of C r'P bending, moments made to
date have lfmfted accuracy because elastic effects
could not be considered. The pipe wall thi.ckness
required to resist such bending moments is estimated
to be less than the 1, BB in. determined by buckling
considerations over much of the pipe length, but a
2.5-in. thickness is estimated to be required 'fn the
upper part of the pipe.  A thickness of approxi-



mately 1.25 in. at the pipe-platform Junc cion would be
suf ic ient to res ist the bending moment induced by
steady motion of the plant ac a speed of ane knot rel-
ati .e to che water. !

Ammonia Production

~ffd-a en Production bv Elecrrol sis
The background and basic tradeoffs in the elec-

trolytic production af hydrogen were reviewed by
Konopka and Gzegory,st A few points are of interest
here as background for the information from Ieledyne
Energy Syscems, Timanium, Hd., and the General Elec-
tric Company, Wilmington, Mass. r upon which the pre-
sent investigation is based,
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Fig 6 Idealized Operating Condicions for Electralys's
and Temperature Effect

* oSCF ~ standard cubic feet measured at 68 F and 1 acm.

The isothermal generation af hydrogen and oxygen
by water electrolysis at 25 C �7 F! ideal'Ly requires
that a quanticy of ener gy be supplied equal to the
heat of formation of Liquid water, which iS the sar,".e
as che hip,'.rez heat.ing value  OHV! of hydrogen, 61,030
Btu/Lb. !his energy could a11 be provided as elec-
trical enezgy ac a ceLl potential of 1.47 V, in which
cas- the quantity can also be expressed as 17. 9 kWh/lb
of lt«, or 94 kffh per 1000 SCF.* In this isothermal
case, no heat would be adderl from or wasted co the sur-
rourdinps. However, a voltage as law as 1.23 V could
stil.l generate hydrogen  Fig. 6! at a very slot; race;
Chin would correspond to an el.ec czica! ererpy input of
79 Vlh/100r! SCl', oz 83. 7". at the 1&7 of hydrogrenr the
other 16.3"; would have to be supplied as heat. Since
the 'ther. +I efficiency" of elec czolytrs is defined as
the. therm 'neutral voltage af 1.47 1' divided by chc
actual volcage used, chis means that an ultimate sffi-
cier cy o .'19.5!. Ls cheazeticaIly posstble if that
heat is supplied by the surroundings.

Present industrial c lee trolyzers do provide all. of
the energy as electrical energy and, in fact, operate
at a voltage above the thermoneutral value due to in-
efficiences inhezent in a given design and to a desire
to increase the rate of production af hydrogen. The
rate of production inczeases as the applied current and
hence the current density I/A  currenc per unit area of
electrode! increases. However, the cell operates as a
non-linear resis Coz, so there are tradeoffs amonp E,
I/A, and capital case. Thus, many industrial units
today operate at E � 2.0 V, or 23.8 kWh/Lb, or 74 .
thermal efficiency. However, near-tenn advs~tea prom-
ised by recent and planned developments mentioned here-
inafter appear' to assure improvements to the 1,5-1.8 V
range, corresponding co 18-22 kWh/lb, ar efficiencies
in the 82-98!.' range.

Increasing the temperature will decrease the
cel. 1 ' 5 internal zes istance and overvoltage because the
diffusional and accivacian processes are accelerated.
The solid curve in Fig. t7 was provided by Teledyne
for. a cel!. aperating at 456 amp/fc, For the GE solid
polymer electrolyte  &PE! cell, -' che dashed curve was
obtained in ces cs of a single eel.l ac a current dens icy
of 1000 amp.'ft' ', th eff.'ciency increased from 76:; at
120 F to 90 . at 300 F. The advantage of operacing ac
hi -h temperatures is, in some designs, of f set by de-
er'eased life of the cell materials. If an attemcc is
made ta aC'1ieVe e . iC i"nC LCS Very near  Or ultirsately
in exCeas of! 1COTu heat «i 11. have to be Supplied fram
the surroundings, because the total ettchalpy change of
the reaction, as indicate ' by che chemnaneutzal line in
Fig. 6, increases slightly with temperature.

Tbe Teler'Iyne Flectzr ! sis S stem--The Teledyne
Energy Svste!rs Company is currently r:anufacturing and
marketing commercial systrms ranging in sizes up co
430 SCF'H of h 7drn re. and expects to have a breaabaard
model af 5 large-scale call operating ear Ly in 1976. In
their prapased svscem for the OTEC application 5 25 .
KOH solution is used in . filter-press-type electroly-
sis module, .he hvdzogen is generated at 100 psig,
separated from che electrolyte and p'oed to the h=at ex-
changers and compre.soz r I Che ammonia synthesis loop.
T!Tc itrstallatian f< z a 'LOO-FLW dtrronstration plant would'e
be made un ot 16-5I«� inpuc unit plants, each containing
five elec cr alps is ntudules 1 un by auxiliaries. Tl e
hydrogen ar.d oxygen pases generated are removed I om che
exiting KOH solution irt separators, and the KOH 5 elu-
tion i.s cooled from 180 F to 165 F in heat exchan, ers0 -0

and fil.tered before re-er.caring the tive electrolysis
module" ft.om a main header. Teledvne has proposed that

che OTEC!ammon'.a pier.c application, the aforemen-
tioned heat exchanl et s would be in tl'.e ammonia synche-
sis plant, used ta preheat the reactant gases.

Control equipment will monitor electrolysis module
inlet temperature .,nd flaw rates; if a high tempera-
ture or law flow is encau" tered, an 'alarm will be
sounded, ard if the condition persists, the plant wilL
be shut dawn automacically and puz'ged wich nitrogen.
The LL, and Q. product gas streams will be saturated
with water vapor at 180 F; the heating values of these
streams can be utilized in the ammonia pl.anc. A deion-
ized water svscem capable of producing pure water foz
all six plants required will be supplied, Input co
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this system will be potable water supplied from a fr'esh-
water plant on the platform. The deionized make-up feed
1;ater fs delivered to the hydrogen separators on demand
from level switches in the separators.

Each electrolysis module may be run from 25% to
100% capacity by varying the voltage between 840 V and
860 V �.68 eo 1. 72 Y/cell! and che current between
9' 0 and 3800 amps. The cathode ~embers of the cell are
m<idf fied by a proprietary technique co acirieve the cur-
rent density required without an unacceptably high cell
voltage. To date, this technique has been verified only
by preliminary laboratory tesrs. Table 5 J.ises the per-
formance characteristics per unit that would apply for
6 demonstration plant,

TABLE 5
TELEDYNE ELECTROLYSIS PLANT PERFORMANCE AND REQVIREII/I'Fl'JTS

116.14 MW PLANT UNIT COMPR ISING 5 IVIQDVLFS Br AUX ILIA RIES/

CE L L VO I 1 AG E
POWER DEI'!S'ITY
V'7L TAG E: F F IC I EN C Y
CCIR RENT EFFICIENCY
0 /ERALL SYST E IVI F F FICIENCY
MAXIMUM OPERATING PRESS!/RE
GAS PURITY AFTER rrYATER REMOVAL
Q~W POINT

REDUCED TO NHJ PLANT REQ'T. IN Nks PLANTI

Pl. ANT MANNING
OPERATIONS COMPLETELY AIITOI'1ATIC WITH MANiVAL

OVERRIDE ONE IVIAN C;AN STARt UP, RLIN ANO SHUT
DOef.'J IN MANVAL IVIOOc

PREVE.NTIVE ruAINTENANCE 183 MAN HR. FIRsT 'r EAR,
124 MAN HR. Zrrd 1 HROVGH Zor5 YEARS

SERVICES B '.QUIRED
DE IONIZED IVATE R, 500,000 QHM/Csl RESISTANCE Irc1INIMIJMr
COOLING: W!ATER MUST BC AVAILABLE IN Il!He SYN! i!LSIS LOQP

TQ COOL KOH ELECTRQLY I E TO IE5 F
POWER. 3? MWe PER MODULE 440 V 3i FOR Pr/MPS,

REIvIA'NDER 220 v 34
AIR: OIL F I'.EE, 80 FSIG MINIMIJI'I
NITROGEN /00 SCF PER ST ARTUP 20 000 SCF FOR EVE IzGENCY PURGE VSE
INITIAL KOH CHARGE. 13,764 GAL OF 25~. WT SOLUTION

The General Elec eric SPE F lecrrolvsis System--CE
is developing a large-scale electrolysis pier'.I ar rl is
reeeivin... some fund ng from ERDA for this work. In
their Sc lfd polymer Electrode  SPE'J system, the 5-
%'e-output  ln hydrogen eh rmal equivalent! svs cern de-
pic.eed in Pig. 7 is chei- basic unit. The elec:tralysis
nodule is 3 fe in diameter by 6 fe high, contains 580
cells of 2.9 ft and 220 P, weighs 5000 lb, and gener-
ates approxfr...eely 53,800 SCPH of hydzogen. Distilled
water fs circulated chrougn the cell anode cavities at
a suffic ienc race to reprove i.ncernal waste heat as we 11
aS the amount needed for ene elec rrol- sis reaCeion,
Pare of this water is carr iecl ovc.r ta the cathode side
in the proton trans pare proces,, sa that some liquid

Fig. 7 Conceptual Layout of Gezterai Electric'9 5-MWt-Output SPE
Water Electrnlysls System

water is discharged with both the hydr'ogen and oxygen
gases. The Os-water mixture is passed through a heat
exchanger to remove the waste heat from the system, and
then co a water separator from which the wacer fs re-
circulated eo the pump inlet. The H -wacer mixture
goes directly to a water separator. If required, gas
driers can be added to the syscem downstream of the
water separators. The system will be completely auto-
mated for unattended operation.

Although the 580-cell stack used in the electro-
lysis module had not yee been produced at this writing,
continuing improvements in anode elec trocatalysis are
being demonstrated fn the laboratory from which GE has
projected that ehe cell voltage at 2000 amps/ft will
be reduced eo approximately 1. 75 and 1.6 V by 1980 and
1985, respectively, Two other areas of development are
demons trating significant potential foz' achi.evemenc of
these goals: an increase fn operating temperature
 Pig. 6!, which reduces boch the catalytic activation
lasses end the internal resistance of the electrolyte,
and permits a valrage reduction of 0.25 y; and a reduc-
tion of the SPE thickness fram 10 mila to 5 mils, per-
mitting another 0.25 y reduction. with ehe laecer two
improvements alone, the voltage would be reduced to
within 0.05 V of their 1985 pzojected performance, Life
testing up to 4 years on single units without mainten-
ance showed no degz'adation of performance, and during
the past 7 years /10 cell houzs of operation!, there
have been only two failures in SPE cells, both due to
gasket fafluz'es. With improved sealing techniques
now avai.labia. GE confidently projects a reliable,
maintenance-free life potential of 10 to 20 years for
the SPE elec erolys is s rack in commercial service .

Cell ef ficiency is primarily a function of the
cell voltage, since the coulambfc losses at ambient
pressure are a:mesc negligible. The projected elec-24

trolysfs ef f iciencies are 86% for the demonscraeion



TABLE 6

SUMMARY OF PROJECTED LEAD-TIME REQUIREMEiJTS, HYDROGEN OUTPUTS,
AND ELECTROLYSIS SYSTEM COSTS FROM TELEDYNE AND GENERAL ELECTRIC

100 Il/IWe �960! 500 MWe 11982 85!

LEAD 1000 SCFH S/kWe LEAD 1000 SCFH S/kWs
TIME. YR. OUTPUT INPUT TIME, YR. OUTPUT INPUT

926 142 3 4634' 128

932 198 3 4876 78-89
2.5TELEDYNE

GENERAL ELECTRIC

COULD EXCEED 0 000 000 SCF WITH RgiD FUNDING

GE PROJECTIONS REQUIRE ADEQUATE RaiD FUNDING

p!ant �980!, and 907. for commercial plants �982-85!,
assuming that adequate government funding for develop-
ment is provided. That rate of development would cor-
respond to the schedule advanced by APL for the devel
opment and production of OTEC ammonia-producing plant
sl. ips .

Summa of H dro en Out ut and Cost Data--The hy-
drogen output and cost information provided by Tele-
dyne and GE s is suInmarized in Table 6. Teledyne's
projected costs cover the electrolysis modules, auxil-
iary eq»ipment, and installation; DC power is supplied
directly at a suitable voltage from the OTEC genera-
tors.  Teledyne has advised that H, output can be in-
creased by modifying the cathode members of the cell
by a proprietary technique, by increasing ceil oper-
ating tesiperature to 250 F and other developments.o

With RKD funding, Teledyne states the output for the
500-% plant could rise as much as 8-14% with no

e
attendant capital cost increase.!

The GE plant cost is quoted for delivery to a U.S.
shipyazd, tested and installed. It does not include
the power for the air drier's which would be supplied
from an integrated total OTEC/ammonia plant. A funded
pilot plant development program is presupposed. Hvdro-
gcn is generated at 14,7 ps is. At 500 psia, the hydro-
gen output for the 500-yiie plant would be reduced to
4,605,000 SCFH, allowing a tradeoff between ammonia out-
put and compressor investment.

For the production of ammonia in a plant which
uses the air liquefaction process to ob "ain the nitro-
gen, our preliminary estimate was that Lhe nominal
100-FE/ Plant would deliver 97 14/e to rhe electroly-
sis cells and 3 ~ifiIe to the ammonia plant and air
liquefaction equipment.  Another 3:-IIi'e needed for
the latter equipment would be obtained from the waste-
heat recovery in the plane.! Thus, the hydrogen out-
put figures shown in Table 6 were reduced by 3% in the
subsequent economic analyses for ammonia plants,
which are based on use of the Teledvne system for the
100-HWe demonstration plant in 1980, and on the more

favorable projections by GE for the longer term for
500-FAIe, commercial-size planes,

The Reed for Alternatives for Ammonia Production

Ammonia is considered the prfme near-term candi-
date product for tropical OTEC plants for the follow-
ing reasons. It is a vital commodity for use in
fertilizers �5% of the U.S. ammonia consumptio~ at
present! and other chemicals. Furthermore, over 95'!.
of V.S, ammonia production uses natural gas as the
feedstock  8 source!. In 1975, 16 million tons were
produced, which required 640 billion SCF of natural
gas--nearly 3% of the total U.S, consumption. Pro-
jections suggest that by 1980 ammonia production may
require over 5/. oi the U,S. total, and by 1990, over
11%. These figures are approximately doi:bled when
the projected petrochemical use of natural gas is
added. The forthcoming additional pressure on prices
and availability of gas to home-owners and other con-
sumers is readily apparent. Fuzthermore, ammonia it-
self as a sale commodity no longer contributes to the
0.8, trade balance. In the August 1974-"Iay 1975
period, the L',S. exporred only 335,000 tons of ammonia
while importing 495, 000 tons. The total U.S. demand
for ammonia 1 s expected to increase by 10 million tons
per year by l985.

Thus, it is clear that the U. S. wi11 need an
alternative to ammonia production from natural gas.
Ammonia can be made from petroleum  naptha! or coal,
and for the longer terr, coal would be the better of
these two fossil fuel routes for the I/ S. Howeveri
there will be many come sting demand:; for coal, and
many social and enviroemental problems will attend a
substantial increase in coal mining and transportation
capabilities, in addftion to the environmental prob-
lems of using coal to make ammonia on shor'e. The
attainable schedule which we have projected for build-
ing OTEC airmonia plant-ships would have 15 commercial
size plants in opcrar ion by the end of 1985, saving
536 billion SCF of natural gas per year; the projected
cumulative saving through the year 2000 is 12 trillion
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Fig. 8 Schematic Diagram of the Selected OTEC/Ammonia Process
Using Air Liquefaction

SCP. Table 7 shows that our estimates for the cost of
producing aionia via hydrogen generated by OTEC plants
and delivering it to rhe U.S. would be competitive wi.th

TAQLE 7
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED U,S, PRODUCTION COSTS FOR AMMONIA

FROIVI VARIOUS SOURCES

~ESTIMATES fOR PRODGCTION FROM FOSSIL FVCLS ARE BASED ON A
REPORT RY HARRE Er AL OF THE TVA NATIONAL FERTILIZER
DEVELOPMEIIIT CENTER/M
THE 888/TDN EsTIMATEs FQR ocEAN THERMAI. ENERGY cONvERsION
IOTEC! IS FOR THE POSSIBLE cOST AFTER AN AGRESSIvE R 8 0 PROGRAM
THE 898/TON FIGVRE Is FDR EBEENTI ALLY sTATE.DF-TIIE ART I1982I
TEcHNDLDGY WITH STRAIGHTFDRwARD DEYELDPMENT IsEE TABLEs 9
AND 10 AND TEXTI.

costs of making it on shore from coal, or even from
naptha or natural gas. Successful development of OTEC/
ammonia plant-ships could also lead to sale of that
technology or the plant-ships themselves to other
nations who do not have large supplies of fossil fuel.

The SeleCted OTECiAImIOnia PrOCeSs

Electrolytic hydrogen generated by equipment pre-
viously described could be used to synthesize ammonia
by either of two approaches, The first approach
studied ' was to use approximately 1/7 of the hydro-
gen in a burner to remove oxygen from air, condense
the resulting water to be used as feed to the electro-
lysis cells, and combine the remaining gas  mainly
nitrogen but containing carbon oxides, argon> and
other cL'ace gases! with the other 6/7 of the hydrogen
to make the feed gas for the ammonia synthesizer. The
other approach is to ob tain the nitrogen by us ing an
air liquefaction plant to remove the oxygen, water
vapor, CQ end argon from the air, using a process
similar to that used to produce liquid oxygen on Navy
airCraft CALrierS taday. The latter apprORCh, ueed
for our cost estimates herein, requires a slightly
higher capital investment but, due to the greater
ammonia yield for a given OTEC power plant size, is
presently !udged to be more attractive, It is illus-
trated schematically in pig. 8. We have not yet con-
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der ted a specific process engfneering stut!y or prepar-
ed a heat balance for this application. However, for
purposes of our plant sizing and cost escimare we used
tho values summarized in Table 8. Mast of. the costs
are based on installed costs of equipment in t!te TVA
Nat lot al Fertilizer I esearch Center'5 experin. ntal,
2'. short-ton-per-day  STPD', atentonia plant, increased
to the 313 STPD le;ol �.26 ratio! for aur 100-.'Ett
0Tir/ammonia plant ship, and escalated to 1975 dollars
� 57 ratio to 1970 cases per Chem ca 1 8 tginecring
Plant COst index!, The TVA plant is a nattlral tyaa re-
former plant; the 1970 equipmenc ccats were provided
by TVA for the aforementioned plant.' " The cst!sate
of $2.5 M for the air 1fquetactton equiprnznt, based
on information frotn Air Products, is in 1 ne with a
$5 M estimate for a 1000-STPD plant.

TABLE 8

AMMONIA PLANT EQUIPMENT FOR 100-MWB PLANT

V; I 1!;, HXERS, COOLERS 830:06

Pi "RIG'M COIVIPRFSSOR 150 10! 1.3
CO'I! DENSE RS & SEPARATORS 1600 5IS 0.3

LI'.'UIO STORAGE I10" LT! {HULL! 0.8

The demonstration-size plant-ship E!ascribed ear
lil .- haS entple SpaCe and a great dea 1 mc re buOyanCy
than need, d to acconmtodate tho elecrrolvsis and ammonia
Syt Ches r . plant equtptnent. 'l'tle Creat Srahilitl. Of that
pla' form '.n the nan,al, on-site operating r.Ondit.ious
ha been !escribed, A larger, carnterciat-size plant
sh:p will be e' en tnnre stab Ic. '['ie opttnium si e for a
co�..merc Lal-size 7TECr amnrania plane ship is e.it r ted to
be in the 1000 to 1700 STPD rance, requir ing an Ey"L'C
por:r capacity of 300 ta 500 si>'e net., roan imporr.ant
far. or for an ammonia plant is ta exceed a 600-STPD
le re 1 in irder to gain the econcnifes of ttsinF centrif-
uge I comp--assors  as sketched in Fig. 8! as Fpposed to
reriproca Lng compressors. The costs estab!.ished for
the 100-:".:e demonstration-si e p'ant were as fat lovs
in 1975 dc ll ars; heat exchangers, $31 M; other GTEC
Cycle eq«ipment, $30 5!; platform, C29 M; cold-water
piper $14 "i', electrolysis and anmon!a plant, i25 PI.

The 100-MW plant-ship costs vere then extrapolat-e
ed 'o the case For tnul tip I e-vessel oroduction nf 5ttG-
Hf, 1697-STPD, GTEC,'ammonia plan ships in 1982-85
us-. g tho 08 prt !ection far electrolysis system cost
and na ad"anCe !.n ammania Synthenit, t, cttttalo�s. The
ma] r far rors taken inta account were the re! ative

savings due to a learning curve in multiple prodttction
of the platform �0'r'. savings! and re-use of the forms
f Ar the Concrete hu11; OptitnizatiOn Of the heaC es-
changer module size and packaging arrangement �/. on
the heat exchangers!; approxfsnately 30'7. reduction in
t!r bine, generator, and water pump costs for sizes 2-3
cir es la=ger; economy of scale on the cold-water
pipe s!, approxitnately 20/.; and the relative saving on
reouired crew acccmnnodations and outfitting that re-
. ult fnr a larger canntlerCial Ship. The result it.g COSt
estimate is presented in Table 9.

TABLE S
COST ES'TIMAT E FOR 500 MWS OTEC/AMMONIA PLANTS

IALI. F IGVRES MILLIONS, 1075 OOLLARS!

HEAT EKCHANGER5
MVLTIPASS ALVMINVM rtIBES
ANCHORING LIFTING SLIPPORTING STRLICTVRES
vn LVFS, VANICnl nli;
CAVIJFT CLEANING St" T EM

MACHINE Ry
WATER PVMPS 5 S. 4RTFFIS
ANIMONro OEM!ST cR T'ttRSINFS 5 PVMPS
rFNER Tens, TRANSF OitMF Rs 5 REOTIFiERS
CONT. OLS tk A IIXII Ir ~ Y 1 rtt nrut A r
AtttslON'4 Nvr".;r'Rr .Ni FA' rct F

PLATFORM
BASlt: CONCRETE t<l! I '
SVPEF.,TRVCtt R! C' ' Ftt'S, PROPtllLCION
ENGitr-EFI'NC; rE. ' FS

COE.O WATER PIPE
TOTAL BASIC OTEC SktP CIIST
EI ECTFOLYS'5 PLANT <NCL FRESH NA IER SYSTEM
AMMONIA PI.ANT
NET PLANT SHIP Cost

rttNSTR. rilot. ~NTEBEst a EScALATION
GRO55r L4NT Stlln COST

Oo'JERNMFNT COST Sl-tARINGA
OEPLOYMFNT TO SITF

P' ANT INvr 5 I MENT

rAtrPLIEOONI Y 'to BASIC SIIIPcesi ANO cONStnuCTION INTEREST*NO EsCALATION
itr Ion sAME ArPIIEOAT r. '' I'ATE

The bottom I ine in able 9 shows the requited
plart inteStment For prt.ate funding on the aesumption
that l.overnment support far the construction of FTTEC
ol.it.t ships -.;ill hr provided at a level of 357, of the
ba~ic power-plant. hip,, nt including the electrolysis
and amtnonia production and tt'ansfer equipment. This
35 . Ierrel ia the ssrie ns tl.e Construction Differential
Suositiy level currr r t.'ly Authorized by the V. S. 3!C rchant
Mar'n: Act of 1970 1rr siiips built in U.g. yards to fly
the V. S. flag in compet' t ion with for eign vesse ls on
specified trade rn t.rs. Tt is not clear that OTEC ships
vill qual ifv under th,.t 4. t, but it seems reasonable
thar a similar !ev:' n ' -. pport should be pro Tided bv
some means for this nev alternative in the energy field.

Using the resut tinr, c3I!4 million  in 1975 dc liars!
plant investment far a commercfal-sire plant, thF cost
for produc.inp irtmnr ie ai site Atlantic 1 aid del 'rar-
ing it to V.S. POrta has been CalCulated aS ShOWO in



Table 10. Straight-line, 20-yz depreciation is used,
and other assumptions and bases for the calculacion are
indicated by footnotes to the table. The calculated
assBOnia COSt, FOB New Orleane, Louisiana, iS $90/tOQ,
which would provide 8 50 percent return on sales at the
1975 price level of $180/ton.

TABL'E 10
ESTIMATED AMMONIA PRODUCTION COST �975 DOLLARSI FOR A 500 IVIWB
 NET!, 1597 � SHORT TON/DAY. CONINIERCIAL OTEC/AMIVIONIA PLANTSHIP

PER HARRE ET AL, TVA NATIONAL FERTILIZER RESEARCH cENTER, * PLUS
CHEMICALS COST FOR STILL AND ELECTRDLYSIS CELLS
IIINCLUDEs ALL wAGEs AND ovERHEAD FoR 39 oN 80ARD CREw PLUs 20
STAND BY CREW IS WEEKS OAI 2 WEEKS OFF CYCLE! AT AN ESTIIVIATEQ
SSS BGD/YEAR AVERAGE cosT PER MAN
INCLUDEs HULL INBURANcF., PRoTECTION AND INDEMNITY RIB Ks, AND
cossTRUcTION RIES. cREDIT DF 50, coMPARABLE To AN oPERATING
ERFFERENTIAL SUBSIDY  ODSI UNDER THE MERCHANT MARINE ACT OF
TBTO.
SFSPPING COST ESTIMATED BY A LOI4G RANGE STUDY BY SS S DD USING
THEIR coMPUTER EETIMATDR MODEL, INOLUDEB cREDIT FQR Oos AvAIL
ABLE TO US F LAG SHIPS.

The re1ativcly high plant investment tequired for
an OTKC/ammonia plaTIt remains a matter af concern.
 iawever, depending upon the income and tax situation
for the investing company, the total cash requirement
may be recovered in a relatively short time. For ex-
ample, the 1975 update of the Investment Credit and
Accelerated Depreciation Restoration Act of 1967 allows
an investment credit of 10% with a limitation that the
credit can not exceed 50%%d. Of s corporation's federal
income tax, Por a corporation in a 48% tax bracket
vith other income sufficient to allow use of the invest-
ment credit to a least the amount af the computed tax
Dn ammonia profits, an annual cash flow af S72 million
pez year would result, and the plant investment of $383
million would be recovered in 5.3 years,

The "gross plant-ship cost" of $534 million  ex-
cluding deployment! in Table 9 is considered to repre-
sent state-of-the-azt for the 1982-85 time pez!od with
the assumption that funding is provided foz the devel-
opment required an electrolysis systems to meet the GK
projection of cost and pezfazmance, as well ae the
necessary pzogzam for development and demonstration of

F'LA ET INVESTIVIENT: 8 383 M
WORKING CAPITAL �20 DAYS!: Sl1 M
RATED CAPACITY: 585 600 SHORT TONS/YEAR �46 DAYS!
COSTS PE R SHORT TON;

CATALYST AND CHEMICALS
LABOR AF4D OVERHEADb
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS �94 OF Pl!
INSURANCE �.!% OF Pl � ODS!c
DEPRECIATION �0 YEAR, 5"%OF Pl!
�4TEREST  8% OF 1/2 Pl!

PRODUCTION COST
INTEREST ON WORKING CAPITAL  89L!
SHIPMENT TO U.S. PORTd

COST AT U.S. PORT  S/TOIV!
RETURN ON INVESTMENT  SI 80/TON!
GROSS PROFIT  % OF SALES!

8/ST
0.60
853
6.63
9.14

32.66
26.13
79. 69

'1.50
9. 00

90.09
 M,93

the OTKC equipment frars the existing concepts and tech-
nology base. An estimate was made of the cost reduc-
tions that could be achieved by research and develop-
ment to advance the heat cycle and platform technology,
Use of enhanced heat tz'ansfer surfaces, 8 3 P elevation
of local water' surface temperature by use of a monama-
lecular film  currently used to reduce evaporation on
agricultural ponds !, sharing the cost of the cald-
water supply system with 8 mariculture operation, and
receiving a small credit for the oxygen produced by the
electrolysis system. These factors could bring the
plant-ship cost assigned to ammonia production down to
$362 million. With the same percentages of government
cost-sharing on construction and operating costs as in
Tables 9 and 10 in the early years, the ammonia produc-
tion cost would be reduced to $68/tan. Wi.thout this
government cost-sharing, the cost would be $95/ton.

Another interesting possibility is that U.S. pIant-
ships built ta sell ammonia to other nations might re-
ceive Export-Tmport Bank financing with 8 67, interest
rate. 9 This advantage, coupled with a lower trans-
portation cost to nearby foreign pores  $5/ton! would
reduCe the productiOn Caet in Table 9 frOm $90/tOn tO
$79/ton,

An economic aspect which will be important to in-
vestors is the fact that the competitive position of an
OTKC/assnonia plant wi11 be expected to improve as the
years pass, Tts production cost will be affected less
by inflation than will that for a land-based plant using
fossil-fue1 as a feedstock. The OTEC plant'8 relative-
ly high fixed costs wi11 remain constant, while the cost
of feedstock for the campecitor probably will rise con-
tinuously.

This OTKC plant-ship, which uses aluminum heat ex-
changers and is designed to take advantage of high
ocean  !T's at selected tropical sites where a11 envi-
ronmental operating conditions are most favorable, is
considerably lover in cast than the baseline designs
that have been developed by the teams headed by Lock-
heed and TRW." The latter teams reported that
cost would be zeduced by replacing their titanium-
t'ubed heat exchsngezs by aluminum ones and making
other design changes. However, they did not present
complete cost bzeakauts for such changes to their
baseline OTKC ships  which were of 160- and 100-��
size, respectively! or foz commercial plants of larg-
er size, We made zaugh estimates of OTEC/BTmuania
plant-ship investment casts  on the same basis as in
Table 9! for 500-514 plants for their cases by ze-
ducing their base1ine OTEC shLP costs per kWe by 21%
foz economies of scale, substituting a lower cost for
dynamic positioning in tropical oceans faz Lockheed's
mooring system cost, and adding our $86N estimate for
the equipment needed ta produce ammonia. The result-
ing p1ant investments are approximately 2107. and 180!;
of the $766/kWE APL va1ue, resPectively. The corre-
sponding ammonia production costs are approximately
150K and 130/. of the APL value, respectively, with de-
preciation based on 38-yz and 40-yz plant life for
their cases rather than the faster write-off �0
yeare! We aeeumed.



Aluminum Production

Thc Situation for Aluminum
The situation with respect to energy require-

ments for aluminum praductfon is lese critical than
for ammonia, Bevertheless, there appear to be eco-
nrnnfc, environmentaL, and political incentives for
implementation of ocean thermal energy plants to pro-
duce paw!et for either nearby on-shore production of
aluminum or for onboard refining of alumina to alumi-
num, ss follawe:

1! Economics, The aluminum producers have been
enfoyfng the use of law-cost electric pawer because
a! they have provided for company-awtred power sources
ar long-term favorable price contracts, and b! they
have been large users when power was abundant snd have
received price concessions based upon the marginal
dollar of business concept. However, the Latter con-
cept is being attacked by smaller power users today.
Xn California, s recent decfsion by the Public Utili-
ties Commission reflects the belief that preferential
rates to large users are inappropriate with fuel not
in surplus. Recent Maryland decisions also pass elec-
tricity rate increases only to larger users. By our
est!mates, aluminum can be produced in an OTEC plant
economically snd will be very attractive if the cost
of ',ewer to aluminum producers ashore rises to the 25-
50 mfLL/kw'h range charged to smaller consumers, as
shultn later.

2! 21 tal. Yh 1 1 p d t dy
p y p 1 p 1 f la 2 tta t 2 1 d 1 p
vide an omissions buffer between his plant and his
residential aeiphbors. His investment in pollution
control equipment is substantial, snd still there are
significant emissions. As our air becomes marginally.
safe, f t is wise to look for production alternatives,

3! 2 litil. U..a. 1 1 ..2 1 a, t ~ 3 t.
h,pp«.i - tip*,df ll 1 daM

environnentsl costs, have gone abroad. Some of the
host governments have cast an increasingly acquisi-
tive eye at these industrial complexes. Scm!e national-
ization of U.S. industry abroad haa already taken place.
An open-seas-bssed OTEC plant-ship would be exempt fram
exr roprfatfon claims by others as mentioned earlier.

Alhpninurn Production 6 Costs
Aluminum is the most abundant metaL in the earth' s

crust  8/!. The principal raw rnatezial used for alumi-
num production is bauxite are, s mixture of sLuminum
minerals, chief Ly aluminum hydroxides. The ore is
leached under pressure and heat by a caustic solution
to obtain s so1ution of sodium alurninate, fram which
hydr'ated alumfnum oxide is precipitated, washed, snd
calcined to obtain alumina, Al 0, 3 us fng the Bayer pro
cess. This alumina is reduced to the metal by elec-
trolysis of a hot molten solutian of slut!fna snd cryo-
lite  NssALFs !, a process requiring 7 to 8 kWh/Lb of
s lumin am.

In the 1964-74 decade, U.S. primary aluminum pro-
duction climbed about 6.8'!. per year, reaching 4.9
million short tans per year  STpY! in 1974. Stamper o

presented high, median, snd low pro]ectfons for future
growth. The median pro]ectfan indicated increases of
4.5 tsillfon STPY by 1985 snd 18 million STPY by t' he
year 2000. At 7 blah/lb, the latter figure would require
an additional 252 billion kWh/yr. If this electricity
is generated by fossil-fuel power plants at 337. therrraL
efficiency, it will consume 2,5 quadrillion Btu �.5 Q!
per year, equal to 1.2 million bbl/day af oil.

There are two ways OTEC plants could be used for
aluminum production: they could supply power by under-
sea cables t'o aluminum plants on tropical land sites or
the electrolysis of alumina to aluminum could be con-
ducted on board. Since others are studying electrfcal
energy transmission from OTEC plants to shore, this pre-
liminary feasibility study addressed the potential for
onboard alumina reduction at site Atlantic I off Brazil.

Potential sources of alumina and possible Locs-
tfons for the necessary on-share support facility are:
Brszf1  L750 miles! where a billion dollar expansion of
alumina snd aluminum processing facilities 250 miles up-
river on the Amazon is in progress; Jamaica �750 miles!;
Surinam �000 miles!; Venezuela �400 miles!; or St,
Croix �00 miles!. Large bauxite mines are located in
Jamaica, Surfnamp snd Guinea; Large new mines fn Venez-
uela are not yet in production, Jamaica hss Long been
a large alumina producer. The U.S. 'has import'ed alumi-
na from Surinam for many years, averaging about 400,000
short tons per year from 1970-1975. Ftew alumina facili-
ties are being developed in Venezuela on the Orinoco
River. Bauxite produced in Guinea has been shipped to
St. Croix where facilities are available to refine it
to alumina. 1hese various sources imply trip times of
3-11 days to site Atlantic 1.

An OTEC/alumina-reducCion plant-ship might have
the configuration sketched in Fig. 9, with the OTIC
power plant Located in the center and one-half of the
alumfna reduction facilfty located on each side. For
a 240-cell, 872600 STPY demonstration plant, there
would be 120 cells per side on two decks, i. e., 60
cells per deck. at Inboard areas near the power plant
are devoted to metal casting, anode assembly and
storage, and ingot storage. Liquid metal produced on
the upper deck is discharged from the tapping ladles
directly into the furnaces on the Lower deck. The
OTEC generators, transformers, snd ec dc rectifying
equipment are located on a deck below the lower alurni-
num production deck, Alumina and baked anode blocks
are delfvered by a support ship to the scam of the
plant-ship. The alumina is trans ferred by a pneumatic
conveyor  airveyor! to distribution bins on each of the
aluminum production decks. The support ship can also
be used for crew transfers.

The nominal cell operating condition fs 135,000
amps st 4.3 VDC per celL to produce 1 ton/day/celL.
The cells are of the center break  L.e., centrally
Located crust breaker! type shown in Pig. 10. The
carbon-lined cathode contains a Layer of molten
aluminum 8-12 in. deep. Floating on the Lfqufd metal
fs s 6 8 in.-thick layer of electrolytic bath, prirn-
arfly cryolite  Ns ALFs !, The carbon anodes are sus-
pended from the anode bus on both sides of the super-
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Fig. 9 Passible 140-MWa, 87,6004TPY, OTEC/Aluminum Reduction Demonstration Plant Layout
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structure and are lowered into the bath so that they
res t approximately 2 in, above the me ta 1 level. As
the current passes fram the anode ta the cathode,
oxygen ious released from the are combine with the
anode csrban ta form CO and CG while molten aluminum
deposi.ts on the cathode.

Periodically, the "crust breaker" breaks the fused
crust which hee farmed between the rows of anode blocks,
and alumina is added to the cryolite bath to maintain 2
to 5'Y. in solution. This operation w' ll be cantralled
by a pracess computer. Insulated fume hood panels
ara placed betweer. the top of 'he steel shell and the
ore bin. Each cell canta'ins Lg-20 anode blocks,
Each block is 30 in. x 60 in, x 20 in. higl. and is
grauted to a bracket!s tern. The anodes are gradually
consumed over a 25-30 day period and are replaced one
at a time  f.e., ane everv 36 hr ar so!. The steel
shell of the cell �4 ft x 30 fz x 5 f t deep! is lined
wiih carban, and steel collector bars embedded in the
carbon extend out the sides of the shell. ALuminum
bu bars are banded to the ends of t'hese steeL bars
and extend ta the adjacent cell anode bus, thus
cresting a series circuit.

Fig, 1Q Center Break-Type Alumina Reduction Call



Approximately 1 million Btu/hr/cell of waste heat
is generated; approximately 60/ of this is in the hood
gases, and 40/ is emitted fr<m! the cell below deck
level. If 907. of this heat f.s salvaged  by use of
good insulation and a compact circuit! and used to
drive a c Losed-Rankine-cycle turbine generator., one
will cbtai.n a power output of 17 NJ . We have assumed
that thfs will be done, reducing the OTEC power plant
reqiiirement from 140 fgfe net to 123 !gee net.

Every 36 hours or so a portion of the n olten
aluminum ! s tapned  by suction'! from the celL at

,0970 C �77S P! arid transferred ro one of two pairs
of . Lectr 'cally-heated, 26-shorr-ton-capacity, hold-
ing furnaces. Ore pafr plus a vertical direr<. chill
cas' inp unit will be located nn the lower deck on each
sid of t plan . Each oi these casting facilities
will prcdii e 170 STPD of 60-in. T-ingots. Casting
temin ratu. e is apnroximately 1300 P.0

made from a "pas te" produced by crusfiing, sf eving,
heating, and mixing pet oleirm roke end coal rar pf tch:
they are then baked ta cokefy tlie pfr:ch and improve
rheir resistivity. The shore facility a!so includes
more complete maintenance facilities than those locat-
ed on the plant-ship.

The onboard equipment for this 240-STPD aluriina
reduction plant is estir.ated to cost >52 M ancf tn weigh
52,700 long r!ns.s Abcut 62tl of this erst and 967. or
thi.s weight i." il<I Iii. in rhe .eductiori cel.ls, Tire basic
r<TEC power-plan' ': ip items would be increased by 23.".,
from the 100-i i, s 'ze tci provide 123 i'<We, and the waste
heat recoverv ";at-m ~oulrr be ac'ded to prnvide the other
17 IcIW �40 .'ite <c;aL! ace<fad for the cell~, It was
esti<rated tf at t!ie Iecks nn earh side of rfie platform
for the alumina plint would add about $3fi M, and ti o
support ship tn r perate between the site and the shore
facility would cost approximately $30 M.

Baca ise of the slight roll of th»i plant-ship at
the extreice on-sfte conditions, some method nf stabi-
lizing th cells may be required. Analysis nf this
reqiiirer,.c it was beyond the scope of this s rudy, but
rwo i- e'tho s app.ar to be fess ible: ac.tive mechanical
staiiiliza ion and use of hycfrodynsmic bear i.ngs. In
the !at "er upprnieh, Scours of ten = .Lls wr»Jd be
f los ted o: pressurized hyc.'r idcnamic beirings, 'if..ich
will pro; ice a high degree nr inh~rent isofst I on from
shin moti.-s. A possibilit" exist' rbat the Ii;ssiic
«se of svsh bearings woui.d pre; ide adequate stabi' i-
zat on, f a" tive stabilization pro;ed necessary, a
"fa L-sof t," or gradual degradation design approach
with redundant components would be employed, because
a failure could lead tn significant dasiage to tfie re-
duce:.on plant.

An alternatfi e aluminur prodi ctic n prnceas has
beer pater ted by the Aluininurn Compania ot unarir:a
 ALCV>, ".S. patent 3 723 222. Tt is still. ides
dev. Lopmnr '.  a pilot plant is under constr<<et~',in!.
It r ansists of ti'a srages, 1! The Bayer h; arete of
alur. '.na, n per>us Al, 0! .31L 0 of large sprr I fic.
face, is pi i~cussed <o obtain a! inrinvi rI Lnri dr I 11Cl.. ! .
2! TIie ALE I., i- ofectrolyzed in a verticallv-stacked
cell of se.eral elec'rolysis sections in a solidly
fixe I sr o<I- /in-ermedia ry elec trades/catliode arrange-
merir.. IIir sol ren alui f num produced ci<Iiin <!iis hori-
zontal sraelc !:. under.tnnd ro overf! nw froni thr e<1ges
of t' .e s a.k at a cortrolled rate. It appears ni asihle
that this process wou ld net require a ce I 1 s I ah i L iza-
tionn sys t=i.. The outfiut pct cell alan I s»nders rood
to be higher. unwe ier, the process appears to I e more
camp icat< '. thai! the "classic" one we have described,
and tlie i<:r. rrati!n necessary for a tradeof f sr udy
has . ot be n made available.

Although <he cell cathode is nor consumed lfke
the;nodes, ' r. usi ally fail s after 4 � 6 vears. '. ben
this iran ~, a byniss b~isbar is placed aroi nii tI ~ r el 1
the ell I re: svcd fri;n thr elect! ica L c ircuit, Lap-
ped out, a I a I lowec'. to cool. It <s the!i ghippea to
< he unshut support fac i 1< ty for relining.

Anode bl nck producrion is the Largest opera< ion
at t' . on-sic!or . siipport facility. Elis blocks ari

Since irwas not possible to develop this plant-
ship concept in a n; deprli during this limited program,
the prclimfnsrv esrfmatc of cost is subject to several
urcar rnlnt ie-. Tii Kaf sar Aluminum srd C!<emical Corp-
ora r in i a,1vi ed t!ic,in . pnrapriate size for a com-
met cia I planr. wr uld b nearer 6 IG ST< 0 or more. Tbere.�
Fcre, ts obrafn a first <rrimate of aluminum production
ros t we increased he . 'orcgoi.ng plant s ize by a factor

3 and as su!re d i 134 si inp through economies of
-<ct ic. I+ing r"c" ent. cos- ' igures for the raw rear.erials
and Labor, tc,-et»ei with finariring similar to tba. in
Tab' es 9 s.ir' ' '., we as tf- ated an invcintii.ent  plant
pi<.s si!ppor- of 6'63 M cnd an sf umirum production and
delivery  s ' ron! easr. o 33C/Lb, corp!ared to rece~t
I,rice<'  Tcbi Ll.! i,ear «Lci lb. Sor c of the mo" t
mOdern plurrS preen Ce al . Snum at a eOSt Oi OVer uGC/
lb even at 1C'!.; car icf ty, ho<;ever.

TABLE 'fl
ALUMfNUILE PRICE APJD COST HISTORIES

sPRIVATE COM".IUNICArlr7N PROM MR. R. REAGAN. AMERICAN
IVIETALS MARKET MAGA7INE, NEW YORK, N.Y., OCT. 29, 1979.

Al rhcugl thr <ic onomf c c ompeti t iveness of OTEC/
aiua inurn pl a":s ari mr t be marginal at present, the
present I!.S. alinin -.. cnmrances are paying only 14
r ills/kwh or I ess Ic: electrici rv based on old agree-
ments for large vol:e «se. The power cost for a new
plart niighr he 26 m! I IS/kwh Or more., similar to rateS

PRICES

1968 25.6 I</L B

7969 27 2

1970 28. 7

1971 29 0

1972 26,5

1973 25 3

1974 34 1

7/8/75 39. 0
ff/10/75 41 0

COSTS

1970 17.4 II/LB

1/3/74 24.9

4/6/74 29.1

7/9/74 29.1

10/12/74 30.5

1/3/75 32.3

4/6/75 33 5



now Chat'ged to smaller consumers, in new agreements
With pover COmpanieS. If SO, the OTEC/aluminu16 plant
mill become very attractive economicalLy. Table 12
compares the projected investment costs and production
costs over an 18-year period �982-2000! for an OTEC
aluminum plant and new LI.S, onshore aluminum plants
using electricity at 15 and 25 mills/kWh in 1975, each
produci.ng 262,800 STPY, For the onshore plants, an
estimated $150 million plant investment for an 87,600
STPY plant in 1975 was multiplied by 3 and then re-
duced by 10/ for economies from the larger scale. In
all cases, the 1982 plant inves tment was established
by taking the 1975 plant investment and increasing it

TASLE 12
COMPARISON OF ALUMINUM REOUCTIONPLANT PRODUCTION COSTS

CHANGES OVER Ahl 18-YEAR PERIOD

262+00 SHDRT TONi YEAR PLANTS

YEAR 2000
PROOVCTIDN

1976 1982PLANT ESTIMATE!7 PROOVCTIDN COSTS.% OF
POWER COST. INVESTMENT, COST <3;LS! US NEW

ALUMINUM PLASIT NIILLSAWh 3 6 MILLIONS 1975 1962 1900 2000 PLANT COST

01EC PLANT SHIP IONSOARDI
U S DEISHORE '926
U.S. ONSHOR E 2S

769 0.33 0 50 0 74 I 29 739,
636 0.38 0 SS 0.96 I 7 7 10mL
636 046 0 64 1.15 2 14 12175

DTEC CDST ASS DF 15 MILI. ONSHORE CASE 69, 91> 77'4 7'

Liquid HydrOgen  LK, ! Production

The Lon -Term Product for Tro ical OTEC Plants

The present market for hydrogen is quite varied
and ranges from small consuI0erS paying relatiVely high
prlceS tD larger ConSumers With captive sovrCes ar
relatively low cost. " A general market for hydrogen
for use as a fuel for heating and cooking and for
transportation does noc yet exist but is foreseen by
maT.y for the longer term. Hydrogen stored as a liquid
conld be used to power all forms of ground and air
transportation in the 1990s and beyond, Many competing
methods for making hydrogen, including thermochemical
deco10position of water, are being studied by others and
will be subjects of paperS at the First kIorld Hydrogen
Energy Conference to be conducted by the University of
Miami at Miami, Florida, March 1-3, 1976.

for inflation at 7'/. per year � years to contract plus
2-year construction period; 12'/ interest and escalation
during construction! and the interest on plant invest-
ment was taken to be 8! through the 18-year period.
The prices for alumina, coke, elec Tr icily, labor, and
Other maintenance and Operating, expenSes increaSe at
77Jyear, The production cost for the OTEC plant rises
more slowly, from 912 of the new onshore plant with 15-
mill power in 1975 to only 73'4 in the year 2000, because
the OXEC plant does not need co purchase electricity.
Since only about Dne third of the fuel energy used to
produce electricity onshore reaches the user, the reason
for the improvement in the OTEC position with time is
apparent. Even if the initial capital requirement for
the OTEC aluminu10 production plant-ship exceeds our in-
itial estimate, an attractive picture Still will. be eX-
petted; the interest and depreciation costs, once
fixed, do dot escalate during the plant life.

For an OTEC plant-ship sited in tropical oceans,
gaseous hydrogen obtained by water electrolysis would
have to be liquefied for shipment to U.S. ports. It
could then be fed into a gas pipeline network for heat-
ing and other uses. In this case, the 12L storage
facility to which it is initially delivered should be
associated with some industrial operation which could
benefit from the refrigeration capacity it could pro-
vide during its vaporization. As a Liquid, it could be
transfezred by rail or truck to plant sites or points
for transportation fueling.

Although we can not see a large, near-term market
for LH from OTEC plants, we do believe that in the
longer term it is likely to be the primary product to
bring the benefits of the ocean thermal resource to the
U.S. and the world,

OTEC/LH Plant-Ship Costs

For OTEC/LQ plant ships, the General Electric
Company's projection for eLectrolysis equipment was
employed for a 500-.'Keep 230-STPD commercial plant in
1985. For the estimates of hydrogen Liquefaction and
storage costs we drew upon Ref. 27  which drew upon
Ref. 34!. For liquefaction equipment the cost given
WaS $0.5M/STPD of LH produCed pluS 50K for inatalla-
tion for plant capacities from 10 to 250 STFD. It was
stated that economies of scale could be expected near
the upper end of this range and that technology i19prove-
ments are expected. For the OTEC/LH plant in 1985, a
30/ reduction in cost was assumed, yielding a cost for
liquefactio~ equiprpent of  $0.75M/STFD!�. 7!�30 STPD!
$121 M. For LK storage a cost of $1.8 Ã for 10 SCF
was given. For 30-day storage on the plant-ship, the
capacity required will be 26.4 ti20es this large, and
it was assumed that the scaled-up LH storage and
transfer system cost wou1d increase with the 2/3 power
Of the Volume StOred. ThuS, 4 COSt of $23 11 Waa eeti-
10ated. The resulting QTEC/LH plant-ship cost if $487 M
as shown in the first column of Table 13,

TABLE 13
ESTIMATED COSTS AND RATED CAPACITIES FOR SDD-MWE OTEC1LHz

PLANT SHIPS IN 1985 AND POSSIBLE PLANIT SHIPS IN THE 199Ds
IMIL LIONS OF 1975 DOLLARS!

1985 19955

ERE ovcED CosT ACHIEVAGLE WITH AOGRESSIvt RSD PROGRAM AND OTHER FACTDRs
HYEIROGEEI LIQUEFACTION EFFICIENCIES IFRACTIDNS OF THE HIGHER HEATIIIIG VALVE
OF HYI ARE ASSUMED TOBE 0 75 AND 060 IN 1965 AISD 19916, RESPECTIVELY FOR I990~.
156 COST REDVCIIOEIS DVE TO RAO AND SSII ELECTROLYSIS CELL EFFICIENCY ARE
ASSUMED

36% DF BAslc PowE R PLANT sHIP cosT AND cohlsTRvcTIDN INTER EsT DIE sAME

BASIC POWER-PLANT SHIP COST
ELECTRO I�YS IS INC L. FRESH.WATE R PLANTS
HYDROGEN LIQUEFACTION
LH2 STORAGE 13D DAYS! 8 TRANSFER SYS.
TOTAL OTECTLH2 PLANT COST
CDNSTRUCTION INTEREST I12% OF COSTI
GROSS PLANT SHIP COST
GOVERNMENT COST-SHARING
NET COST
DEPLOYMEIIIT TO SITE
PLANT IN V EST M E NT
RATED LH2 CAPACITY, STPD

391
35

121
23

579
58

538
-'153

495
2

9457 M
230

240'
32

112
21

495
49

454
-94
36D

2
S392 IYI
257

643



As previously mentioned, an estimate was made of
numerous improvements in the basic OTEC power-plant
ship cost that might be achieved through R&O and other
factors  which included use of enhanced heat transfer
surfaces, credit for sharing cold-water system cost
with a mariculture operation, a small credit foz the

produced, sea-water surface CemperaCure enhance-
menc, and use of large water pumps!, If al.l of these
improvements are achieved by the 1990s, the estimated
cost for the basic 500-IQ power-plant-ship will be re-
duced to $240 H. If 15'X improvements in cost of each
of the LH�plant components also are achieved through
R6ID, and hydrogen liquefaction efficiency as a percent-
agee of the highe1' heating value of hydrogen is increased
t* 8th, th p lhl lhtd Cfltflll, pl t- htp I t.
mene  in 1975 dollars! becomes $362 M for a rated pro-
duction capacity of 267 STPD as shown in the second
column of Table 13.

Unic Production Costs of Delivered co U,S, Ports

The plant investment costs in Table 13 lead to the
estimated producCion and delivery costs shown in Table
14. For the 1985 case, the delivered cost is 8815/
short con or $7.90/1 y' Btu based on the lower heating
value  LHV! of hydrogen, The possible cost foz the
1990s is $558/ST or $5.40/10 Btu based on the LHV of
Hs  or $4.60/10 Btu based on the highez heating value!.

TABLE 14
DELIVERED COSTS �976 DOLLARS! OF LIOUID HYDROGEN

FROM S00 MWE OTEC/LH2 PLANT SHIPS

6 362M
$11lu

92.100

6 467M
613M

79,400

PLANT INUEBTMENT
WORKING CAPITAL �20 DAYS!
RATED CAPACITY �46OAYSIYR!, STPY

PROP. COST

61 8.264
57P

$2500'
68'%%d

PCREIY OF 49 ON Boaso ANO 29 aSHORE. EaCH AT 949400I YEAR AVERAGE
ESTIMATEO TO BE 6 TIMES THE COST FOR SHIPPING AMMONIA
LOPIER HEATINO VALVE ILHVI ~ 91 970BTVILB. HIGHEA HEATING VALVE IHHYI 61 010
BF V LB

4 CASE I, '!EBS FOR SMALL VOLVME USERS 99 IODP ECF: CASE II, 1989, CORREEPOHOS
Rovup LY 10 A RECENT NAEA CONTRACT FoR LHE FQR THE SPACE sHUTTLE

The sales price of LH depends strongly on the
customer's volume requirement in the current market..

LABOR AND OVERHEADd
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS�h1 OF PI!
INSURANCE �.8'6 OF Pl � ODS!
DEPRECIATION �0 YEARS 6% OF Pli
IIETEREST  8% OF 5 Pl!
PRODUCTION COST
INTcREST ON WORKING CAPITAL  8%!
SHIPMENT TO V.S. PORTI
COST AT PORT Ihh'a BOIL OFF!
ADD. 1% FOR BOIL OFF LOSS
COST AT PORT PER SHORT TON
PE!I 10 BTU  LHY 19 4 LBlc
PER 104 BTU  HHV 164 L6!c

CASE I SALE PRICF PER 10 BTU  LHV!
GROSSPROFIT MARGIN AS9E OF SAI.ES

CASE II SALE PRIGE PER 104 BTLI I .HVI
GROSS PROFIT AIARGIN AS Yp OF SALES

$42
61
$6

306
246
740
13
54

807
8

$816
S7.90
66,70

642/ST
39
55

196
'7
469

9
54

552
6

$666 %7
$5.40
S4.60

For customers needing about one million SCF per day,
the price is approximately $5/1000 SCF. 'This price
corresponds to $18.25/10 Btu  based on LHV of !I ! and
is shown as case I for 1985 in Table 14. At this price,
the estimated gross profit margin as percent of sales
would be 577,. A recent NASA contract for LTL for the
space shuttle during che period 1975-1985 + is calcu-
lated to cOrreapOnd tO 0 priCe near $26/106 Btu. As
Case II in the cable, a price of $25/ 1�9 is considered,
which would yield an estimated gross profit margin of
687. for the OTEC/LH plane.

Foz hydrogen users in che 100 million SCF/day
class, the fozecast prices of LH delivered from land-
based, fossil-fuel-feedstock plants are considerably
lower. For 6 plant using partial oxidation of coal,
th* ~ t ~ t' td' I*P*d tl. Iw lyd
gen, when adjusted to late 1975, to a higher coal
price  $28.50/ton!,w and co the lower heating value of
H, is approximately $4/10 Btu. For production of
Lk} I this would yield aporoximately Sg/ld Btu. Thus,
the essentially state-of-the-art OTEC/Q plant in 1985
would have only a marginal chance of returning a sub-
stantial gross profit margin in competition with such
land-based plants. However, there will be many other
demands foz fossil fuels that will make additional R&D
on the OTEC/LH resource very worthwhile Co achieve
the more attractive LH cost of $5.40/10 Btu in the
1990s. Compared to a sale price of $8.00/10' Btu, chis
cost would yield a 32",. gross profit margin.

This cost of LH is still rather high for direct
use as a fuel for, say, automobiles and commercial
aircraft. However, it is not faz greater than the cost
of synthoil made from coal, which has been estimated to
cost $25/bbl oz $4.31/10 Bcu.s Since future auto-
mobile engines, " aizczaf t engines, and ocher heat
engines Will operate at higher efficiency on LH than
on synthoil, operating costs could be comparable.

Cost of Electr icicy fram OTEC LH Used in Fuel Cells
on Shore

An interesting possibility is that the LH ship-
ped from OTEC plants could be used in fuel cells on
shore to generate electricity. The General Electric
Company's electzol'Bis cells can be operated revers-
ibly to serve as fuel cells. The efficiency of opera-
tion in this mode currently is 577., but laboratory
tests have shown 61'X at 100 amp/fc in continuous
operation. A reasonable projection for 1990 is judg-
ed to be 70/ efficiency, Table 15 s'howe that the
estimated 1990 cost  in constant 1975 dollars! of the
electricity genezated on shore by this approach is 27.3
mills/!dh h, a figure that surely will be of interest.

Conc Iudin Remarks

A concept has been developed for Ocean Thermal
Energy Conversion plant-ships for usc ac selected
sites in tropical oceans to produce enezgy-intensive

In September 1974 the TVA negoCiaced a contract with
Webster CounCy Coa1 Co. for 1,5 million Cons/yr foz 3
years at $28.50/coo, subject to price adjusCmenc

Ener Users Re orc, Fov. 28, 1974. !
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TABLE IS
POSSIBLE 1000 COST FOR GEBIERATIIBG POIVER WITH FVEL CELLS

ON SHORE VSING LHS FROAI OTEC PLANT

POSSIBLE OTEC/LHS PLANT SHIP INVESTMENT AT SEA
EFFICIENCY FOR DELIVERY OF LHF TO SHORES
EFFECTIVE OTEC/LH7 PLANT SHIP INVESTMENT PER kWB

OV1'PVT FROIYI FUEL CELLS
FUEL CELLS!NSTALLED ON SHOREc
STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED ON SHORE

SvBTOTAL COST PER kwF OUTPUT
RECOVERY FACTOR IPARTIAL RECOVERY OF ENERGY OF

L IDVEFACTIDN!
EFFECTIVE TOTAL INVESTMEIBT

5 723/kWB
5 511
51415ckWB IOVTI

5 155
55

S1627/kWB

I 06
51535/kWB

WEIGH'TED FIXED CIBARGE RATE
/135 ON PLANT SHIP, 155 ON SHOR II FACILI TYI

FIXED CHARGE
OPERATING COSTS, SHIP 4 SHORE
FVEL COST ITRANSPORTATION OF LHS ra SHORE I

1$. 2699

23.2 MILLS/kWH
2.0
7.1

77.3 MILLS/k Wk

PLANT SHIP INYESTMSNT IS 9747FA FOR 190 uillr, Gr Nr RATED ONSOAF10
~ ROOUcr DF FHI FOLLOwiNG Pl ANF FAG Yc R Ar SSA i149 DAYS YRI 9 949 FLEGYRDLYB19
EFFICIENCY 9 99, LiQUEFACTION FFFiCiFICY FR ACTION OF HNY9 49 FUEL CELL
EFFICIENcY 97k,srORAGI IFFlciENcY BDILOFF LOSSCS!,999

SASSD ON 14.. >MPRDVBMSNT DN FU'FL err r COST OUI YO RAO SD" AoolriON FOR INSTALLATION
0 70 FUEL Crrr EFFICIENCY ANOB 99 I'L4NI 74CTDR DN SHORE.

produc.cs on board. It employs a noveI concept for
the OTFC heat exchangevs, which are made of aluminum
and are integrated structurally with the barge-tike
hulk ta minimize cost. These slowly grazing �/2 to I
knot! platforms will bP very stable under navmat oper-
ating conditions and could serve many other needs
simultaneously  e,g., oceanographic research, and cold-
water supply for mariculture!.

Some consideratian has been given to the onboard
reduction of alumina to aluminum, a process which re-
quires 7-8 kWh/lb of aluminum produced. An OTEC/alvrni-
num plant-ship would be much larger and move costly
than an OTEC/armnonia plant ship and would require more
complex engineering for the plant-shfp installation.
A preliminary estimate indicates, however, that alurni-
num could be produced economically and that it will be-
Came Very attraetfve if new COmpet.ing onshOre pkanCS
have ta pay power vates of 25 mit ls/kWh ar crore.
Alumina reduction also could be done on shore using
power from an offshore OTEC plant-ship, but the number
of sftes where this would be economically and environ-
mentally acceptable probably is smal1.

Tropical OTEC plants producing liquid hydrogen for
delivery to the U.S. probably would have limited market
access and be considered higher risk for investment in

The most attractive candidate pvaduct from such
plants in the near term  early 19805! is ammonia,
which is presently produced mainly fram natural gas;
bath are eXpeCted tO be in inereaSingly Short Supply
in the U.S. Escimated costs for producing ammonia on
OTEC plant ships via elec troIyticakly-produced hydrogen
are attzactfve. This means for obtaining ammonia for
U.S. agricultural and chemical needs would appear to be
mOVe attractive eCOnamicakly and far more aCtraCtive
envirarunantalky and socially than producing it from
coal, che most abundant fossil fuel in the U.S. It
could be very attractive to any net i.on not havfng an
abundant and assured supply of natural gas.

the near term �985!. However, an aggressive R&D pro-
gram on OTEC and the technologies for water-electrolysis
and hydrogen liquefaction, storage, and shippfng would
lead to a competitive position for LH from OTEC plants.
If fuel cell technology aLso advances as expected, this
Llk could serve for produc tion of electricity on shore
ae well as for transportation, heating, and chemical
and industrial uses.

The key sister technology to OTEC for both ammonia
production and ~ production is water electrolysis.
It is strongly t'ecosnnended that at least two paths for
development of electrolysis systems be given priori.ty
support along with OTEC.

A strong reason for giving high priority to the
development of OTEC technology now can be appreciaced
by considering the situation if an OTEC/ammonia plant
existed now. The annnonia production cost would be only
$90 per ton. If this plant-ship proved co be scfll
fully usable with only raucfne maintenance beyond the
20 years we have projected, the forecast produccion
cost for 1996 and beyond  depreciation no longer in-
Cluded! WOuld be only $121/tan, inCreaafng at, sayc
only 5! per year thereafter, while the production cost
using coal feedstack would have exceeded $200/ton by
1996 and would increase at 7/Jyear.

We believe it would be possible to develop and pro-
duce enough OTEC/ammonia plants by the mid-1980s to meet
the projected additional U.S. requirement for ammonia
by that time, estimated at 10 million tons per year.
After satisfying this need, many additional OTEC plants
could be used to produce liquid hydrogen ar aluminum or
other energy-intensive products. The attractive pocen-
tial for related maricuIcure operations also warrants
further study.

A priority plan to bufld OIEC/ammonia plant ships
will have positive nationwide economic significance
on the employment of American workers and, if util fzed
for forefgn sates, on the It.S. balance of payments.
The impact will cannnence with the pilot and demonscra-
tion plant-ships and become pronounced with the build-
ing of commercial plant-shfps fn 1981. With 21 consner-
cial OXEC/ammonia plant-shi.ps fn operation by 1986,
economfc impacts can be expected in the following
major areas:

1! Every natural gas consumer will benefit from
reduced pressure on limited natural gas resources.
Twenty-one plant-ships producing domestic ammonia would
relieve the natural gas demand by 500 bfllion SCF, the
equivalent of 0.25 million barrels of crude ail per day.

2! Increased shipyard revenues and employment
would result. Seven plant-ships constructed in the
year 1985 would produce additional shipyard revenues
in chat one year af $4.0 bi.klian in 1975 dollars and
provide an estimated employment increase af 101,000
private shipyard workers.

3! V.S. almninum compani.es would have higher
revenues and more jobs. The estimated aluminum re-
quirement to build each plant ship deliverable in
1985 i.s 17,700 short tons. The expec ted addi.tional
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I'<85 revenues ta alumfn<mr c<>mpanfes in that one year
irt 1975 <!oilers would be $257 million, and jobs would
be provi.ded for about 1900 additionai. workers.

4! Farmers would benefit fram reduced pressure
on the nitrogen fertilizer marketplace, particularly
over the longer term. The estimated OTEC ammonia
prfce in the 1990s is only half that for amronia made
from coal on shore.

5! U.S. Flag shipping would be increased by
eleven 70,000 DWT tankers, providing Jobs for abaut
300-400 mare crewmen. OTEC crews provide an addi-
tional 1286 jobs.

Many contacts with industry have fnd!cated that
industry will be willing to bear a share of the pilot
plant and demonstration planr. costs and participate in
a major way fn the first commercial-size plant, pro-
vided the demonstration is technically and economi-
cally successful. The program recommended is.

End of 1976: Complete heat exchanger pertarmance and
b f o foul ing/cleaning tes ts.

End of 1978: Conduct tests an a 5- ta IO-MW OTECe
pilot plant.

End of 1980: Co~piete and demonstrate a 100 Ml' OTEC/
ammonia plant ship.

End of 1982: Begin operation of first 500-MW commer-e
cial-size plant.

Have 20 more corrzrrercial-size plants in operation by
1986.
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RECIRCULATION AND THERNOCLINI? PERTURBATIONS FROM
OCEAN Tl?ERAL POWER PLANTS

S.A. Piacsek and P.J, Martin, Naval Research
I.aborstoty, Washington, D.C.

G.O. Roberts, Science Applications, Inc. NcLean, >A

Abstract

Numerical experiments were performed on the fluid motions resulting fram the
pumping actian of ocean thermal powe~ plants. In particular, the resulting thermo-
cline distortions, sea surface temperature lowering and corresponding heat flow
change was investigated. The object was to find engine discharge configurations
and pumping rates that would minimize any alterations. 'I'his would accomplish bath
a mi.nimal environmental impact and preservation of the temperature gradient across
the engine, i.e. the energy resource. The results obtained ta date, using 2-D tur-
bulent flow calculations, indicate that near the engi~e �00 m ~ x � 500 m! the sea
surface temperature. pertuzbations will range from .01 F � dT � $.0 F, depending
on flow rates, seasan and geography. 'lhe results of the surface hest calculations
showed that a depression of the sea surface temperature by . 1 C leads to an in-
creased heat flow from air to sea of $.6 cal/cnf:/dsy in the puezto Rico area.
Accepting this as a permissible environmental perturbation, the area requirement
for a 100 NW plant is 2�0 km-, with s radius of 2' km. The corresponding figures
far Nawaii are 4 cal/cm' /day, an area of 6000 ksf, and a radius of 44 km.

Introduction
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Turbulent flow near tha lant
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The operstian of one or more acean thermal power
plants  OTPP's! in a given geographical region can
lead to several geophysical effects. Some of these
are: a lowering of ocean suriace temperatures; a re-
ducti.on in the heat content of the surface. layers;
and an increase in the heat content of the layers
at>v+0 m depth. A severe modification af the thermal
structure near the plant cauld result in a lower tem-
perature contrast across the plant, and thus a loc"er
thermal resource available for power extraction. Fur-
thermore, horizontal ocean currents and turbulence
can disperse the pertuzbatians ta considerable: clis-
tances beyond the region of operation, and the area-
'n'.egzated cumulative effect may cause a "light alte-
ration in the regional climate. It is important to
demonstrate that the areal extent and magnitude of
any alteration is wizhin acceptable limits.

The first problem tha t must be solved before any
of the above environmental impact questions can be
tackled is the "exterior fluid dynamics" af the plant,
i.e. the fluid motions directly forced by the engine
pumps. The basic hydrodynamic flow problem associated
with an OTPP is that of source-sink flows in a strati-
fied fluid.. The source-sink flows between the warm
and cold intakes and between the warm and cold dis-
charges are essentially a potential flaw, i.e. irro-
tational, whereas the motions due to buoyancy in a

stratified fluid are essentially rotational. The exact
nature of the resultant flow is determined by the re-
lative strengths of the pumping action and the ocean' s
stratification. The relevant nondimensional hydrody-
namic parameter governing source-sink flow in a stra-
tified fluid is the Froude number, defined as

where U is the discharge velocity, D is the dia-I/meter of the discharge pipe and N =  g/'P ! +  df /
c 0

dz! /$ i.e. the Brunt-Vaisala frequency of buoyancy
motions in the respective thermocline,

A further important property of fluid flows
associated with an OTPP is their turbulent nature.
The nondimensional parameter governing the strength
of turbulence is the Reynolds number, defined as

where y is the molecular viscosity of water. Although
in the presence of viscosity the flaw is never strict-
ly irrotational, even in the absence of stratifica-
tion, for low values of R  g 1000! the flow can be
represented ta a good approximation by the irrota-
tional source-s?nk solutions. For values af Rp 2000
the flow becomes irregularly time varying and ap-
proaches a statistically random or turbulent state
for R 0 10

The primary effect of the turbulent eddies is ta
diffuse momentum, heat and salt, much as molecular
diffusivity with a large value does   the effective
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dif trsivity of wind-generated turbulence in the ocean
is ip 10' cm2/scc!. Unfortunately, a dirccc simulation
of the turbulent eddies of all sizes is not feasible
an computers with a finite memory size: present day
lar'c computers have a storage of thc order of 10
wor !s. Thus recourse must be made to some kind of
cia",ure method where the effects of the small eddies
are represented as turbulent transport terms in the
mean flow equations.

The particular type of closure method adapted in
these stu!'i as is carr?!!only referred to as a first
order "ensemble average" or "stat!' stf cal closure"
mod!I'l. T!ris made1 is es4entialIy phenomenologi  al,
and involves splittin- the flow variables into rcan
and pcrr.-urbation part., with only the statistical
average products comput! d for thc pcrturbatian parts
{Mcllor and Yamada, I.!'wellenz'- l ..ne mean f 1!rw iS
an ensemble average over a large r!I-ther of firer rcal-
iza ians. and the turb 'ence transport trrms are de-
terrsined fram the diVe rge ace of fl.!.: 'S r.'-at are the
products of an eddy diffusion coeff.rcier:t and mean
f lot  gradienta. Tab]c I Canta ns the rel!?vant mOdel
equ;Itions. The eddy d i f fusivities are. calculated
frat! thC turbul.ence kinetiC energy q = u u. and
a length scale /!r, tire integral length scale of tur-
bulr:nce. 'i'he turbulent energy q, irr Curn, is deter-
mir!cdfrom a partly empiriCal transport equariOn, and

A ia arr impaaed EunCr.ian af posi .ian. AS preSented
in Table I, the model has three arbi tr'ary constants
to be determined. Unfortunately. these I constants are
not universal but have ta be changed for each physi-
cal situationp and are usually obtained Idiom evPeri-
ments.

In turbulent wakes it is usually as=ursed that
c.g r where c = .12$ and  ! is a ! herse -eris-

tic length scale of flow vari ation, usually the radius.
of the turbulent region. The constant g also enters
into the prediction equat.ion for q Chrough the
fOurrlr term On the rig!!C-hand-Side Of  >',, and COnt-
rols the self-decay of the turbulcncc. Tire loss of
turbulent energy through turbulent entrainment of
different densrty layers is described by the term
K.dT/dz = - K.N-, the serond term on the right-hand-
side of {p!. TL!e appearance of this turbulencc loss
aa potential energy af Che rsean field iS represented
by the term K.dT/dz in the diffusion tt rm of the
temperature prediction eqrration � !.

In its crude farm the diffusion cons Cant is
taken to bc the same in both the vertical and hori-
zon .al directions, even though it is knot a that in
stra'ified fluids ver'tical mOtionS are greatly sup-
press!.d, so that the turbulent eddies wii 1 be very
anis !tropic and the ver .ical diffusivllv will. be
redu"ed by orders of magnitude. A way of remedying
this situation is to partition the turbulrnce energy
inCo its vcrtica! and horizontal parts, and predict
them separately along wi Ch a separate 1ength scale
in each direction,

In order to prevent the turbulence frors decaying
in a finite time to zero according ta the relation
dq/dt p q /~, the usual relation K = I , . q /4 has

been replaced by the form given in {g! of Table I.
Then in regions of strong stratification the relation
dq/dt pw q ~will hold and the decay of turbulence will
slow down. This can also be looked upon as the inclu-
sion of the small-scale, random internal waves gene-
rated in these regions into the shear-produced turbu-
lence energy density.

The first and fif th terrss on the right-hand-side
of  $! represent the production of turbulence by the
velocity shear and the dif fusion of turbulence by its
own eddies, respectively. The second term an the
right-hand-side of   L! is the divergence of the
Reynolds stresses, and represents the Curbulent fric-
tion acting on the mean flow.

It was found that for small pumping velocities
the turbulence generated becomes insufficient to damp
out any further instability of the mean flow to con-
tinuous, random internal wave generatir~n. Ta remedy
this situation, a dart!!ring term WaS intrOduced in tire
form of a Rayleigh friction into the tr prediction
equation, with a dependence on the ratio N-/q 1ead-
ing to strong damping in regions of weak turbulence.
The third term on the right-hand-side of  $ I repre
sents the corresponding gain of the turbulence field
fram this loss of small-scale mean energy.

A series of experiments was run to test the ef-
fect of the Froude number on the natura of tire flaw.
The experiments were kept simple by introducing li-
near stratification, so that only the top half of tite

su + K ~ +~ !,! + ri -~ Kxe v ij,r }' V
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discharge jet and the bottom half of the intake flow
needed to be included. The resultant streamlines are
displayed in Figures 1 a,b,c.They show that for Ft

 Fig. {a!! Only 10b/4! Of the diaeharge flOW eXita
th -ough the right-hand boundary. For Fr 1.G  Fig,
 b ! the corresponding figure is 55~/o, and for Fr =
. 	1  Fig.  c!! the outflow is over 100 % zi.e. some
fl tw is actually entrained from infinity and goes
bark without ever reaching the left wall. The above
Seri.eS Waa run With C 1 and 4 = 142 R, Where
R is the discharge tube radius.

The next series of experiments was designed to
simulate a more reali.Otic OTE'p configuration. The
source-sink flow consisted oi: a warm water intake
and a discharge below it that ejected either the in-o 0gested water cooled by 5 F or cold water ac 50 F.
The latter case represents a discharge of the cold
bor.tom water over the warrrr dtscharge, as suggested
by Tits". 1'he depth of the simulation volume -:; DO m,
and the top represents the wnter surface., 'lhe intake
is at 20 rn below the surface, and the disclrarge at
50 m, The temperature at the bottom is Tl . = trp F0 .and at the surface T = 85 I', A realistic0 thermo-

s
cline of the analytic form

-1
T z! A+55. tan  z- z/$!c

was used, where A and It are constants such that
T and T have the prescribed values. The

KN 100 scenter or point of inflection of the thermo-
Cline is at z 4 50 m depth. and ita "widrhw 5 iS

c50 m. This corresponds to a typical August tirermo-
cline in the Gulf of ?iexico.

Figures 2 atb! depict the resultin thernoclineo
deforraations for a warm   5 F! and 9 coldl l <o F ! EQ
discharge, respectivel.y. The approximate i y ' F' tem-
perature drop at tire intake depth in tire case of the
Warm disci!nrge indicates a redrrction oi lf %f Tr the
temperature contrast across the engin  .  En r.rre other
hand4 in the caae Of the CO ld discharge rlrere i» no
tereperat»rn loss at the intake level, but there is an
ani.malo»< ly celd regiOn of car!Et lera' ll r idth betWeen
the 50 rrr and the 100 m dept'h 1.eve la lhut llas a
horizontal exter t of several ki 1ome ters. As a result,
the Surface te;;perature iS lowered rlv-r a «iJcr area
and to a lower value in tire case nf the colrI 'discharge
OVer the warn discharge. 1 rgures ', a, b! slrow tire cor-
responding streeml ines oi lrhesu "two-hole" experi-
nants, for a Frorrde number of Fr = ''. ln the case of
the warm discharge  Fig.  a! ~ appro..ia!ately half the
flow reel rculates, and about 10~ra is entrained to
and from inf inity. In the case of the cold discharge
there is no recirculation but ~ 40'Yi is entrained
to and from infinity,

Finally, a series of "three-hole" experiments
was run with both warm and cold disclrarges present,
Thc geonretry consisted of a ?-D eeuivalent of the
Lockheed baseline design~ with t' he tubes replaced by
a . Eit T fr high and 100 ft wide in the azirrruthal.
dircctlorr, Tire therurocline used corresponds to that
of the Gu I f of .45exico in August, and the Frou<lr num
ber base<I on sli t height and N at the cold water
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discharge depth is Fr = l. 9. The total depth of the
simulation volume was 500 f t, the intake depth 50 ra
and the depths of the warm and cold water discharges
1'0 ft and $00 ft, respectively. Figure !d illustrates
the streamlines for this design. Each contour increment
represents a flux of 2000 ft of water; the total warm
water circulation is 15% less than the total cold
water circulation. There is an ~ 164/a recirculation
between intake and war a discharge, and approxireately
50 fa of the "warmu discharge � F below intake tem-
perature! sinks rapidly to join the cold discharge in
a distance less than 100 ft from the plant.

of the United States, for the months of August and
February. Table II presents the relevant ocean tempe-
rature information and results for the case of Fr =
with warm over cold discharge configuration in the
month of August. The tempera ure differences between
the surface snd the 100 m depth  dT  100m!! represent
the relative strength of the stratifications in the
depth region where most designs plan to discharge the
warm and cold water. The temperature differences
between surface and the 500 m depth  dT�00m!! repre-
sent the available thermal resource. The fourth column
gives the respective sea surface temperature  SST!
lowerings, dT s!. With this particular design, the per-
turbations are proportional to the temperature csntrast
dT�00m!. Since the discharge water is a fixed 5 F
cooler than the surface water, a steeper temperatureh series of "three-hole" experiments was performed

on various thermoclines for areas east and southeast
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gradient implies that the buoyancy of the discharge
will be either positive or less negative, and stranger
recirculation and upwelling will take place. The di.s-
chrge j et entrsins cooler fluid near its exit fram
the plant, and despite a stronger suppression of ver-
tiCal raOtiOnS due tO the stronger Stratification,
brings cooler fluid parcels to the surface. Mathemsti-
tically, it can be seen as follows: the effect of
stratification is sucir that for strong stratification
the term responsible ior loss of turbulence to entrain-
ment across density surfaces  and thus potential ener-
gy generation!, - K:d in equation �!,goes to - q igrr
Lc  see relation �! for large N !. Thus the process
becomes independent of N. On the other hand, the tern
perature of the fluid particles that reach the surface
is T s ! m T e !.exp - 'fd!, where T e ! is the tem-
perature af the disc&rge water after entraining
double or more of its mass, g = K/w with w the
average upwelling vcloci'ty, and d the depth of the
discharge. Thus the relation 4T s! ra T e! becomes
plausible.

Table III surrgrarizcs Chc resu1 t. for various
designs and Froude nun ber ranges; the average values
of dT s! aver the indicated Froude number range is
given. In Fenera1,, thc resultarlt SST depression is a
funCtiOn ai thc diSCharge configuration ,'warm over
cold, etc.!, the co]d wc.ter dischar< c temperature, and
Che stratif ication present in the top I,.O m of the
ocean. The cold oveE' warrg discharge configuration
results in a consistentjy larger SST dcprc:ssion for
both Froude number ranges, Typically, in the rangea
.5 < Fr < 1.5 the SST depression is o .o5 F in August

a2nd a .08 F in February, whereas in the l.ange P p Fr
8 the cooling is ~ ' F in August. and ~. 53 F in

February. Again, the larger sr.r atifir.scions in August
result in larger SST depressions Chan i.n Februarv, snd
can be explained by the above argur.enc. Similarly,
the st.ronger SST depres.ions assaciat! d with cold over
warm discharges fall in line with the observed dT',s!cv
1' e! rule. Finally, the large SST depressions associ-
ated with the high Froude number ran:! are due to the
stronger recirculation and stronger turbulence inten-
sity produced by the stronger source-sink flow.

Air-sea heat flux uerturbatians

Tt!e operation of one ar more OTPP'2 in a given
geographical region has been shown ra produce s re-
duction in ocean surface. Cergperatures in that region.
Furthermore, hor'izonts1. ocean currents snd turbulence
can disperse the effects to dr'stances beyond the
regian, and the curaulatiVe effect mar Cause a S light
alteration in the regional clir!at.e. It is important
to demonstrate that the areal extent snd magnitude
of any alteration is within acceptable limits.

It is interesting to note that che far-field
rate af recovery of the ocean t.oward its undisturbed
thermal structure is al<ro detcrrgined by the area snd
magnitude af sea surface temperature lowering. It
has been observed experimentally, 2nd is predictable
from Urearetical calculations. that a lowering of
the sca surface temperature generally leads to an in-
creased heat flow from air into the water. Pl!is is
because the process most. susceptible ta changes

evaporation, responds to a sea surface temperature
lowering by decreasing the heat flux fram the water tn
the air.

An OTPP extracts heat at a rate - 50 times its
power output  A efficiency! from the warm surface
waters of the ocean passing through its evaporators.
Unless the ocean replenishes the extracted heat at 8
sufficiently rapid raCe over the area affected by the
intake motions, the available temperature contrast and
thermal resource entering the plant will be contin-
uously reduced, at least in the absence of a current.
Furthermore, the impact of the engine on the surface.
temperatures and the marine atmospheric boundary
layer will be continuously enhanced. In this study
we performed specific heat flux perturbations due
to SST depressi.ons caused by OTPP operations. The
sea surface temperature pcrturbations were taken
from the result of the near-field hydrodynamic cal-
culations. Hy calculating the integrated heat-flux
effect over the whole ares affected by the intake
motions, an estimate has been made for the areal
requirement for thermal resource of an OTPP. The sea
surface tes!pcrature I acts somewhat as a feedback

8mechanism for regulating the heat budget of the upper
acean. Bath the latent heat flux and cjre sensible
heat flux depend upan the air-sea temperature dif-
ference, decreasing the net heat flux from air to
water as T decreases. Thus, neglecting heat storage

sdue Co seaSOnal temperature VariationS I;hiCh are Srgsi.l
in the tropical regions considered for OTPP operations
T tends to be maintained at a value such that the

Rcaieuu gorrecc Icc:Dereeure pcrrurgsrroo Rear Engine  ra F!o



surface heat flux Q just balances the heat carried
ac!ay by hOriZOntal adVCCtinn and diffuaiOn, If, fOr
example, more heat is added to the upper ocean than is
being carried away by advection and diffusion, Ts
increaSes, decreaaing the Surface heat flux and
driving T doLY!t toward its equilibrium valve.

heat flux with T was made for a proposed site off the0SK coast of Puer!o Rico ac 17.5 N, 67.5 W. Heat f luxes
were estimated using the bulk formulas detailed in
Laevastu , and the meteorological dana ware taken from

Atwood . The heat budgets, calculated for each month
and averaged to obtain a yearly mean, are listed in
Table XVI along with values of other important mete-
or'ological parameters.Hajnr ClepartureS fram the mean value of T Can

be caused by storms and hurricanes wl!ich can lower the
Sea SurfaCe temperature SuVeral degroeS due to upwell-
ing, evaporation and downward mixing. Leipper �9r!j!
noted on a cruise that the Gulf of clexico waters had
reLurned to normal two months after passage of hurri-
cane Llilda had lowered the. sea surface temperature
up to 5 C.

The uncertainty of the value for the net solar
radiation is not known. Bathcn et al have reported
that a solar radiation formula obtained from Wyrtki L+
allowed for a much greater correction for cloud cover
than Laevastu's fot'mule used here and predicted solar
radiatiOn levelS about ?':c/0 lower. Bathen nOteS that
the tvpe of cloud cover as well as the extent of the
cover may govern the intensity of solar radiation of
the sea surface.

The speed with which T returns to its equili-
briurn value after being perturbed depends upon the
rati of change of Q with T, dQ/dT, etc. Bath n et al..s�<$75! analysed the oceanic 'heat budget off' Hcahole
Point, Hawaii, s proposed OT?p site, using bulk
aerodynamic formulas and local meteorciogical data
to determine surface heat fluxes. Tl!ey repen Lcd Lhe
budget Calculatiot!s with S postulated .�'I' C sea
surface temperature decrease assumed to sir:tlat.e OTPP
operation, and found a net increase in surf!ce !!eat
flux of 40 - 50 cal/cm -day. Thus, the rate oi change
of Q with T was 60 - � cal/crn' -day-"G.

s

Recently published estimaLes of the drag coef-
ficient for latent heat loss vary within a range
+ p0022r. Thus, allowing for an uncer taint'y of l 5o!ro
in wlndspeed and humidit.y values, the uncertainty of
the latent heat loss iS abOut 30'/Y.

A Bowen ratio of . 1 was used to estimate the
sensible heat flux. Based on the uncertainty regar-
ding the latent heat flux and the Bowen ratio, the
uncertainty of the sensible heat loss may be 401/c or
more.Although we were unable co repeat the calculations

of Bnthen ct al. due to the lack of meteorological
data, a similar prediction of the change in surface Due to the fairly large uncertainties regarding

the components of the net heat flux, not much can be

FOEAT'! ll '0 047 4 ALL AYE 9'LLIIE3 ARC 4YER ACED naie YRF 12 Ro VTIIS,
5$4 5312405 7 EIIFE2470!RE L !Jt !C 1 0 ~ 3 !CC C TROII OCSC'IYCD YAt.'IE

TABLE Iv

!Ln eetirrnte af the Ree eurfeno heat fluxee for the acean thermal
power plant site SE af LV;nrto Rico. The hest fluxee were calculated
far ennh e!anth end the TO!thly Values vete everssert tO Obtain rhe
yearly nenn Vakuea. The heat fLOXee are Ln unite Of Cel/Cm dey.
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TAHI.E V

ESTIMATE OF TIIE CHANCES IN SFA SURFACEHEAT FLUX WITH INCREASE IN SEA

SURFACE TFHPL'RATURE AT PUFRTO RICO OTPP SITE

OO C 1.0 C

Nct solar radiation  cal/cr.+-day! 558

Back radiation

Latent heat loss

-119 -10$

-292

Sensible heat loss

Net surface heat flux

-33

76 172

Note: positive heat flux means f!aw from air into water
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said about the accuracy of the net heat flux i,tself.
However, we are here mare interested in the components
of the net heat flux that are strongly affected by
changes in the sea surface temperature. Table V
shows the heat budget estimation for Puerto Rica
repeated with the sea surface temperature lowered in
increments of .5 C from 0 to I from its observed
value. It was assuraed that the air temperature well
above the sea surface was not affected by the local
change in the sea surface temperature.

Table V shows a fairly linear change of sea
surface hea.t flux with sea suriace temperature
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OCEAN TEMPERATURES OFF OLIR SOUTHEAST COAST AND THEIR SEASONAL FLUCTUATIONS

AS PERTINENT TO OCEAN THERMAL PLANTS

By

Fred M. Vukovich
and

dames 2. B. North
Research Triangle Institute

Fcse,rch Triangle Park
Nor >: Carolina 27709

Abstract

It has been shown that 'T's as large as 25aC can br cbtair,'-d off
the southeast cc ist nf the United States, depending an tho lower.
reference depths used. It nas been suggested that ocean  hcrmal systems
be located off the shelf break since large aT's can be obtairred in smaller
depth interval . Based on available data, it appea, s that the cold water
pipe associated with the ocean thermal systems should exterrd ta the
depth interval of 4QO to 600 m, depending on the required,T, Further
extension will not increase the aT appreciably.

Even though it appears from average or representative data that a
aT favorable for ocean ther .al systems can be faund off trre southeast
coast of the United States and in the Gul f Stream, it has haen shown that
pe~turbations produced the western and eastern boundaries of' the Gulf
Stream can profoundly chan<,e th< value of .sT. Therefore, it. is critiaal
to the operatiori of ocean t!.ernral system that they be ci ted in regions
where such factors are mi ni.-. i zed, From the present state of knowledge
af the Gulf Strear>i and its cynamics, it appears that tne perturoations
described in this pap .r can be the controlling in!luence on the economics
of operation of an ocean thermal system.
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'1.0 The aT Distribution fror' Vertical Cross-
Section Data

The purpose of this paper is to describe
the vertica I structure of tamp  r atu~e and its
variation off the south-ast co.st o= the United
States as it pertains to oce n thermal systems.
In an attempt to describ. seasonal variations
of the vertical temperature distri!.ution aff the
COaSt, tWO SetS Of data a.re pr eSented. TheSe
data are vertical crass-sec!.iuns obtained in twa
to six-day periods in each of the ,our seasons.
They are not mean data, but can be consi dered
representative seasonal da a.

The first set of crass-sections  Figures
1 through 4! are based on data collected by
Iselin  I936!. These particular cross-sections
were obtained from data collected along the line
from Montauk Point, New York to Bermuda . It is
important to not" that targe vertical tempera-
ture differences  from hereon vertical tempera-
ture differences vill be referred to as aT!
can be obtained in relatively shallower water
off the shelf break than further out into the
open ocean. For exarrple, using the summer
cross-section  Figure 1!, a AT of approximately
20oC carr be obtained in the fi rst 400 m off the
shelf break. However, in order to obtain the
same aT further out requires a depth of 1100 m,
almost three tirrres that. at the shelf break,
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Vert lee! trnperator ~ croea-section eecabiiehad from data
collected alon , a lEna  rue nnii»'L Polni. Ncu Eotk to
~ armude froa 28 August Lo 3 Sop caber 19!  lrelln, 19363,

Vertical tee perature crore-tecclon eat ablluhrd froa da.
Collected along a Lfnn From fcnntnuh pofnr., lieu York to
Sermuda fros � boeenber to 3 Dnreober 19
  leelfn, !9�!.

�
t!W la
W
E fd

Ptgurc 3. Vcrc leal temperature croes-section cstebllehed  rom data
collected along a line  rcm nontuuk Pe et. Ncu York to
gersuda from 11 to 18 February 1932  Iaelfn, 29�!.

pfgmrs 6, VertlCal remprratute Crace-aCCtLOn CSCaf i Shed frnm dat ~
eollccted along a lfnc  roa Honrauk Point, mav York to
garmuda ftOa 12 ro 23 Sprfl  9
  iaalln, 1936!,



Table l. Seasonal varia .ion of bT in the first
400 m off the shelf break derived from
Iselin's data �93G!.
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Fall 19
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Spring
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ftgtrta 6, Vertical tenperature rroaa-are t foe established frea later
collected off rile sir Sa , garth Carolina ln the   ~ 11
1966  ltefsnaeon ct st., 1971!.

The data in Figures 'l-4 indicate that if
the 7!T in the first 3000 m is used as a base, on
the average approximately 95 percent of the
3000 m aT is manifested in the first 1000 m
and somewhere between S5 and 90 percent of the
3000 m aT is manifested in the depth range 400
to 600 m. These data suggeSt that in terms of
ocean thermal systems that there is no si gnifi-
cant gain in aT by having systems which go much
deeper than 500 m.

Table 1 summarizes the seasonal variation
of aT in the first 400 m off the she'1 f break.
The table indicates that the maxin!um 'T is
attained in the summer and the minimum  !T is
found in the spring,

There is an interesting point that must
be made at this time. It should be noted
that the temperature off the shelf break at
the 900-m level remains fairly stable from
season to season. The value of temperature
at the 900-m level was 40C. This factor will
be employed later.

Figures 5 through 8 give vertical
temperature cross-sect!ons obtained off the
North Carolina coast from Raleigh Bay out
into the Gulf Stream. These temperature
cross-sections, however, only represent the

Vert ra  tenporatnra cross-section established  ron later
collected of f ha eigh gay. North carolina in tha of ster
1966  gtafansson et al., 1971!.

f9 r 7 ha za

yigsrc 8. Vertical teaperalnea rrnaa section estab!laced  ron !star
rot ected o f ha sigh gay, north Carol na in tha spring
l966  gtafanssoa et al,, LV f!.
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first 500 m of depth. The data were
collected by the Stefanssan et al, �971!.
As in the previous case, they were collected
over a number of days in each season and can
be considered representative seasonal data
rather than average data,

Table 2 summarizes the seasonal distri-
bution of AT in the first 400 m off the shelf
break, As in the case of Iselin's data, these
data indiCate a maXimum AT in the Sum er and
a minimum AT in the spring.

2. 0 S a tia 1 Di s tribution of AT

The data presented in the previous section
yield a va'lue Of AT SeaSOnally at tWO 1OCatiOnS
0 ff the shelf break. In order to obtain esti-

fma estes of the spatial distribution of AT o f
the southeast coast, average sea-surface e-t m-
perature distributions were employed along with
the assumption that the temperature at the
900-m level was constant ard had an approximate
va uev 1 e af 4'C. The assumption was derived fram
discussions in the previous section. Figur es
9 through 12 yield the average sea-surface
temperature distributia j for each seasan aff
the southeast coast of the United States
 Schroeder, 1966!. Based on the 4~C temper-
ature at the 900 m level and these sea-surface
temperature values, the following spatial
distribution of AT were derived. In the
summer AT would vary from 24 aff the coast
af the Carolinas to 25 off the coast of
Florida and Georgia; in the fall, 21 o Ff
the coast of the Carolinas to 22' aff the
coast of Florida and Georgia; in the winter,
18" aff the coast of the Carolinas to 209
off the coast of Florida and Georgia; and
in the spring, 21' aff the coast of the
Carolinas to 22a off the Georgia and
Florida coast, These data suggest the
minimum val~e of *T can be found in the
winter months and the maximum value can be
found in the summer months, Differences
between these data and the data presented
in the previous section may be attributed
to the fact that in this section we are
dealing with average data and in the pre-
vious section with representative date.
However, there also is a passibility that
these differences may be a result of using
different reference depths  in the previous
section 400 m were used and in this section
900 m were used!.

One other important factor should be
painted out concerning Figures 9 through
12, Inspections of these figures will show
that the horizontal gradients in temperature
between the Gulf Stream and the near-share

Table 2. Seasonal distribution oE AT in the fits   �0 m
of the shelf break from the data derived by
Stefansson ct al. �97jl .

9 9ere 9. Aeereee eea-aer ace reeperervree of  rhe eeoc eeaec eeae 
e  CV ~ ea red reeeee  er eeeeer  dehroeder,  966!.
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water off the southeast coast of the United
States is approximately 1 to 2oC in the
su  micr; S C in the fal1; 10 C in the winter;
and 50C in the spring, The importance of
this factor wi11 be denronstrated in the
next section.

3.0 Perturbations in the Gulf Stream and
its Affect on the aT istri ution

In the previous sections, data were pre-
sented on the distribution of aT. These
distributions were established from either a
representative or average data base. The
problem with using this data base is that the
Gulf Stream is seldom in a representative nor
an average state. The Gulf Stream is a jet
which undergoes a11 the instabilities which
are normally subjected to such systems.
Instabilities may be manifested by the fact
that the flow is in the B-plane; that is, on
a rotating earth. Other instabilities may
be manifested by the fact that weather systems
 a major forcing function of currents in the
ocean! vary markedly in time and in space.
It has been shown that such variations can
produce marked accelerations in the Gulf
Stream. Furthermore, changes in bottom
topography can manifest perturbations in the
Gutf Stream also, It has been shown that the
Blake Plateau can comp 'ess the vertical shear
of the Gulf Stream currents, thus producing
concentrated zones of avai'lable potential
energy which are rapidly converted into
kinetic energy. Large accelerations and
currents which deviate from the normal
currents found in the Gulf Stream are a
result of the energy conversion. The pertur-
batians produced by the forcing functions
mentioned above can have a profound influence
on the variations of aT off the southeast
coast of the United States .

Figure 13 is an ir>frared photograph of
the coastal area off the southeast coast
of the United States obtained fram the NOAA-4
satellite in April 1975. Since this is an
infrared picture, the gray scale represen-
tation is a function of temperature with
black indicating warm temperature and white
indicating cold temperature, Of particu-
lar interest is a cold tongue of water off
Cape Romain which extends to the central core
of the Gulf Stream. lhe narth-south dimension
of the cold tangue is approximately 500 km.
The east-west dimension ranges from approxi-
mately 100 km near the origin at the shelf to
approximately 10 km at its northern tip. It

Figure 33 pOAA-A io rarett photograph rf  the eootheaat eooet o  tha
Ilo ted gtatee obta oed Eo Aprlr  'lri.
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has been shown that in the spling, which is
the period in which the phatograph is taken,
the aT off the southeast caast of the United
States in the first 400 m is approximately
150C, and that, on the average, the surface
shelf water has a temperature approximately
5oC lower than the surface Gulf Stream water,
If an ocean thermal system was located in the
Gulf Stream in the region where this perturba-
tion is now pumping cold shelf water into the
Gulf Stream, the 4T in that region can be re-
duced by approximate'iy 5oC; that is, the aT
in the spring which is normally 15~ can be
reduced to 10fIC,

Figure 14 is an infrared photograph off
the southeast coast of the United States from
NOAA-4 in early March 1975, This can be con-
sidered a winter case. In the winter, the
average 4T off the Carolina coast is approxi-
mately 17oC and the surface shelf water has
a temperature approximately 10' lower than
the Gulf Stream. Of interest in this figure
is the tongue of cold water originating from
the she'tf just south of Cape Romain and
extending approximately 300 km to the north.
As in the previous case, if an ocean thermal
system were located in the region where this
perturbation is now pumping cold shelf water
into the Gulf Stream, the winter 4T cauld be
lowered by 10oC reducing it to 7oC.

Figure 15 is an infrared photograph aff
the southeast coast of the United States
fram NOAA-4 in late March 1975. This, toa,
can be considered a winter case in which the
aT off the Carolina coast is approximately
17 C in the first 400 m and the horizontal
temperature differences between the shelf
water and the Gulf Stream at the surface is
approximately 10oC. Note the cold tongue
off Cape Romain.and the cold bulge off Cape
Lookout. It is believed that this picture
descri bes the initial stages of development
of two of the types of perturbations described
in previous figures. As in the previous case,
the winter aT can be reduced by approximately
10oC due to the transport of the cold shelf
water.

Figure Itb demonstrates the great varia-
bility that can be manifested in or near the
Gulf Stream, The figure is an SMS GOES
infrared photograph, and shows an eddy similar
to those described in the last three figures
east of Long Bay. There are also two cold
eddies found an the eastern side of the Gulf
Stream, east of Flaf ida. These cold eddies

Figure 14, I OS 4-4 tn rsrad photnsrat h nf I the s !! east coast qf the
Ifnl.ted ststen nhtstncd tn aariy March 19�.

Figure l5. sess-s in tare I phnrnsrsph off the so theaat coast of tha
llnttsd states obtained in late Match 1975.

Figaro 16. ggg FDF5 Infrared phstograph of f the southeast ooast of
tha United graces obts ~d is aprii 1955.



can reduce the surface temperature approxi-
mately IOoC. However, they may not reduce
the aT as much as the perturbations found
on the western boundary of the Gulf Stream
due to the fact that the cold eddies have
deep vertical extent  approximately 1 500 m!.

4.0 Conclusions

It has been shown that aT's as large as
25 C can be obtained off the southeast coast
of the United States, depending on the lower
reference depths used. It has been suggested
that ocean thermal systems be located off the
shelf break since large 'T's can be obtained
in smaller depth intervals, Based on avai 1-
able data, i t appears that the cold water
pipe associated with the ocean thermal
systems should extend to the depth interval
of 400 to 600 m, depending on the required
aT. Further extension wi11 not increase the
aT appreciably.

Even though it appears from average or
representative data that a aT favorable for
ocean thermal systems can be found off the
southeast coact of the United States and in
the Gulf Stream, it has been shown that
perturbations produced the western and

eastern boundaries of the Gulf Stream can
profoundly change the Value of <T. There-
fore, it is critical to the operation of
ocean therma1 system that they by cited in
regions where such factors are minimized,
From the present state of knowledge of the
Gulf Stream and its dynamics, it appears
that the perturbations described in this
paper can be the controlling influence on
the economics of operation of an ocean
thermal system.
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A GULF STREAM BASED OCEAN THERMAl. DIFFERENCES POWER PLANT

William E. Heronemus, Professor of Civil Engineering
University of Massachusetts  Amherst !

for the U,Mass Energy Alternatives Team

Abstract

The significance of the Gulf Stream Ocean Thermal Difference Power Plant to
the energy market of the contiguous 48 stat:es is discussed. The controlling
characteristics of the Site are enumerated and a macro examina tion of the si ze and
quality of the rescu~ce is made, Then an examination of daily fluctuations in the
resource is made, and the significance of the U,Mass OFF-DESIGN power plant
studies is demonstrated. The general features of U.Mass power plant configura-
tions proposed for the Gulf Stream Site are enurierated together with a more speci-
fic examination uf Site controlled design characteristics. The general features
and certain specific details of the more recent U.Mass power plant are then illus-
trated in a series of figures. The essentiality of a tota I systems approach by a
'large enough team of experts whose efforts are orchestrated and controlled by a
bonafide ocean engineer is woven throughout the paper, obvious to those who under-
stand the anci ent art of ship desi gn and construction, but probably invisible to
those lacking that, sobering experience.

l. Introduction

This paper bears the name of Heronemus, but it
really is based on the work of a team of ten profes-
sors and a'lmost forty students as of January 1976,
The grasp of the ocean thermal differences process,
held by the University of Massachusetts research team
is a team grasp which permits a broad integrated
system usage of t,he more narrow sharply-honed compe-
tence of each of its subsystem experts. From the '
original desire to pursue this subject in 1969 it has
always been a mixture of mechanica1, civil and ocean
engineering, a blend of heat transfer, hydrau1ics,
physical oceanography, naval architecture, marine
engineering, machine design, structures and materials
engineering. One man can attempt to "manage" a11 of
that, but no one man can preterid that he is an expert
in all those fields. The U.Mass team has always been
generous enough to assist the manager in his attempt
to understand all, but charitable in thei r knowledge
that he could not.

A Gulf Stream Ocean Therma 1 Differences Power
Plant is a many-splendored thing. It is first of all
a site, or rather a large but discrete area of sites.
It >s a creature of the sea. In our first four
versi ons it is a submersible creature: in the fifth
versi on it wi 11 be a surface ship looking from the
outside very much like a 1975 very large crude carri er.
In the sixth version it will be a relatively small
surface ship, a test and trial uni t matched to the

small minds and pocketboo'ks of those in charge of our
nation's energy destiny who have not yet agreed to the
correct. large, test and trial unit.

A Gulf Stream OTFC to us is a fully afloat unit
that must ride to an anchor in a relatively strong
current and must occasionally take the battering of
the most severe of hurricanes. We started off, it
seemed, battling everyone else about anchoring in that
fearsome cur> ent. We knew then, and each additiona'I
study has confirmed, that that current is the most
magnificent subsystem of the entire OTEC, that which
does most of the pumping for free, that which releases
us from any concern about thermal gradient destruction.

We stil'l think that a power p'lant of 400 megawatt
electrical is close to an optimum size, and we now can
demonstrate how such power plants can be built on
shipways or in basins with only 100 feet of beam,
900 feet of length, launching at a launching draft. of
as few as fifteen feet. We still think steel re-
inforced concrete is an appropriate hull material, but
we have trouble understanding cost estimates of over
300 dollars per cubic yard when we participate daily
in the construct~on of sizeable steel rei nforced
concrete structures, with complex form work, at 50 to
80 dollars per yard,

For years we have known what the circulating
water pumps, both hot and cold, should be like, and
have so stated: they should be essential ly the
opposite of our windmills, and they should cost no
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more than 100 dollars per kilowatt, complete. We are
about ready to demonstrate that number.

We were convinced early on that the heat ex-
changers should best be one configuration --- J. Hil-
bert Anderson started us toward that conviction, then
our own thorough research into two-phase heat trans-
fer at low temperatures convi nced us completely.
We' ve described those heat exchangers over and over
in words: we are now ready to demonstrate a full
scale mock-up of a portion of such a heat exchanger
and also get on with proof of manufacturing processes
in a variety of materials.

We were denied funds to investigate an anchor
and mooring system, but have managed to do so anyway,
and will soon publish a complete analysis and pro-
totype design. Again, cost per kilowatt is very close
to our original estimate.

The most significant result, perhaps, of our
latest work, is conviction that in collaboration
with Pacific Power and Protein, Inc., «e have in-
vented a complete so1ution to any fouling problem that
might beset a closed-cycle OTEC: patents have been
applied for.

J. Hilbert Anderson cor,vinced us that OTECs
could be built at relatively 1ow capital cost. We
could never match his low figure, but «e came close.
We have lived through a year and a half of aerospace
OTEC cost estimates and have held our tongues: we
hope only that shipbui lders not flying machine or
rocket builders will be ass igned the responsibility
for detailed design and construction of the first OTEC.

We have exparjded our knowledge of the hot and
cold water resource variations in the proposed Gulf
Stream deployment site and have strengthened our
conviction t.hat the site is a good and reliable site;
but "Site One" has had to be moved one nile east from
where it was originally set. We have lonq accepted
the idea that seasonal variation in resource in that
deployment area will require some "maneuvering" of
the power plant, and are well along with the
necessary analysis of these off-design situations and
what they shov1d mean to the overall design and
machinery detail ef a Gulf Stream OTEC.

The Gulf Stream OTEC is a specific OTEC. It will
be much more costly than a 40 t.o 45 F ',T tropical OTEC.
But the Gu1f Stream OTEC is very close to a ravenous
energy customer, a customer conditioned to pay mor e
and more for electricity or fuel. Tropical OTECS will
in time outnumber by orders of magnitude Gulf Stream
OTECS, for everylhinq other than e'lectricity or
synthetic hydrogen fuel. We intend to be party to
those tropical systems, too, in due course.

2, The Gulf Stream QTEC Site and Resource

Peter Mangarella and Robert Kirchhoff have done
more than all others to describe ar.d quantify the
bountiful magnificance of the Gulf Stream Resource.

The Site is still a broad swath about 15 mile. west
to east astride the axis of the Gulf Stream  itself
an imaginary line!, extending at least: 55O miles
south to north from Key Sombrero to abreast Charles-
ton. The first pinpointed site was named "Site One"
-- about 17 miles eastward from Miami. "Site Two"
is due east of Charleston, and it figures strongly
in an OTEC system designed specifically to replace
all of the flew England e'lectric utilities.

The resourre at Site One has been quantified and
described in "An Assessment of the Ocean Thermal
Energy Potential of the Florida Current" by Peter A.
Mangarel 1 a, Terihni cal Report NSF/RANN/SE/G 1-34979/
TR/75/6 of June 1976. Figure �! locates Site One
and the stations of Project Strait Jacket from which
our original data were taken. Figure �! shows the
significant inclination of isotherms upward and west-
ward in this region which bring the cold water up into
the 600 meter depth range. Figure �! shows the
available power output per unit meter width of the
Miami to Bimini Cross Section for different cold
water intake depths, with temperature gradient across
the evaporator held constant at 1' Centigrade.
Figure �! shows the available power per volume flow-
rate across the Florida current during various month~
fOr a cold water inlet depth of 500 meters and the
same 1 C temperat:ure gradient across the evaporator.
Figure �! suggests some significant minimization of
power variation with season the closer one gets to
the axis of that Gulf Stream.
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From that study and its predecessors, the U.Mass
Team, led by Peter Mangarella in this instance,
decided that:

 a! If the cold water inlet were run down to
600 meter depth, 30 to 35 km off the florida
coast, seasonal variation would be minimized.

 b! If the entire upper 60 meters of the Current
were passed through the evaporators and re-
duced by 10C while cold water was drawn from
only 500 meters depth, 3.6 x 10'z kWh per
year could be extracted using GTECs of the
U.Mass type.

 c! Since that entire hand 60 meters deep could
not be passed through a single pl arre of
evaporator entrances, OTECs comprising that
total evaporator frontal area could be
spread out we't to east and soLrth to north
and achieve tliat same result. This con-
firmed that the resource was large enough
to support the earlier concept of as many
as 15 south to nnrth columns, with a 400mWe
power plant ai: each 2 rr:i1e irterval thereon.

 d! With the co'ld water inlet at 600 meters {or
more! the avai1able power would increase to
over 4 trillion kWh per year.

 e! The seasonal variation is significant, and
the ~dail variation must be understood well,
i.e., Larry Ambs' Off-Oesigrr Arralysis must
proceed to a meaningful conclusion point.

3. The Short-Term Fluctuations in the Grrlf Stream

The work of Walter Duing first seen by us in 1973
{Project SYNOPS! had worried us considerably because
it showed significant irrstability of thercial strati-
fication in the mid waters of the Florida Current.
The U.Mass power p1art design had decided from the
start that the hot vrater resource would be taken from
as close to the surface as practical rrithrrut encount-
ering near-surface effects, and thai the cold water
would be taken from as near the bottom as possible
without encountering securing. We settled on a 30
meter average depth of water into evaporators
inlets, and, 1 ater on, a rrinimum depth of 600 meters
for the cold water inlet.

Dr. Ambs' close-grain analysis was facilitated
by NODC data. He chose a data analysis technique
whose final resu1t is as close to a daily plot of
HOf. Water Temper ature, COld Water Temperature and aT
as we' ve been able to prepare.  Another technique to
complement this is being used by Dr. Mangarella in
further analysis of NOOC and U.S. Navy data! The
preliminary results of Ambs are shown here in advance
of his publishing, Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8, to
reassure this audience that even the micro-scale data
show the Site and the Resource to be excellent

and practical of utilization. Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8
all use the 30 meter depth as the evaporator inlet
depth, but have different cold water intake depths,
300al. 400m, 500m, and 600m. respectively. Note the
significant smoothing out of variability in T,Cold. in,
as inlet depth increases.

The need for 600 meters of cold water intake
depths is indicated by these four figures. The varia-
bility in available aT is considerable: Figure {8!
shows a aT of only 17'C for. the entire month of March,
and a aT of 22'C for August, September and October.
The 17'C is one degr ee lower than our baseline design
case whereas the 22'C is 4 degrees larger. If the
U.Mass OTEC is to deliver 400mWe net during January,
February and March, what will that same plant deliver
during late summer and fall? The answers to such
questions are the essence of the Off Design Problem.
and they will be forthcoming. The baseline configura-
tion may change considerably as a result.

4. Iterations on the Gulf Stream Ocean Thermal
Differences Power Plant Confi uration

A. The design requirements for a power plant
dictated by the Site have not changed much during the
four years of investigation except for:

 a! a minimum depth of 600 meters of water rather
than 500 meters has now been accepted

 b! surface ship  deep draft! configurations are
now thought to be feasible, perhaps even pre-
ferrable, to the very deeply submerged semi-
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submersibles of the earlier baseline con-
figurationsn s.

B. We still think in terms of:

 c! closed Rankine Cycle: aur own minimal in-
vestigation of the Open Cycle produced dis-
appointing results. The results of others
are encouraging, but we' ve not had time to
use them.

 d! Either Propane or Ammonia as the working
fluid. We found the Bechtel contribution
on an Ammonia working fluid "clean-up
system" helpful and reassuring that ammonia.
need nat, perhaps, be feared as much as we
feared it in 1972, '73,

 e! We re~ain totally addicted to the small-
passage pressure-proof plate-fin heat ex-
changer. Our most prol i t i c inves ti ga tors
have gone aver small -bore paralle! tube and
small-bare staggered tube and a bra~d spread
Of plate-fin geometrieS and teSts for opti-
mal configurations always come back to that
1/8-inch vertical rectangular or triangular
cross-section tube.

 h!

We are convinced that smal'I-passage pressure-
proof plate fin heat exchangers can be pro-
duced in subassemblies using production-line
techniques, and that the manufacturing cast
will be a small percentage of the material
cost. We are prepared ta proceed with
actua1 canstruct.ian af several coripctitive
concepts in several metals, The patent-
abi 1 i ty of thi s Heat Exchanger Assembly
Concept is being investigated.

Except for Off-Design considerations, tur-
bine design is set, prototype manufacturing
could be started, We are satisfied that
reasonable space f' or exhaust. diffusion wil'l
add one ta twa percent back onto turbine
efficiency. Our latest configurations thus
permit turbine plus diffuser arrangements
that, should give us 94'4 total-to-total effi-
ciency.

All of our i ter ati ons ta date have made pro-
vision for an-site repair-by-replacement of
defective heat exchanger components while
enduring a fractional shut-down of power
plant.

Part-load operation, minimum disruption in
load during maintenance operations, a
complete damage-control capability for cop-
ing with passible accidents, consolidated
power plant control from a topside control
station, have int'luenced the i terations.

Practica'lity of power plant construction at
the maximum possible number of' existing U . S .
shipbuilding 1ocati ans has been given
serious consideration. The largest �00mWe!
of either our semi-submerged or surfaced
config~rations can be constructed on

900' x 'lOO' ways adjacent to 1 2 foot deep
launch receiving waters. Much deeper out-
fitting basins  up to 53' depth! are re-
quired, and a completion site  perhaps
alongside a f'loating barge complex! with
84' depth would be desirable. For a proper
multiple-construction program of many poiver
p'lants, some auxiliary flotation devices
 similar to the WWII Manitawoc Submarine
Transport Dock! would be desirable,

The Cold Water Inlet Pipe has taken on a
variety of configurations. The original
concept of a CWIP extending farward from
the bow of the power plant, farming part of
the mooring line, built as one welded alu-
minum hull structure, is still a viable
concept. The concepts of subdividing that
CWIP into 2, 3 or even 4 articulated sec-
tions is also still very attractive. We
have liked the vertically telescoping CWIP
and have decided on a version of it which
could be built from welded aluminum to the
streamlined shape required for the Gulf
Stream Site, as an alternate. A telescoping
CWIP dropped down from a location abaft the
midships section, in some sketches all the
way aft at the stern, of the surface ship
configurations appears very attracti ve: the
mooring to the bow would then be a bundle
of mooring structural material plus the
energy umbilical s!, cables and/or hoses.

We have moved past the very lofty topside
evaporator ar ray of our Mark ll confi gura-
tion to two other candidates, each of which
requires hot: water pumping to overcame the
hydraulic losses incurred by that lowering.
Dr. Kirchhoff has estimated the additional
p'umping power requirement as minimal, how-
ever, and we feel very comfortable with the
resu'lting compromise.

With the he! p of the Naval Underwater Sys-
tems Center  Art Garison, et al!, we 1ooked
at some other basi c configurations, both
"wet condenser" and "dry condenser." We
learned a great deal from the detai ling of
the required concrete structures and have
i ncorpor a ted those results indirectly i nto
our latest configurations,

 m!

A Dr Condenser, parts of which may be re-
place on site, after isolation of that con-
denser from the cold water path,

A Turbine Diffuser sitting on top of that
condenser, occupying pressure-hull  one-
atmosphere! space ... as ~ion a diffuser
as possible ... a ditfuser which costs a
great deal in terms of hull space which it
occupies.

�!

C. The U.Mass Power Plant Configurations are, to
date, all characterized by a multiplicity of mach-
inery compartments, each of which contains:
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�! A Turbo-Generator sitting on top of the
girfuser, occupying pressure-hull space.
The Turbo-Generator is of such a size that
it produces 25 mWe net power, at this time.
Nore detailed analysis, particularly after
the OFF-OESIGH work is completed, may
suggest a somewhat larger turbine-generator
set.

The Turbine Diffuser can be opened up and entered
for repair to its underlying .condenser. The interior
arrangement and structural detai'Is lend themse'Ives to
the moving in and out of replacement condenser core
Heat Exchanger assemblies

�! An Eva rator Arra on top of the hull con-
taining the dry condenser-turbine-generator
stack. The semi-submersible configurations
all use wet daeva orators in a topside array.
The surface shi p configurations use d~r
eva orators located at the same relative
e evation in the hull as the condensers.
The topside Wet Evaporator Array can be
maintained by repair-by- rep'lacement with
minimal plant. turn-down,

g»segg Cital~ »sea p rIXS jgu»ggg» ~

0. Much of the above can be seen in the following
series of illustrations:

!n Figure  9! one sees a typical transverse sec-
tion through a semi-submersible hull configuration.
One sees the condenser hanging down below the Inner
Pressure Hull Grill inside that Outer Shel I, which
when closed off at its Coo'ling Sea Water inlets and
outlets gives us the ~Or Condenser feature. On top
of the condenser is the Inner Pressure HulI Grill
which pr ovides structural integrity for the large
opening in the bottom of the Inner Pressure Hull as
well as all the necessary damaqe control features,
On top of the GriT 1 is the Turbine Oiffuser . On top
Of that is the Turbine-Generator set. All machinery
is contained withi n the one-atmosphere Inner Pressure
Hull. Access for building and for the entrance of
Vapor from the Topside Fvaporator Array is shown via
a cy'I indri cal entrance penetration which i s fitted
with double closures to each opening.

In Figure �0! one sees a conipartment layout,
deck plan, for a two-turbine compartment. In a 200
mWe hull we plan to have a short one turbine compart-
ment at each end of the hul 1 and three two turbine
compartments, separated by holding bulkheads, for
damage control purposes,

fe ~ sseu» I egnlspusm0 Sussne»u~e ssssuet»»n+» »serena»~ n»» ses»~ ln»nctnr fcnssuenu»uu» ese» ns lessee~ S»afar» I »a
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Figure  'll! shows the cellular nature of the
condenser and the structure in which it is carried.

~ »a ~W»~ »m I
Figure �2! shows some more detail of one of

those structural cells in which one Heat Exchanger
Assembly is suspended. The Turbine Exhaust Vapor
flows downward throuqh the Oiffuser into the Inner
Pressure Hull Grid, then enters to tops of the open
condenser panels. As it flows down through the
cooled plate-fin panels it condenses and collects in
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the pressure-proof Hot Mell. There is to be a Hot
Mell fOr eaCh Heat Exchanger Assembly because each
must be isolable, drainable, purgeable, to permit
condenser repair by replacement.

Shifting now to the Evaporator Array, Figure �3!
shows the basic dimensions of three parallel plate-
fin panels in an evaporator core. Those panels are
'fabricated into Heat Exchanger Assemblies which will
be identica92 to the condenser Heat Exchanger
Assemblies for some power plants, but which may have
different sea water passage widths for other power
plants. In this concept, eight 4'x4'x32' Heat
Exchanger Assemblies are manifolded together to create
one Evaporator Modular Insert, Eight of those Modular
Inserts are shown side-by-side in a structural frame
in Figure �4!. That subassembly of eight was
selected to facilitate a certain topside arrangement.

Figur   15! shows one Evaporator Modular Insert
and the concept for piping it which permits it to be
isolated, wi thdrawn from, replaced, and then cut
back on line in a power plant with mi nimum interfer-
ence with power plant productivity.

Figure �6! is further detail at the top of an
Evaporator Modular Insert, and Figure �7! shows
similar detail at the bottom of an Insert. A repair
crew working from an awash platform will be able to
iso1ate, remove, and replace any Insert which the
Evaporator Salinity Sampling and Alarm System has
shown to be leaking.
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All of these features are put together, partially,
in the last of the figures, In Figure �8! we see an
isometric view of the submersible hull power plant
showing how the hul'I construction would proceed, from
concrete bottom "saucer", thru erection of the trans-
verse vertical floors which subdivide the condenser
boxes. Then the Inner Pressure Hull Grill would be
landed as one complete steel weldment subassembly
an top of those floors, if adequate weight lifting
CapaCity be available, or the Grill will be built up
in place on top of the floors. Then the forms f' or
the interior bu1kheads and the Innr r Pressure Hull
will rise, step-by-step, with stee1 and concrete
going into than unti 1 the raw boundary of the
bui lder' s access is reached. The Outer Shell wi 11
rise concurrently, slip-formed up and around, to join
the other concrete at the hull top. Launch wi 11 occur
when the lar.gest  deepest! saucer !vhich the building
site can accept has been reachcc: construction will
proceed af'Ioat, symmetrically, thereafter. After all
Ir!achinery haS been Shipped, 1acated, foundatiOned,
piped and wired, the ! arg e ra,. bui ldr r's cces s will
be fi'lied in to the per!na nerrt cvl!n'r sea 1 access
trunks and towers . Topside Evapurator piping,
structura 1 fr.ani ng, �rane !rays wi 11 be added, tnen
towers and the evaporators themselves, "s mentioned
earlier, a deep-draft fitting-out site with
passage to the sea wi 11 be required ta complete the
hu'I 1 .

The middle Cold Hater Hul',, hu! 1t seoarately wi'll
at the appropriate time be brougi;t to tne Starboard
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Hull, mated and fastened. Then the Port Hull, built
separately wi11 be brought to it, mated and fastened.
The Cold Water Inlet Pipe Swivel Section will be
installed, ready to receive the rest of the CWIP.

Figures �9! and �0! show one recent version of a
topside evaporator arrangement whose maximum height
above top of pressure hu11 is about 90 feet: a double-
tiered arrangement of evaporator assemblies in a
sinuous pa th along the top of the hull, The Evap-
orator Repair Crane Ways and the Repair Crane are
shown integrated into that structural frame work.
The total added hot water parasitic pumping loss for
this configuration in the Gu]f Stream has been
estimated at 2 megawatts for a 400 mWe  net!
configuration.

Figure �1! shows another recent topside evap-
orator arrangement in which total upward projection
of the evaporator array has been kept under 4S feet
by accepting additional hot water pumping. Dr.
Kirchhoff has not yet estimated that loss, but it is
thought it too will be relatively minor. The Cold
Water Hull has been tapered in height from bow to
stern to create a hot water dump channel for the in-
board evaporators of the after rows. The channel
grows in cross sectional area along the hull to
match the increased water flow, The Repair Crane
concept will be used with the arrangement of Figure
�0! also.

There are many changes to be made to the arrange-
ments of Figures �8!,�9!,�0! and �1!. For
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example, it is clear that we should abandon the
circular cross-section Outer Hull, for instance, and
move our Condenser Box Isolation Doors inboard to
seat gate-valve fashion an sloping outward extensions
of the strong concrete transverse floors. That will
permit our outer hull to take on vertical sides,
reducing fabrication cost and probably reducing
overall beam.

The Weight and I4oment Sheets for these new
configurations have been completed. Balance and
adequate stability in the many different conditions
of operation which one of these power plants must see
during constructianit.norma 1 operations on station has
been verified. There is room in the bottom of the
Cold Water Hull ta build in air-blown bal'last tankage
that could provide a very large measure of casualty
buoyancy. Whether or not the certifying agencies
would be willing to equate that with required reserve
buoyancy is questionable, but it would be every bit
as useful to the same purpose, and would facilitate
the semi-submerged hull configuration.  The semi-
submerged power plants could be built to the rules
for oil-drilling rigs and overcame these ki nds af
problems in that way, too.! The total resistance
of the semi- submersible on station in the Florida
Current has been reduced markedly by these recent
iterations from the value calculated by Adams in
'l973. Therefore anchor and mooring requirement are
about one-fourth what we had thought necessary before.
The surface ship 1terations show even more reduction
in anchor and mooring requirement.

5, One Su ested A licatian for Gulf Stream OTECS

We are not aware of any great clamor at Florida
Light and Power Company, or other investor-owned
utility along the Florida Current, to get inta the
OTEC business. Indeed we understand that they need
the waste heat fram as many additional nuclear power
plants as possible to qualify for an EROA pr oject in
81omass called the Great Biscayne Bay Sea Lettuce
Project; thus their lack af interest in cheaper
electricity from OTEC. We a1so understand that OTECS
are looked upon with great suspicion by that new
Florida industry boomer, Offshore Power Systems, and
are thus not mentioned in polite society north of
Palm Beach.

But we think we have one customer, a municipal
power company in Taunton, lrlassachusetts, who has an
outlet to the sea near Fore River. This municipal,
like most of the 40 municipals in Nassachusetts does
very little generatinq today and is primarily a re-
ta1 ler of electr 1c ity produced by the I'lew England
Cartel, NEPOOL. It has been suggested that if
Taunton could buy electricity cheaper than that which
Boston Edison, etc., sel'ls to them, then Taunton
would in time sell ta Boston Edison and indeed take
over the entire NEPOOL market. Electricity wi 11 flow
in either direction in most cables, and there is an
ever increasing number of activist groups who would
be willing to help arrange the necessary legislation,
disenfranchisements, etc.

So, a completely independent analysis of projected
demand, 1990, for ail of New England has been made.-
The number 146 billion kWh per year, twice the 92975
73 billion kWh per year, has been arrived at after
considerable effort. This projection could of course
be' off by 100 percent. For example, the New England
economy could continue down h111 so far because of
ever increasing conventional energy costs and taxes
that population growth will become strongly negat1ve
and electricity growth will resume the negative slope
of 'l974, and early 1975. Be that as it may, a market
of 146 x 10' kWh, 1990, has been used.

It was decided to moor Uriass. type 400 mWe power
plants near Site Two, due east of Charleston, S.C.
Careful analysis of a vast collection of NOOC and U.S.
Navy data confirmed that the Site Two resource is as
r1ch and as steady  actually steadier than! as the
Site One resource provided a cold water intake depth
of 800 meters is used. That number corresponded
well with the preliminary assessment of 1969 where
maximum depths to 900 meters in the proposed
deployment area were predicted,

Ninety 400 mWe  net! power plants, six rows of 15
each, in a sea area 16 miles by 14 miles, are to be
used. All af the power plant net electr icity is to be
used via electro'lysis to generate hydrogen gas. Three
separated 44 inch diameter pipelines buried in the
shelf in about 300 feet of water, each p1pe BIO miles
long, are ta carry the hydrogen to Fore River. Those
three pipeS prOVide l00 redundanCy, and very elab-
orate damage control concepts have been worked 1nto
the system. An alternate scheme calls for one pipe
to be laid ashore, along the route of the coastal
highway, to increase the security of the system from
unfriendly frogmen; the ashore pipeline looks to be
somewhat more expensive, Off the Jersey Coast, same
40 miles to sea, near the forthcoming oil platforms
of the Baltimore Canyon Field, there will be a
compressor platform which wi 11 absorb a continuous
180,000 horsepower maintaining the least-cost gas
flow situation. Farther north and east in another
canyon off Nantucket there will be an underwater
pr essur e-balanced 3OOO psi hydrogen storage of size
adequate to smooth out the New England load-demand
curve and provide three days' emergency storage,

The hydrogen going ashore into Taunton will at
fi rst be conver ted to electricity right there. The
desired conversion wil'l use hydrogen-air fuel cells.
The by product process water will be sold to the
Boston Metropolitan district Commission to add to their
drinking water supply. By the time �990! this
system reaches its max1mum siz , arrangements wi 11
probably have been made to pipe l1ne hydrogen gas
around New England to a multiplicity of reconversion
stations rather than doing it all in Taunton.

This study has assumed an overall electrolyzer-
fuel cell efficiency of 45'l, about 12;l higher than
that achievable with today's reasonably-priced
cammercial electralyzers and the equivalent of a
PSWA Power celR fuel ce>1. The improvement of 12K
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6. Conclusions

CRAR

FIGURE 22

can be made within 5 years by improving the electro-
lyzer alone, in the opinion of the Genera'! Electric
Direct Energy Conversion Group. The theoretical
maximum efficiency of' this electrolysis-fuel cel l
reconversion process is 1OO"; no Carnot efficiency
limitation at all.

Assuming a 5% steady inflation rate, 1975 to 1985,
and an OTEC capable of deliverinq bus bar d.c. at 16
mi'lls per kWh, the projected cost of gaseous hydrogen
at the end of the system in Tauntan, 1985 dol'lars, is
32 cents per pound. An existing hydrogen-air fue'l
cell can produce 10 kilowatt hours of electr ici ty
from a pound of hydrogen. The total cost of delivered
bulk power, 1985, base load through peak, the entire
schedule would be near 41 rrills per kWh. Add 14
mills for distribution and the averaqe kWh price
becomes 55 mills, 1985. The best current projection
of average New England electririty price, 1985, using-
some combination of nuclear and fossil generating
plant, is 85 mills per kWh  from the experts outside
the electricity industry!. The 16 mi 11 per kWh
power cost at Site Two requires a capital cost af
$850 or less per installed kW. The d ifference between
85 mills and 55 mills would permit another 30 mills
per kWh capitalization of OTEC, about S!594 additional
per installed k!1, or a total of S2544 per kW, ta
achieve a break-even competitive price. There is in
our opinion considerable elbow room in those numbers,
considerable room to take risks in OTEC development,
considerable opportunity for larqe rewards ta risk
capital. The largest remai~ing risk, probably, is
that Site Two produced hydrogen woo!d find itself
Competing againSt affshare ivindpoiIer prOduaed
hydrogen at the llew England sea coast!:he clever
entrepreneur may decide to develop both resources
simultaneously. Figure �2! diagrams this system as
qoing into Providence: the Taunton system is somewhat
Shorter in pipeline length, all Other facets being the
same. This study is the product of' Wm. J. Rowan, one
of the 29 outstanding graduate research assistants
who have helped with our OTEC research at UMass.
 Amherst!.

The Gulf Stream site in the Florida Current is a
good place far the United States ta deploy Ocean
Therrial Differences Power Plants. The resource is
very large, capable of supolying all of the United
States' electricity by itself if only one two-thou-
sandth of it were converted. The flowinq waters of
the Gulf Stream replenish that resource in a very
admirable way, overcoming any possible problem with
breakdown of thermal strati ication as might occur in
stagnant. water. The market is near at hand for the
electricity-in-cable product and more distant markets
cou'ld be reached by delivering the best of synthetic
fuels, hydrogen, via pipeline.

The UHass. research team still favors large
anchored power plants af the 100 to 40O mWe  net!
size which use metallic pressure-proof plate-fin
heat exchangers working in either a propane or
ammonia closed cycle for the Gulf Stream Site.

Experimentation that will decide the exact length
Of pasSage for thoSe heat exChangerS haS been prOpOSed
aS haS a pragram that will denIOnStrate heat exChanger
manufacturability. The seasonal variation of the Gulf
Stream Site must be dealt with intelligently, and
more Off-Design investigation is needed to decide the
best machinery arrangement to cope with waxing and
waning therma 1 resource: the final answer must be
determined by economics.

Small, medium or large Gulf Stream semi-submersible
or surface-ship power plants could be built at
hundreds of existing ship building sites by using the
Japanese method of waterborne joining of hull portions
into one hull. Anchors and moorings for even the
largest of the proposed power plants have been shown
to be of manageable complexity. Many campetit.ive
cold water inlet pipe concepts have been sketched:
some have been detailed but many more deserve
detailing,

A large scale program for development and acquisi-
tion of a large fleet of Gulf Stream Power Plants was
proposed by Ul'iass. in March, 1975; the existing
national OTEC program ignored completely its content
and went instead ta the Congress far an insignificant
FY '76 budget. There persists some strange attitude
that "the existing investor-owned utilities will
develop OTEC as saon as economic viability has been
assured and as soan as EPRI says it's OK". If the
United States of America intends ta permit EPRI and
the investor-owned utilities to decide the energy
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future of this country, Toynbee's pessimistic predic-
tion about the disappearance of the human race will
only be hastened into reality.
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